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Estimating the thermal properties of thin ﬁlm on substrate material systems is
important in many thermal engineering applications. The photothermal deﬂection
spectroscopy technique is extended for the in situ characterization of anisotropic
thin ﬁlms on substrates. A comprehensive thermal model is developed for sys-
tems with an arbitrary number of ﬁlms on a substrate that includes the eﬀects of
anisotropic thermal conductivity and thermal boundary resistance.
Using the thermal model, the beam deﬂections in a photothermal deﬂection
spectroscopy experiment are found for a system with ﬁnite probe beams. The the-
oretical beam deﬂection model is used to infer material properties within a Bayesian
statistical framework. A maximum a posteriori estimator based on the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm is used to solve the resulting ill-posed inverse problem. Syn-
thetic data from bulk, thin ﬁlm on substrate, and multilayered ﬁlm samples is
analyzed to demonstrate the ability and limitations of the estimator to infer the
true thermal properties. The estimation of eﬀective thermal properties for multi-
layer material systems is also discussed and demonstrated. Methods for evaluating
the validity of estimates and subsequently improving these estimates using design
of experiments are given.BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
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xvNOMENCLATURE
The nomenclature adopted in this work is given below. Set notation is used to
deﬁne subscripts for all relevant parameters within the set, e.g., {abc}ij is equiva-
lent to aijbicij where b has no index j. Metric (MKS) units are used throughout
and given when appropriate.
Symbols
Symbol Description Units
C heat capacity per unit volume J/m3·K
D thermal diﬀusivity m2/s
E thermal eﬀusivity W·s1/2/m2·K
F ﬁgure of merit function
H probe beam height (z−axis) m
¯ H eﬀective probe beam height m
L ﬁlm/layer thickness m
M misﬁt function
R thermal boundary resistance m2·K/W
S a priori function
T temperature K
T∞ ambient temperature K
V photodetector output (∝ displacement) V
X probe beam center: x−axis m
Y heating beam to detector distance m
F Fourier transform operator (F[f] → ˜ f)
H Hankel transform operator (H[f] → ˆ f)
L Laplace transform operator (L[f] → ˘ f)
N normalization constant
R optical reﬂectance
cp heat capacity per unit mass J/kg·K
f frequency Hz
i imaginary number (
√
−1)
j layer index
k thermal conductivity W/m·K
n index of refraction
p probability density function
q heat source (volumetric generation) W/m3
q00 heat ﬂux W/m2
r radial coordinate m
wh heating laser beam (e−2) radius m
xviSymbol Description Units
wp probe laser beam (e−2) radius m
x,y,z Cartesian coordinates m
x0,y0,z0 Cartesian coordinates m
Λ thermal wavenumber m−1
Φnorm,Φtan beam deﬂection (frequency domain) rads
α optical absorption coeﬃcient m−1
δ thermal penetration depth m
φnorm,φtan ray deﬂection (angular) rads
κ spatial wavenumber m−1
λ wavelength m
ρ density kg/m3
ω modulation angular frequency rad/s
σ uncertainty/error
ξnorm,ξtan ray displacement at detector m
H Hessian
J Jacobian
K thermal conductivity tensor W/m·K
d experimental data vector
m model data vector
n residual or error vector
s estimation parameter vector
ˆ s estimation parameter best estimate
Γ covariance matrix
Subscripts, Superscripts, and Other
Symbol Description
2ac periodic
2dc steady state
{2}j jth layer
˜ f Fourier transform of f
ˆ f Hankel transform of f
˘ f Laplace transform of f
xviiCHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO PHOTOTHERMAL DEFLECTION
SPECTROSCOPY
1.1 Overview
Photothermal deﬂection spectroscopy (PDS) is a versatile, non-destructive, non-
contact experimental technique commonly used to estimate the thermal properties
of materials [1, 2]. A laser beam is focused onto a material of interest; the resulting
local heating launches thermal waves into the sample and the adjacent ambient
material (typically air, but it can also be other gases, liquids, or even transparent
solids). The temperature variations in the ambient medium create a change in the
index of refraction of the material (n), which is proportional to the temperature
through the so-called “optothermal coeﬃcient”, dn/dT [3]. As rays of light propa-
gate through the resulting gradient in the index of refraction, they “bend” similar
to passing through a lens. This “thermal lensing” is the same refractory eﬀect seen
on hot surfaces at low viewing angles and is called the “mirage eﬀect”. (This is
the origin of a common and perhaps more appropriate name for PDS: the “mirage
technique” [1].)
In a PDS experiment, a probe laser beam is passed through the heated region
of the ambient material (assumed to be air for the remainder of this work) and
centered on a position-sensitive photodiode. The probe beam can be oriented
parallel (collinear) or perpendicular (transverse) to the heating beam, and the
probe beam can be bounced or skimmed across the surface of the material system
in a transverse experiment, as shown schematically in Figure 1.1 on the following
page. The photodiode and probe laser are then scanned together (so that the
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probe beam remains approximately centered on the detector) across the heated
region of the ambient material to obtain beam deﬂection data as a funtion of oﬀset
distance relative to the heating beam. The direction of the probe beam deﬂections
Heating
Beam
Heating
Beam
Probe
Beam
Probe
Beam
Detector Detector
Sample Sample
(b.) Bounced probe beam (a.) Skimmed probe beam
Figure 1.1: Schematics of transverse PDS experiments with (a.) skimmed
and (b.) bounced probe beams.
is generally given in terms of two coordinates relative to the material system (as
shown in Figure 1.1): the tangential direction is deﬁned as parallel to the surface
of the material system, and the normal direction is the outward perpendicular
vector of the surface plane. The deﬂections are measured as an angular deﬂection
(measured by angles, i.e., radians) or as a displacement in the plane of the detector
(measured in units of length, i.e., meters) of the undeﬂected light ray as depicted
in Figure 1.2.3
Sample
Heated
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Path of 
Undeflected
Light Ray
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Deflection
z
y
x
φnorm φtan
x'
Y
z'
y'
(x', y', z')
ξtan
ξnorm
Figure 1.2: Schematic diagram of the photothermal deﬂection spectroscopy
experiment (probe beam is shown “skimmed” along the test ma-
terial.)4
φtan is the tangential deﬂection angle relative to the original path in the plane
of the sample surface, and φnorm is the vertical or “normal” deﬂection angle. These
angular deﬂections are shown schematically for a transverse PDS arrangement in
Figure 1.2 on the previous page. The equations for the idealized situation of the
deﬂection of a single ray of the probe beam (using the coordinate system deﬁned
in Figure 1.2) are functions of the temperature gradient in air [1, 4, 5]:
φtan (x
0,z
0,t) =
∞ Z
−∞
1
nair
dnair
dT
∂
∂x
[Tair (x
0,y
0,z
0,t)]dy
0, (1.1a)
φnorm (x
0,z
0,t) =
∞ Z
−∞
1
nair
dnair
dT
∂
∂z
[Tair (x
0,y
0,z
0,t)]dy
0. (1.1b)
Note that Eq. (1.1) has units of radians; a detailed derivation and discussion of
these equations can be found in Appendix I.
Another relevant description of the probe beam deﬂection is given by the phys-
ical displacement of the ray relative to a reference position (e.g., the center of the
detector, although any arbitrary position on the detector could be used). From
Figure 1.2, the distance measured from the center of the impinging heating beam to
the photodetector is Y and is an experimentally adjustable variable. The displace-
ments of the probe beam produced by the thermal plume of the gas are denoted
as ξnorm and ξtan and can be written in terms of the deﬂection angles φnorm and
φtan:
ξtan (x
0,z
0,t) = Y tan[φtan (x
0,z
0,t)], (1.2a)
ξnorm (x
0,z
0,t) =
Y tan[φnorm (x0,z0,t)]
cos[φtan (x0,z0,t)]
, (1.2b)
In the limit of small φ (which is generally valid), cosφ → 1 and tanφ → φ so that
Eq. (1.2) can be simpliﬁed to
ξtan (x
0,z
0,t) = Y φtan (x
0,z
0,t), (1.3a)5
ξnorm (x
0,z
0,t) = Y φnorm (x
0,z
0,t). (1.3b)
As can be seen in Eq. (1.3), greater sensitivity of ξnorm and ξtan to beam deﬂections
would appear to be achieved by making Y large; however, the response of the
photodetector is inversely propertional to the probe beam diameter which is also
proportional to Y at the detector plane and any geometric advantage of making
Y large may be lost.
From Eqs. (1.1) and (1.3), it is evident that both φtan and φnorm, and hence
ξtan and ξnorm, depend on the temperature gradients in air. We therefore need
a high-ﬁdelity model of the air temperature (Tair) in order to predict the beam
deﬂections in a PDS experiment.
A modulated thermal wave has both a steady-state (dc) and a periodic (ac)
component. As such, we expect φtan and φnorm to have these components as well:
φnorm,dc and φnorm,ac for the normal deﬂection and similarly φtan,dc and φtan,ac for
the tangential. This is illustrated by the Fourier spectral content of the signal. The
probe beam oscillates periodically about a steady-state value, i.e., the dc compo-
nent of the Fourier spectrum. The remaining Fourier components are sinusoidal;
the superposition of these sinusoidal components (the ac portion of the signal) will
result in a periodic and symmetric magnitude of deﬂection about the dc deﬂection.
This oscillation can be depicted by a Lissajous ﬁgure (ﬁrst described in 1815 by
Nathaniel Bowditch [6], which explains the alternate name of “Bowditch curves”,
and later by Jules-Antoine Lissajous in 1857 [7]), where the deﬂection of a ray in
the tangential and normal (or x and z, respectively) directions traces a pattern in
time. This is shown in Figure 1.3. Since the time dependence for each of these
shapes is expected to have the same frequency dependence, they trace an elliptical
pattern with a geometric center corresponding to the dc component of the probe6
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Figure 1.3: Lissajous ﬁgure representation of φnorm and φtan versus time.
beam deﬂections that is symmetric, as is depicted in Figure 1.3. The elliptical
pattern varies with the relative phase of the beams, as shown in Figure 1.3.
As stated previously and shown by Eq. (1.1), the temperature ﬁeld in the
ambient material governs the beam deﬂections. This temperature ﬁeld is in turn
strongly coupled to the temperature ﬁeld in the material system. The thermal
response of the material to heating must therefore also be known, and it is not
possible to determine the temperature gradients in the air without computing the
entire thermal ﬁeld of the material system.
The general approach, taken in this study, is to develop a model for heat ﬂow in
the sample to determine the temperature gradient in the air, as in Eq. (1.1), and
to develop an appropriate algorithm to extract the desired information. An initial
guess for the material properties is made and the diﬀerence between the model’s7
Model
Experiment
Algorithm Properties
Figure 1.4: Organization of this thesis.
output and the actual experimental data by systematically varying the estimation
parameters. This process is shown schematically in Figure 1.4.
The heat transfer model required for this process consists of two main compo-
nents: the temperature ﬁeld from the thermal response of the coupled air-material
system and the probe beam deﬂections which are computed from the temperature
ﬁeld using Eqs. (1.1) and (1.3). Once the model of the probe beam deﬂection is
developed, a data analysis algorithm then executes the matching process, which is
schematically symbolized in Figure 1.4 and as follows.
The model parameters that are not exactly known a priori are grouped into a
single vector s, e.g.,
s =

 
    
   

s1
s2
. . .
si
. . .

 
    
   

, (1.4)
where the si may be a thermal conductivity, beam diameter, reﬂectance, contact
resistance, etc. Similarly, d is a vector of the tangential and normal probe beam8
deﬂection data, denoted by Φ
{d}
norm and Φ
{d}
tan, i.e.,
d =

     
    

Φ
{d}
tan,1
Φ
{d}
norm,1
Φ
{d}
tan,2
Φ
{d}
norm,2
. . .

     
    

. (1.5)
Last, m(s) is a vector of theoretically-predicted beam deﬂections (Φ{m}) as a
function of s:
m(s) =

  
     
 

Φ
{m}
tan,1 (s)
Φ
{m}
norm,1 (s)
Φ
{m}
tan,2 (s)
Φ
{m}
norm,2 (s)
. . .

  
     
 

. (1.6)
Experimental data (i.e., the data in (1.5)) naturally contains noise. If the PDS
experiment is well-characterized, then the noise will be correspondingly character-
ized in terms of measurement uncertainty. Bayes’ Law (discussed in Chapter 5)
is a statistical approach that systematically accounts for these uncertainties while
considering previously determined information, called prior probabilities. Bayesian
statistics thus provides a construct for expressing the probability distributions of
the unknown parameters in terms of a posterior probability of the experiment which
is symbolically given as p(s|d). The data analysis program seeks ˆ s (the s that is
most probable) given a set of experimental data d, i.e.,
ˆ s ← argmax
s p(s|d). (1.7)
The details of the algorithm will be developed and discussed in detail in Chapter
5. Obviously, the ﬁnal estimates are only as accurate as the thermal model for9
the material, precision of the experimental data, and the data analysis algorithm
(represented by Eq. (1.7)) used to do the matching.
1.2 Objectives
The objective and principle contribution of this thesis is to develop a comprehen-
sive model and data analysis algorithm for a PDS experiment on an anisotropic,
multilayered sample. This goal is accomplished by the following steps:
1. develop a model for the temperature proﬁle in the air and a layered material
taking into account anisotropic properties, thermal boundary resistance, and
an arbitrary number of layers;
2. develop a model based on Eqs. (1.1) for the beam deﬂection proﬁle;
3. develop a data analysis algorithm based on Bayesian statistics of the thermal
properties as well as the experimental conditions that are known with certain
probability distribution;
4. demonstrate the ability to estimate physical properties of various multilayer
material systems of interest using “ideal”, numerically-generated data; and
5. identify the PDS experimental conditions under which the greatest sensitivity
to the primary variables can be obtained.
The structure of this thesis follows this outline. Chapter Two begins with a survey
of the literature in PDS and discusses the desired features that do not currently
exist. The multilayer heat transfer model is developed in Chapter Three, which
is then used in Chapter Four to generate the beam deﬂection data. Chapter Five
discusses and demonstrates the data analysis algorithm. Chapter Six explores10
the various conditions under which PDS has the greatest sensitivity to various
parameters. The results and suggestions for future work are discussed in Chapter
Seven.CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Heat Transfer in Micro- and Nano-Structures
Recent review articles have focused on the growing importance of understanding
heat transfer in micro- and nano-scale devices [8]. These systems are made from a
wide variety of materials and morphologies: metallic, semiconductor, and insulat-
ing thin ﬁlms, semiconductor nanowires, quantum dots, crystalline and amorphous
bulk materials, and so on. The strong dependence of the thermal properties of thin
ﬁlms on the ﬁlm thickness has been noted recently in the literature for a variety
of materials. For example, the thermal conductivity of epitaxial Si thin ﬁlms is
a strong function of the ﬁlm thickness [9]. The modeling of heat transfer as a
continuum process within nanoscale structures also is a subject of considerable
debate. An example of a non-continuum process in nanoscale heat transport is the
ballistic-diﬀusive transport of energy carriers (i.e., phonons and electrons) [10].
The deﬁnition of temperature also begins to be insuﬃcient at the very short
length scales found in micro- and nano-scopic material systems [11]. Indeed, a
recent study [12] gives quantum mechanical and thermodynamic arguments that
temperature cannot be deﬁned for groups of particles with fewer than nmin atoms,
which depends on the Debye temperature (Θ) [13]. The characteristic length lmin
is then the size of the nmin atoms, which is related to the lattice spacing (a0) by
lmin ≡ nmina0. (2.1)
For silicon, which has a Debye temperature of 645 K [13], nmin at room temperature
is 16, which from Eq. (2.1) gives lmin ≈ 3.9 nm. Similarly, amorphous SiO2 at room
temperature [14] has a minimum length scale of lmin ≈ 2.7 nm. Thus, it reasonable
1112
to assume that temperature is deﬁned at ambient conditions for material systems
with minimum lengths of more than a few nanometers.
While the characteristic length scales of systems studied may induce non-
classical processes (e.g., non-Fourier heat conduction), the diﬀusive transport of
energy over length and time scales several orders of magnitude larger than these
processes enable us to deﬁne heat transfer in terms of eﬀective properties that
are useful for thermal engineering on the macro-, micro-, or nano-scale. The as-
sumption of continuum processes at the microscale is irrespective of the underlying
transport properties; any nanoscale phenomena are manifested as changes in the
eﬀective thermal properties of the materials.
2.2 Superlattices and Multilayered Films
A nanostructured ﬁlm-on-substrate system of particular interest are superlattices.
Superlattices are multilayered heterostructures (i.e., a microstructure with inter-
faces of diﬀerent materials) made of thin ﬁlms, with individual ﬁlm thicknesses
ranging from less than 1 nm to over 100 nm. Superlattice (SL) structures contain
a characteristic pattern of crystalline ﬁlms (e.g., a pair of diﬀerent ﬁlms called a
“bilayer”) that is repeated many times; the repeated unit is called a period. A
cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (XTEM) picture and a schematic
of a superlattice are shown in Figure 2.1 on the following page. For a superlattice
with Nperiods bilayers of materials A and B (with thicknesses LA and LB, respec-
tively, a shorthand notation has been developed that concisely describes the SL
system by giving the composition, order, and thicknesses of the repeated unit:
[A(LA)/B(LB)]Nperiods . (2.2)13
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LSL
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r
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Film A
Cap Layer
Si (10 nm)
SiGeC (10 nm)
Cap Layer
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(a.) (b.)
Figure 2.1: (a.) Cross-sectional transmission electron micrograph (XTEM)
of a [Si0.89Ge0.10C0.01(10 nm)/Si(10 nm)]100 superlattice from Fan
et al. [15]. (b.) Schematic diagram of a superlattice with cap
and buﬀer layers.
Additionally, SL structures can contain additional materials for various functions,
such as a buﬀer layer (R) for relieving mechanical strain due to the mismatch of the
superlattice ﬁlm and substrate crystal lattices [16]. Additionally, functional cap
layers (C) and metallizations (M) are routinely deposited on the surface of samples
for improved electrical contacts [17, 18]. Applying the convention that substrates
are assumed to be semi-inﬁnite relative to the superlattice structure (LS  LSL)
and the layers are listed in sequential order (with surface layer ﬁrst and substrate
last), a complete superlattice structure can be described by the notation:
M(LM)/C(LC)/[A(LA)/B(LB)]Nperiods /R(LR)/S. (2.3)14
An example, shown in Figure 2.1(a.), is a Si/SiGeC thermoelectric device with a
100-period SL, a Nb-doped Si cap layer, and a Si substrate:
Si : Nb(100nm)/[Si0.89Ge0.10C0.01(10nm)/Si(10nm)]100 /Si.
Structures that are not crystalline but otherwise share the same structural pat-
tern (i.e., “superlattices” composed of polycrystalline or amorphous thin ﬁlms) are
sometimes referred to in the literature as superlattices, but are technically mul-
tilayer ﬁlms (or simply “multilayers”). however, processes such as diﬀusion and
the onset of ballistic transport eﬀects result in a blurring of the concept of a ﬁlm
thickness at length scales of a few mean free paths, typically on the order of 1-20
nm [19].
The electronic, magnetic optical, and thermal properties of superlattices can be
very diﬀerent from the bulk behavior of the materials due to the SL structure [20].
Accordingly, superlattices are found in a wide array of applications [9], including
optoelectronics [21], thermoelectrics [15], magnetic storage [22], and optics [23].
Some representative superlattices and their applications are listed in Table 2.1 on
the next page.
Understanding the thermal behavior of a SL system is critically important to
many of these applications. For example, the thermoelectric ﬁgure of merit ZT is
ZT ≡
S2σT
k
(2.4)
where S is the Seebeck coeﬃcient, σ is the electrical conductivity, and T is the
temperature; the strong dependence of the thermoelectric device performance on
the thermal conductivity k is apparent. Similarly, high temperatures can adversely
aﬀect the performance of lasers (reduction of output power [35]) and x-ray mirrors
(beam defocusing from thermal deformation of the optics [34]).15
Table 2.1: A list of superlattice systems and applications.
Superlattices Applications Ref.
GaAs/AlxGa1−xAs,
InAs/GaInSb/AlSb
Vertical cavity surface-emitting lasers
(VCSELs), high mobility transistors
[20, 9, 21,
24, 25]
GaN/AlxGa1−xN Blue light emitting diodes/lasers, IR
quantum well detectors, quantum
cascade lasers
[26, 27]
GaN/AlxGa1−xN Blue light emitting diodes/lasers, IR
quantum well detectors, quantum
cascade lasers
[26, 27]
Nb/W Strained structure for studying H-H
interactions
[28]
Fe/Cr Giant magnetoresistive (GMR)
storage
[22]
SiGeC/Si, Si/Ge, and
Si/Ge quantum dot
Thermoelectric coolers, high mobility
transistors
[15, 9, 29,
30, 31]
BiTe/SbTe,
Bi2Te3/Bi2(SexTe1−x)3,
PbTe/PbSe0.2Te0.8
Thin-ﬁlm and quantum-conﬁned
thermoelectrics
[32, 33]
Ag/W, Al/W, and
B4C/W
X-ray and XUV optics [23, 34]16
The heat ﬂow in superlattices exhibits many unique features [36]. Superlat-
tices are predicted to have strongly anisotropic transport properties due to phonon
scattering mechanisms such as “mini-Umklapp” scattering [37, 38] and ballistic-
diﬀusive transport [10, 39, 40, 41] that are a function of length scales. Energy
carrier conﬁnement and transport properties thus varies with direction, causing
the thermal conductivity to be very diﬀerent in the directions parallel (the “in-
plane” conductivity, krr) and perpendicular (the “cross-plane” conductivity, kzz)
to the plane of the superlattice ﬁlms. The cross-plane thermal conductivity of
superlattices is reduced by more than two orders of magnitude from the bulk ther-
mal conductivities: the SL conductivities approach the very low values measured
in “glassy” (amorphous) materials, a surprising result for materials that have high
bulk thermal conductivities. The anisotropic and reduced transport properties
make superlattices attractive for further study. However, the very small thickness
of of most SL structures (typically LSL ∼ 1 µm) presents a challenge for measur-
ing the thermal properties. Methods used for experimentally determining thermal
properties of material systems are reviewed in the next section.
2.3 Thermal Characterization Experiments
Thermal properties are diﬃcult to predict from ﬁrst principles due to non-ideal ma-
terial systems (i.e., real materials contain defects and/or inhomogeneities which are
diﬃcult to theoretically predict), necessitating experimental measurement of ma-
terial properties. Thermal techniques are generally “pump-and-probe” [42], where
heat is applied to the sample and the eﬀect of the heat input is measured. The
length scale over which the thermal inﬂuence is measured is critically important
for the characterization of small structures such as superlattices. While steady-17
state techniques, like Scanning Thermal Microscopy, depend on very small physical
probes to probe microstructures, thermal diﬀusion techniques (see the review ar-
ticle by Mandelis [42]) control the probe size by changing the time over which the
heat is applied as governed by the scaling relationship for temperature inﬂuence,
δT ∼
√
Dτ, where δT is the “thermal penetration depth” (also known as the “skin
depth” or depth of the thermal ﬁeld), τ is the time over which the heat has been
applied, and D is the diﬀusivity of the material. For a heating beam modulated
at angular frequency ω, τ ∼ ω/2 and δ for a particular modulation frequency is
deﬁned [1] as
δ ≡
r
2D
ω
. (2.5)
Three diﬀerent regimes–low, intermediate, and high modulation frequencies–are
shown in Figure 2.2 on the following page for a ﬁlm-on-substrate system. While
the probe (laser spot size or physical probe dimension) may be much larger than the
ﬁlm (of thickness Lfilm), measurement of the thermal response at high frequencies
(ω > 2Dfilm/L2
film) creates an eﬀective probe length δ < Lfilm so that the thermal
response is dominated by the ﬁlm. The ﬁlm is thus “thermally thick” in comparison
to the thermal penetration depth. Similarly, a ﬁlm is “thermally thin” when ω <
2Dfilm/L2
film since δ > Lfilm.
Ultimately, the time duration over which the heat is applied gives a convenient
means to broadly classify these techniques. The heat can be applied uniformly
over a long time (steady state), pulsed (transient), or modulated (quasi-steady).
We will brieﬂy review a few of each of these techniques, and then focus on the PDS
technique.18
Film
δ < Lfilm δ ~ Lfilm δ > Lfilm
(a.) (b.) (c.)
ω > 2Dfilm/Lfilm
2 ω < 2Dfilm/Lfilm
2
Substrate
Lfilm
Modulated
Heating Laser
ω ~ 2Dfilm/Lfilm
2
δ
Figure 2.2: The thermal penetration depth δ vs. ﬁlm thickness for (a.) high,
(b.) intermediate, and (c.) low values of the modulation fre-
quency ( ω). For the case of Lfilm > δ, the ﬁlm is called
“thermally thick”. Similarly, the ﬁlm is “thermally thin” when
Lfilm < δ.19
2.3.1 Steady-State Techniques
Cut Bar Method
The cut bar method is a standard technique, approved by the American Society for
Testing and Materials (ASTM), for measuring the thermal conductivity and ther-
mal contact resistance of samples [43]. The resulting temperature change across
the sample is measured at two locations separated by a distance. Using the spa-
tial temperature distribution coupled with the heat ﬂux (obtained using reference
samples), the thermal conductivity k of the sample can be obtained.
Scanning Thermal Microscopy
Another steady state technique that has been developed recently for probing the
thermal properties on the microscale is Scanning Thermal Microscopy (SThM)
[44]. This technique uses a micromachined probe, similar to those used in scanning
tunneling microscopes (STM’s), with an embedded thermocouple junction. The
thermal response to an applied heat source (typically optical) is then mapped
to determine the thermal properties. SThM techniques are useful for generating
maps of the surface temperature proﬁle, which can be compared with theoretical
or computational models to estimate the thermal properties.
2.3.2 Impulse (Transient) Techniques
Flash Method
The ﬂash method is a common ASTM standard method of determining the thermal
diﬀusivity of materials. Typically, an intense heat source illuminates part of a
sample while thermocouples measure the temperature of the sample with respect20
to time. The diﬀusivity of the sample is then inferred from the rise time of the
temperature. The ﬂash method has also been adapted for anisotropic materials by
using arrays of thermocouples to measure heat ﬂow in several directions [45].
Transient Thermoreﬂectance
The transient thermoreﬂectance technique [46, 47] has been adapted to ultrafast
(<1 ns) laser pulses to probe the microstructure of materials at nanometer length
scales [48, 49]. A high-intensity pump beam generates thermal waves in the sample,
causing slight changes in the reﬂectivity of the surface proportional to the temper-
ature. The intensity of a reﬂected probe laser beam will then vary proportional to
the change in reﬂectivity, providing an indication of the temperature of the surface.
Certain non-equilibrium thermal phenomena, such as fast photoelectron-phonon
collision processes [20], can be observed in ultrafast TTR data that is not readily
measured using other thermal experiments.
Converging Thermal Wave Technique
A technique developed by Lu and Swann [50] utilizes a pulsed ring laser of radius wh
to heat the sample. This creates a rising temperature front (i.e., a thermal wave)
that converges on the center of the illuminated region. By remotely measuring
the rise time (trise) of the temperature at a point in the center of the sample, the
thermal diﬀusivity can be immediately calculated from the relationship
D =
w2
h
trise
(2.6)
or D can be estimated from a data-ﬁtting routine [51].21
2.3.3 Quasi-Steady (Thermal Wave) Techniques
Thermal diﬀusion waves [42] result when a material system is heated with a modu-
lated heat source. Thermal waves were originally used for material characterization
by ˚ Angstr¨ om in 1861 [52], where he used periodic heating and cooling to measure
the thermal properties of copper and iron rods. Other techniques include the 3ω
method, modulated thermoreﬂectance, and photothermal deﬂection spectroscopy.
Resolution of thermal wave techniques is enhanced by the ability to control the
thermal penetration depth (δT) by varying the heating beam modulation frequency
(ω). As shown in Figure 2.2, the size of the temperature ﬁeld can be varied by
using several modulation frequencies. This allows a material system to be scanned
through its thickness. This feature of thermal wave techniques, like PDS, enables
the study of structured material systems at length scales much smaller than the
physical probe length scales (i.e., the beam radii). Since most engineering mate-
rials have thermal diﬀusivities (D) between 5 × 10−7 and 1 × 10−4 m2/s [8], and
the modulation frequencies vary from ∼1 Hz to 1 MHz, the thermal penetration
depth ranges only from about 0.3 µm to 1 cm; a plot of the thermal penetra-
tion depth vs. frequency for a variety of materials is shown in Figure 2.3 on the
next page. This implies that conﬁning the thermal waves within a very thin ﬁlm
(with thicknesses of 100 nm or less, depending on the diﬀusivity) requires much
higher modulation frequencies (or shorter pulse durations if a transient technique).
However, the inﬂuence of the thermal wave is sensitive to features much smaller
than the thermal wave itself, so nanoscale ﬁlms can be measured even though the
thermal penetration depth is much larger.22
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Figure 2.3: Thermal penetration depth δ vs. f for selected materials.23
3ω Method
Cahill and Pohl [53, 54, 55] and Birge and Nagel [56] independently developed
the 3ω method of thermal characterization. The thermal waves are generated by
resistive (Ohmic) heating within a metal heater line deposited on the surface of
the sample. The heater generates a thermal ﬁeld modulated at twice the mod-
ulation frequency of the AC voltage (2ω). The resulting temperature variations
in turn cause the resistance of the metal line to vary with the same frequency
(2ω), from the relationship R = dR
dT ∆T. Ohm’s Law (with the resistance and cur-
rent changing at diﬀerent frequencies) creates voltage ﬂuctuations at ω and 3ω.
The ω signal is indistinguishable from the driving voltage, but the 3ω voltage is
directly measurable. By independently measuring the temperature coeﬃcient of
resistance (dR/dT), the heater line doubles as a thermometer. The variation of
the temperature with ω is then analyzed to obtain the thermal properties of the
material.
Modulated Thermoreﬂectance
The modulated thermoreﬂectance technique is another example of a thermore-
ﬂectance technique. The primary distinction between TTR and MTR is that
rather than utilizing pulsed heating, MTR uses a modulated beam to create the
thermal waves in the sample. The periodic thermal waves cause changes in the
reﬂectivity of a deposited metallic ﬁlm that are measured using a reﬂected probe
beam [57, 58, 59]. Again, the frequency is changed to probe various depths, and
the functional relationship between frequency and surface temperature is used in
a data analysis algorithm to estimate the thermal properties.24
Photothermal Deﬂection Spectroscopy
As mentioned previously, PDS is a modulated thermal wave experiment used to
estimate the thermal properties of materials. Samples of various types and sizes,
including bulk, layered, and/or structured materials, can be analyzed. A compre-
hensive review of the PDS technique and associated studies is given in the next
section.
2.4 Review of the PDS Literature
PDS was ﬁrst reported by Boccara et al. [1], who labeled it the “mirage eﬀect.”
The ﬁrst PDS experiments characterized the absorption of optical energy at various
wavelengths for weakly absorbing or opaque/diﬀuse materials [1]. Penna et al. [60]
later measured the optical absorption spectra of single quantum wells using this
approach.
As mentioned previously, PDS is a ﬂexible technique capable of characteriz-
ing a large variety of sample geometries (such as free standing ﬁlms [61, 62]),
experimental apparatus conﬁgurations (e.g., a cryogenic setup [63]), and environ-
ments (including high temperatures from 300-1000 K [63]). Systems with novel
geometries and structures, such as thin wires [64], anisotropic liquid crystals [65],
composites [66], nanocomposites [67], multilayered ﬁlms [68, 69], and gas jets [70],
have also been measured. PDS has also been applied to nondestructive evaluation
(NDE) applications, such as imaging structural features [71, 72, 73, 74], detecting
defects and/or cracks [75, 71, 76, 77], and detecting trace-gases in situ [4, 78], with
detection limits that approached a few parts per billion using a compact setup.
Investigations into the validity of the PDS theory have also been reported. For25
example, Rousset et al. [79] studied radiative and convective heat transfer with the
environment. Velinov and Panev [80] examined the eﬀects of thermal expansion
of the sample on bounced-beam conﬁguration PDS experiments, and Lasalle et al.
[81] examined the eﬀects of the probe beam proﬁle on the PDS signal. Bertolotti
[82] measured the angular dependence of the PDS signal on the angle of incidence
of bounced-beam experiments.
Data analysis is a very important component of PDS analysis. Kuo et al.
[83] developed an ad hoc method for analyzing data. Called the “zero-crossing”
method (see Chapter Five), the distance from the heating beam where the phase
lag reaches 90 degrees is matched to the thermal diﬀusivity. Salazar et al. [84]
reported a method to obtain the anisotropic properties of a sample whose principle
axes are not necessarily aligned with the sample surface using the zero-crossing
method and later developed results for analyzing layered samples [85].
An exhaustive survey of previous PDS work summarizing these and many other
studies is provided in Table 2.2 on the following page.26
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2.5 Synopsis
Many aspects of the PDS technique have been explored, both theoretically and
experimentally, as is evident from Table 2.2. However, very few studies have incor-
porated thermal boundary resistance into the formulation. Likewise, anisotropy
has been mostly neglected in the presented formulations, as has any discussion
on the applicability of the PDS method for measuring these properties. While
general N-layer models have been proposed [144], no work has been done on ex-
amining the relationships between eﬀective thermal properties and the material
system geometry, such as the number of periods or period thickness in a superlat-
tice. Little attention has been given to arguably the most important aspect of the
PDS method, i.e., the data analysis algorithm. While ad hoc analytic and curve-
ﬁtting approaches have been demonstrated, a rigorous examination of the relative
sensitivities and subsequent estimation uncertainties has not been reported.
In summary, a thorough review of the PDS literature reveals a signiﬁcant de-
ﬁciency, namely that no published work has included and compensated for all of
these eﬀects in a single framework:
• thermal boundary resistance (R),
• anisotropic thermal properties,
• absorption of the heating beam in the structure,
• estimation of the reﬂectivity of the surface,
• an arbitrary multilayer system, and
• an algorithm for estimating the properties using experimental measurements,
including noise.52
This deﬁciency justiﬁes this study. Collectively, the objectives for this work (as
deﬁned in the previous chapter) address all of the above eﬀects into a single analytic
approach and represents a signiﬁcant contribution to the literature. We begin with
the theory in the following chapter.CHAPTER 3
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
3.1 Comments on the Analysis
In this section, we solve the system of diﬀerential equations that describe the
coupled heat transfer in an anisotropic, multilayered system so that we can obtain
the temperature in the air above the sample in a PDS experiment. This forms the
basis of the theoretical model used in the estimation of thermal properties from
PDS data, as represented in the ﬂowchart in Figure 3.1.
Model
Experiment
Algorithm Properties
Figure 3.1: This chapter develops theory required by the algorithm to esti-
mate the thermal properties of an unknown sample from PDS
data.
We follow the classical approach of using a continuum model in this analy-
sis. This appears to be the approach taken in the thermal engineering community
when measuring properties of material systems with nanoscale features: the ther-
mal response of the material system under study is experimentally measured and
the data is ﬁt to a continuum model. However, there is some question [19, 224, 8]
whether individual layers can have their own characteristic properties. A relevant
5354
example of this issue is treated in this thesis: the transport properties of superlat-
tices are strongly inﬂuenced by their interfaces [39] and their long range periodic
structure and corresponding phonon spectrum [225]. The interfaces themselves are
also not abrupt geometric planes. Molecular diﬀusion, surface and lattice strain,
defects, and other microstructural phenomenon and features prevalent in layered
ﬁlm structures determine the overall behavior of the system. Any interfaces are
assumed to be coherent and well-deﬁned without transition regions or short-range
variation of material or properties. If the transport mechanisms are non-classical
or other microstructural features or phenomenon are present, the continuum model
is still used but the determined properties become pseudo-properties. Use of these
pseudo-properties will be consistent within the framework of thermal characteri-
zation of a continuum system.
The assumptions and features of our photothermal model are discussed further
below and in Appendix D but are summarized here:
1. Fourier conduction (i.e., continuum model of the heat transfer);
2. Time scales suﬃciently long (or relaxation times suﬃciently short in com-
parison to the heating) to warrant neglecting non-diﬀusive transport;
3. Coherent interfaces with diﬀuse scattering, i.e., “classical” thermal boundary
resistance [224];
4. Orthotropic (anisotropic along the principle axes) material
5. Constant properties (no temperature dependence of conductivity);
6. Absorption, transmission, and reﬂection of the heating beam in the structure;55
7. Spatial and temporal (time) components of the heat generation are separable;
and
8. Arbitrary layered systems with axisymmetric geometry.
3.2 Generalized Heat Conduction Equation and Fourier’s
Law
As mentioned previously, the short length scales in micro- and nano-scale heat
transfer require consideration of non-diﬀusive transport (such as the ballistic prop-
agation of energy carriers [226]), the applicability of continuum theories, and even
the deﬁnition of temperature. A common assumption used to study such material
systems is to assume eﬀective properties (implicitly assuming a continuum model)
and to implement a relaxation time approximation [18] to model the non-diﬀusive
transport. The relaxation time yields a form of the telegrapher’s equation in these
materials for wave-like propagation of heat, known historically as thermal or “sec-
ond sound” [227, 228, 229] waves. This approach does not violate causality [230]
and is arguably more physical: the response to heat as governed by Fourier’s Law
is instantaneous throughout a body [231], eﬀectively creating thermal diﬀusion
waves with inﬁnite propagation speed [42, 230]. In the absence of radiation or
convection, the heat conduction equation can be cast in terms of a ﬁnite thermal
wave propagation velocity cT [232]:
∇ · (K · ∇T) +

q +
D
c2
T
∂q
∂t

= C
∂T
∂t
+
k
c2
T
∂2T
∂t2 , (3.1)
where D is the thermal diﬀusivity, C is the (volumetric) heat capacity, and K is
the thermal conductivity tensor. For typical materials, such as SiO2, the thermal56
velocity is closely related to the speed of sound since both are properties of phonon
transport.
The relaxation time (τr) is then found from τr = D/c2
T, leaving an equation of
the form [8, 226]
∇ · (K · ∇T) + q + τr
∂q
∂t
= C
∂T
∂t
+ τrC
∂2T
∂t2 . (3.2)
Eq. (3.2) is a generalization of the heat conduction equation from a diﬀusive,
parabolic form into a wave-like, hyperbolic form [233]. Additionally, the thermal
carrier densities are typically calculated, adding computational complexity (com-
pared to a diﬀusion equation approach of calculating the scalar temperature ﬁeld).
However, the relaxation time is typically on the order of 10−9–10−12 s for thermally
excited electrons [9] and phonons [234], so the relaxation times are much shorter
than the characteristic conduction times for structures with length scales on the
order of l, where τc ∼ l2C/k. In this limit of τr  τc, the last terms on both
sides of Eq. (3.2) are negligible and (3.2) reduces to the form of the classical heat
conduction equation,
∇ · (K · ∇T) + q = C
∂T
∂t
. (3.3)
As can be seen from Eq. (3.3), dependence of the thermal properties on tempera-
ture (k(T), C(T), etc.) can lead to nonlinearities in the solution. This is problem-
atic as the thermal properties of materials of interest are typically not independent
of temperature. For example, Figure 3.2 shows that the thermal conductivity of
a stainless steel Standard Reference Material (SRM) varies signiﬁcantly with tem-
perature. Several approaches can be used if the temperature rise is suﬃcient to
induce changes in the thermal conductivity. A convenient method, the Kirchoﬀ
transformation [235], can be used in the case of a linear dependence of the thermal57
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Figure 3.2: Thermal conductivity of SRM 1462 Stainless Steel as a function
of temperature [236].
properties on temperature. However, in order to simplify the analysis, we will as-
sume that the material properties are uniform within a layer (i.e., not functions of
r, θ, or z) and that the temperature changes induced by the heating are suﬃciently
small so that the thermal properties remain approximately constant. In practice,
this condition can be achieved by using a “low” heating beam power.
Thin ﬁlms have properties that are diﬀerent in the cross-plane (i.e., normal to
the plane of the ﬁlm, deﬁned as the z-axis) and the in-plane directions. Thus, the
natural coordinate system for this planar geometry is the axisymmetric cylindrical
coordinate system, satisfying the orthotropic condition, where the properties can
be anisotropic but are oriented along the principle axes [231]. In this case, the58
thermal conductivity tensor only keeps diagonal terms,
K =

 
 

k11 0 0
0 k22 0
0 0 k33

 
 

, (3.4)
such that 1, 2, and 3 are the indices of the principle axes. Since we assume or-
thotropic, axisymmetric material systems, we have 11 = rr, 22 = θθ, and 33 = zz.
This is shown in Figure 3.3 on the next page. The axisymmetric assumpution
puts an additional constraint on the system, i.e., that kxx = kyy = krr. In general,
the crystal structure will determine the principle axes and the corresponding align-
ment of the principle axes of the conductivity tensor [237]. Using Eq. (3.4) and the
vector properties of the cylindrical coordinate system [238], the heat conduction
equation (Eq. (3.3)) becomes
1
r
∂
∂r

rkrr
∂T
∂r

+
∂
∂z

kzz
∂T
∂z

+ q = C
∂T
∂t
(3.5)
where the θ-dependence has been removed due to the symmetry (i.e., dT/dθ = 0).
3.3 Temperature Field Solution
We begin with an arbitrary multilayer ﬁlm-on-substrate system, shown in Fig-
ure 3.4 on page 60. Again, the system is assumed to be axisymmetric about the
origin, which is deﬁned by the center of the heating source.
Governing Equations
The governing diﬀerential equation is Eq. (3.5) written for an orthotropic, constant
property material system; the equation for the jth layer (Fig. 3.4) is
krr,j

∂2Tj
∂r2 +
1
r
∂Tj
∂r

+ kzz,j
∂2Tj
∂z2 + qj = Cj
∂Tj
∂t
(3.6)59
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Such an N-layer system requires a total of 4N degrees of freedom (three dimensions
plus time). The boundary conditions needed to solve Eq. (3.6) are discussed in
the next section.
3.3.1 Boundary Conditions
The appropriate boundary conditions are ﬂux continuity,
−kzz,j−1
∂Tj−1
∂z
= −kzz,j
∂Tj
∂z
, (3.7a)
as well as temperature continuity with a thermal boundary resistance [239] at each
interface,
Tj−1 − Tj = −Rj−1kzz,j−1
∂Tj−1
∂z
, (3.7b)
as shown below in Figure 3.5 on the next page. Finally, an ambient or “far ﬁeld”
condition is required,
T = T∞, (3.7c)
as z,r → ±∞ (shown in Fig. 3.6). These boundary conditions represent N − 1,
N −1, and 2N +2 equations, respectively, and provide the required 4N equations
to form a complete problem. These boundary conditions are summarized in Figure
3.6.
3.3.2 Relative Temperature
It is convenient to consider the change in temperature due to an applied heat
source (q). Accordingly, we recast the equations in terms of a temperature (θ)
relative to the ambient temperature, T∞, i.e.,
θ = T − T∞. (3.8)62
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Figure 3.5: Schematic of the boundary condition with a non-zero thermal
boundary resistance.
Equation (3.6) then becomes
krr,j

∂2θj
∂r2 +
1
r
∂θj
∂r

+ kzz,j
∂2θj
∂z2 + qj = Cj
∂θj
∂t
(3.9)
with boundary conditions
−kzz,j−1
∂θj−1
∂z
= −kzz,j
∂θj
∂z
, (3.10a)
θj−1 − θj = −Rj−1kzz,j−1
∂θj−1
∂z
, (3.10b)
and
θ = 0 (3.10c)
as z,r → ±∞.
3.3.3 Heat source
Volumetric absorption of a normally incident laser beam is the heat source in PDS
and other thermal wave experiments. To simplify the analysis, we assume that63
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the spatial and temporal distributions of the heat generation in Eq. (3.9) will
be separable. In this case, the form of the heat generation or source term in an
axisymmetric geometry is generally
qj (r,z,t) = f (t) · g (r) · hj (z) (3.11)
where f(t), g(r), and hj(z) are distributions of the power source in time and the
axial and through-thickness directions (i.e., r- and z-coordinate systems), respec-
tively. Together, the product g(r) · hj(z) forms a power density distribution that
is time dependent (as dictated by f(t)). The derivations in this chapter use these
general forms. We provide some particular examples for each of these functions
below that will be used for the remainder of this thesis.
Time Distribution: f(t)
In general, thermal wave experiments are driven by some form of intensity mod-
ulated or pulsed energy source to probe the frequency-dependent response of the
system, therefore the heating is generally periodic in nature. Accordingly, f(t) is
a dimensionless modulation function that varies from 0 to 1 which describes the
intensity, I(t), of the laser beam over time, i.e., I(t) = I0f(t), where I0 is the peak
(maximum) intensity. One example is square wave modulation with a fundamental
frequency ω0, which has the form
f (t) =

 
 
1, πm
ω0 ≤ t <
π(m+1)
ω0
0,
π(m+1)
ω0 ≤ t <
π(m+2)
ω0

 
 
, m = 0,1,2,3,..., (3.12)
as shown in Figure 3.7 on page 66. Such periodic systems have well-deﬁned
frequency-domain behavior, which is evident in their Fourier transforms:
˜ f (ω) =
X
oddm
2πsinc

ω
ω0

δ (mω0), (3.13)65
where m = 1,3,5,... which is an extension of the “top-hat” function given by
Eq. (L.21). An important feature of the frequency domain behavior (i.e., the
Fourier transform) is that the non-zero frequency domain response occurs only at
the odd harmonics of the modulation frequency, i.e., for m = 1, 3, 5, ... This
is consistent with the same analysis using a Fourier series solution, and is helpful
since it limits the number of non-trivial frequency domain calculations necessary
to fully reconstruct the time-domain response of the system. Additionally, since
the Fourier transform is linear, the terms can be handled as individual problems
and subsequently added together to obtain the entire frequency- or time-domain
solution.
Spatial Distribution: g(r)
A laser beam with Gaussian intensity cross-section is assumed throughout this work
since this describes most general laser beams. The distribution of the intensity g(r)
in the cross-section of a Gaussian beam with total power Ptotal is given by [240]
g (r) =
2Ptotal
πw2
h
e
− 2r2
w2
h , (3.14)
where g(r) has units of W/m2 and wh is the heating beam “waist” or diameter, the
characteristic length over which the intensity falls to 1/e2 (or 93%) of its maximum
value. Most (99%) of the power in a Gaussian beam is contained in r < 1.52wh; at
this distance, the intensity has fallen to 1% of its maximum. The Hankel transform
of Eq. (3.14) (from Table L.2)
ˆ g (κ) = Ptotale
−
w2
hκ2
8 . (3.15)
A normalized intensity distribution is shown in Figure 3.8 on page 67.66
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Absorbing Layers
It is an accepted practice in PDS experiments to use an absorbing layer, typically
a thin metal ﬁlm, to localize the heat generation at the surface of the sample
(see, for example, refs. [100, 185, 69]). This has two advantages: (1) the high
absorption coeﬃcients in metals creates a higher power density for a given laser
intensity and results in a stronger probe beam deﬂection, and (2) any uncertainties
in the optical properties of the sample are removed. A more detailed model for the
distributed optical absorption in multilayer structures is provided in Appendix E,
but the practice of depositing a strongly-absorbing metallic ﬁlm, such as gold (Au)
or tungsten (W), on the top of a material system of interest makes the distribution
given in the next section valid for most cases.68
Through-Thickness Distribution: hj(z)
Accordingly, we assume the complete absorption of a laser beam of total power
P0 incident on the surface of the ﬁrst material layer (j = 2). Such an absorption
is described by deﬁning the through-thickness distribution [241] (frequently called
Beer’s Law or the Beer-Lambert Law), i.e., hj(z) in Eq. (3.11):
hj (z) =

 
 
αjeαjz, j = 2
0 otherwise
(3.16)
where h(z) has units of m−1 and αj is the optical absorption coeﬃcient of the jth
layer.
Solution Procedure
The ﬂowchart for solving the multilayer heat transfer problem of interest is given
in Figure 3.9 on the following page. Each step is detailed in the following sections.
Fourier Transform (Time)
Beginning with the governing equation,
krr,j

∂2θj
∂r2 +
1
r
∂θj
∂r

+ kzz,j
∂2Tj
∂z2 + f · g · hj = Cj
∂θj
∂t
, (3.17)
we apply a Fourier transform (with respect to time) due to the periodic nature
of the heating signal and the corresponding periodic thermal response. Thus, the
transform of the heat conduction equation Eq. (3.17) is
krr,j

∂2
∂r2 +
1
r
∂
∂r

˜ θj + kzz,j
∂2˜ θj
∂z2 − iωCj˜ θj = − ˜ f · g · hj. (3.18)
where ˜ θj is the Fourier transform of the relative temperature and we have used the
Fourier transform pair from Table L.1, Eq. (L.22) (i.e., ∂
∂t ⇔ iω). Similarly, we69
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Figure 3.9: Flowchart for solving the coupled thermal wave problem in this
chapter.
transform the boundary conditions using other transform pairs:
−kzz,j−1
∂˜ θj−1
∂z
= −kzz,j
∂˜ θj
∂z
, (3.19a)
˜ θj−1 − ˜ θj = −Rjkzz,j−1
∂˜ θj−1
∂z
, (3.19b)
at z = Zj−1 and
˜ θj → 0, (3.19c)
as z,r → ±∞.
Hankel Transform (Space)
We limit our analysis in this thesis to axisymmetric systems; a discussion of the
general anisotropic case where kxx 6= kyy is found in Appendix D. A Hankel
transform of the axial coordiante (r) is subsequently applied to Eqs. (3.18) and70
(3.19) resulting in the conversion of the heat conduction equation to an ordinary
diﬀerential equation in Hankel wave-space, i.e.,
kzz,j
d2ˆ ˜ θj
dz2 −
 
krr,jκ
2 + iωCj
 ˆ ˜ θj = − ˜ f · ˆ g · hj, (3.20)
and the boundary conditions become (using Table L.2)
−kzz,j−1
dˆ ˜ θj−1
dz
= −kzz,j
dˆ ˜ θj
dz
, (3.21a)
ˆ ˜ θj−1 − ˆ ˜ θj = −Rjkzz,j−1
dˆ ˜ θj−1
dz
, (3.21b)
at z = Zj−1 and
ˆ ˜ θj → 0 (3.21c)
as z → ∞. The requirement for a Hankel transform function to be bounded
implicitly accounts for the r → ∞ boundary condition in every layer. Also, we
substitute the frequency domain temperature Θj for ˆ ˜ θj from this point forward,
i.e.,
Θj ≡ ˆ ˜ θj, (3.22)
so that the governing diﬀerential equation is
kzz,j
d2Θj
dz2 −
 
krr,jκ
2 + iωCj

Θj = − ˜ f · ˆ g · hj, (3.23)
and the boundary conditions become
−kzz,j−1
dΘj−1
dz
= −kzz,j
dΘj
dz
, (3.24a)
Θj−1 − Θj = −Rjkzz,j−1
dΘj−1
dz
, (3.24b)
at z = Zj−1 and
Θj → 0 (3.24c)
as z → ∞.71
3.3.4 General Solution
With Eq. (3.23) in a usable form, the general solution for the thermal ﬁeld in an
arbitrary layer (j) can be found. First, we divide by kzz,j to obtain
d2Θj
dz2 −

krr,j
kzz,j
κ
2 +
iωCj
kzz,j

Θj = −
˜ f · ˆ g · hj
kzz,j
, (3.25)
and simplify to
d2Θj
dz2 − Λ
2
jΘj = −
˜ f · ˆ g · hj
kzz,j
, (3.26)
where Λj deﬁnes a complex thermal wavenumber, i.e.,
Λj ≡
s
krr,j
kzz,j
κ2 +
iωCj
kzz,j
. (3.27)
The inverse of the real portion of Λj for a one-dimensional case is the so-called
“thermal penetration depth” [55] in the jth layer (δj), i.e.,
δ ≡ [Re(Λj)]
−1 . (3.28)
We therefore deﬁne δj with respect to the one-dimensional case by calculating δj
at κ = 0:
δ
2
j =
2kzz,j
ωCj
. (3.29)
Using Eq. (3.29), we can rewrite Λj in terms of this characteristic length, i.e.,
Λj ≡
q
εjκ2 + 2iδ
−2
j (3.30)
where the dimensionless ratio
εj ≡
krr,j
kzz,j
(3.31)
deﬁnes the anisotropy of the thermal conductivity.
It is appropriate to comment on the component behavior of Λj vs. κ in complex
wavespace with respect to the material properties and the anisotropy, εj. As with72
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Figure 3.10: A transform pair of Gaussian curves in (a.) real and (b.) trans-
form space.
Fourier transform pairs, Hankel transform pairs have an inverse relationship in
terms of “width”: a wide peak in one space (for example, a distribution with a
large ∆r) has a correspondingly narrow distribution in the transform space (i.e.,
a very small ∆κ). To illustrate, the transform of a Gaussian is also a Gaussian
(known as a homeomorphic transform [242]), i.e.,
e
− 2r2
w2 ↔
πw2
2
e
− κ2w2
8 . (3.32)
However, the width of the left side scales with w while the width of the right side
scales with 1/(2w); this is shown in Figure 3.10.
We extend the above results to the complex wavenumber, Λ, which is plotted
in Fig. 3.11 for air, steel, and silicon. The relatively narrower width of the silicon
wavenumber in κ-space is due to its higher diﬀusivity (see Figure 2.3). As we note73
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Figure 3.11: A plot of Λ vs. κ for various materials at f = 1 kHz.
above, this implies a wider distribution in real-space which is intuitive. Conversely,
the narrower air and steel peaks imply a much more conﬁned thermal distribution.
Another important feature is the value of Re(Λ) at the origin (κ = 0). From Eq.
(3.28), this value is identically the inverse of the thermal penetration depth, i.e.,
δ−1. The behavior of the complex thermal wavenumber drives the overall response
of the system, as would be expected in a wave-like system.74
Returning to our analysis, we have the following GDE and BC’s:
d2Θj
dz2 − Λ
2
jΘj = −
˜ f · ˆ g · hj
kzz,j
; (3.33)

−kzz
∂Θ
∂z

j−1
=

−kzz
∂Θ
∂z

j
, (3.34a)
{Θ}j =

Θ − Rkzz
∂Θ
∂z

j−1
, (3.34b)
at z = Zj−1 and
Θj → 0 (3.34c)
as z → ∞. Since Eq. (3.33) is now an inhomogeneous ordinary diﬀerential equa-
tion, we must solve two diﬀerential equations [243]: a homogeneous form of Eq.
(3.33) and the particular nonhomogeneous equation.
Homogeneous Solution
The homogeneous form of Eq. (3.33) is
d2Θ
{h}
j
dz2 − Λ
2
jΘ
{h}
j = 0, (3.35)
which has a homogeneous solution of
Θ
{h}
j = dje
Λjzj + uje
−Λjzj. (3.36)
Because of their complex wavenumbers Λj, each of these terms represent propa-
gating waves whose amplitude decreases exponentially in two directions, up (+z)
and down (−z). Such waves are called “evanescent waves” and are characteristic
of diﬀusion waves [42]. These are shown schematically in Figure 3.12. The con-
stants dj and uj deﬁne the amplitudes of the two individual waves at the interface
between layers j − 1 and j with the exception of u1 and d1, which are deﬁned at
the sample surface (i.e., between the layers j = 1 and j = 2).75
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Figure 3.12: A schematic of the thermal wave components, including upward
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layer.
Particular Solution
In order to ﬁnd the particular solution to Eq. (3.33), we assume the particular
solution has the same form as the function, i.e.,
Θ
{p}
j = Ajhj. (3.37)
where Aj is independent of z. Then, substituting this into Eq. (3.33) gives
d2
dz2 (Ajhj) − Λ
2
jAjhj = −
˜ f · ˆ g · hj
kzz,j
, (3.38)
which, after letting h00
j =
d2hj
dz2 and solving for Aj gives
Aj =
˜ f · ˆ g
kzz,j
hj
hjΛ2
j − h
00∗
j
. (3.39)
Thus, the particular solution is
Θ
{p}
j =
˜ f · ˆ g
kzz,j
h2
j
hjΛ2
j − h00
j
. (3.40)76
Using our relationship for hj, Eq. (3.16), we get
Θ
{p}
j =
˜ f · ˆ g · αj
kzz,j
 
Λ2
j − α2
j
e
αjz = Πje
αjz (3.41)
We will also later need the derivative with respect to z of Θ
{p}
j , i.e.,
dΘ
{p}
j
dz
=
˜ f · ˆ g
kzz,j
2hj − h2
j
Λ2
j−h000
j
hjΛ2
j−h00
j
hjΛ2
j − h00

dhj
dzj

. (3.42)
General Solution
The general solution is then the sum of the solutions to the homogeneous (Θ
{h}
j )
and particular (Θ
{p}
j ) equations, i.e.,
Θj = Θ
{h}
j + Θ
{p}
j . (3.43)
Using Eqs. (3.36) and (3.40), the general solution is
Θj =

de
Λz + ue
−Λz + Θ
{p}	
j . (3.44)
Simultaneous Solution
The boundary conditions deﬁne a set of primary equations for the system that
depend on four quantities (i.e., each of the 4 degrees of freedom) in each layer
j: Θj and kzzdΘj/dz at the top and bottom of each layer, z = Zj−1 and z = Zj,
respectively.
At z = Zj−1, the j − 1 layer terms are
Θj−1 =

de
−ΛL + ue
ΛL + Θ
{p}	
j−1 (3.45a)
and

kzz
dΘ{p}
dz

j−1
=

dkzzΛe
−ΛL − ukzzΛe
ΛL + kzz
dΘ{p}
dz

j−1
, (3.45b)77
while the j layer terms are
Θj =

d + u + Θ
{p}	
j atz = Zj−1 (3.46a)
and

kzz
dΘ
dz

j
=

dkzzΛ − ukzzΛ + kzz
dΘ{p}
dz

j
(3.46b)
Inserting Eqs. (3.45) and (3.46) into the boundary conditions at z = Zj−1:

dkzzΛe
−ΛL − ukzzΛe
ΛL + kzz
dΘ{p}
dz

j−1
= ...

dkzzΛ − ukzzΛ + kzz
dΘ{p}
dz

j
, (3.47a)

d + u + Θ
{p}	
j =

de
−ΛL + ue
ΛL + Θ
{p}	
j−1 − ...

dRkzzΛe
−ΛL − uRkzzΛe
ΛL + Rkzz
dΘ{p}
dz

j−1
(3.47b)
and
Θj → 0 (3.47c)
as z → ±∞. Using the boundary conditions to determine the coupling of the tem-
perature ﬁeld, the simultaneous solution across the entire domain can be obtained.
Eq. (3.47) deﬁnes the boundary conditions in terms of 4 unknown coeﬃcients for
the interface between the j−1 and j layers, which can be considered the unknowns
in a 4 degree-of-freedom linear system. We can then deﬁne a vector xj−1 such that
xj−1 =

  
    

dj−1
uj−1
dj
uj

  
    

. (3.48)78
The unknown terms (uj−1, dj−1, uj, and dj) in the two boundary condition equa-
tions are collected:

dkzzΛe
−ΛL	
j−1 +

−ukzzΛe
ΛL	
j−1 + {−dkzzΛ}j + {ukzzΛ}j = ...

−kzz
dΘ{p}
dz

j−1
+

kzz
dΘ{p}
dz

j
, (3.49a)

de
−ΛL (1 − RkzzΛ)
	
j−1 +

ue
ΛL (1 + RkzzΛ)
	
j−1 + {−d}j + {−u}j = ...

Θ
{p} − Rkzz
dΘ{p}
dz

j−1
+

−Θ
{p}	
j . (3.49b)
Together, they form a 2 × 4 system of equations, i.e.,



a2j−1,2j−1 a2j−1,2j a2j−1,2j+1 a2j−1,2j+2
a2j,2j−1 a2j,2j a2j,2j+1 a2j,2j+2




  
    

dj−1
uj−1
dj
uj

  
    

=



b2j−1
b2j


 (3.50)
where
a2j−1,2j−1 =

kzzΛe
−ΛL	
j−1 , (3.51a)
a2j−1,2j =

−kzzΛe
ΛL	
j−1 , (3.51b)
a2j−1,2j+1 = {−kzzΛ}j−1 , (3.51c)
a2j−1,2j+2 = {kzzΛ}j−1 ; (3.51d)
a2j,2j−1 =

e
−ΛL (1 − RkzzΛ)
	
j−1 , (3.51e)
a2j,2j =

e
ΛL (1 + RkzzΛ)
	
j−1 , (3.51f)
a2j,2j+1 = −1, (3.51g)
a2j,2j+2 = −1; (3.51h)
b2j−1 =

−kzz
dΘ{p}
dz

j−1
+

kzz
dΘ{p}
dz

j
, (3.51i)79
and
b2j =

Θ
{p} − Rkzz
dΘ{p}
dz

j−1
+

−Θ
{p}	
j . (3.51j)
This process is repeated at each of the N −1 interfaces and results in an underde-
termined 2N − 2 × 2N system of equations.
The additional constraints come from Eq. (3.47) for the top and bottom layers;
for j = 1,
Θ1 → 0, (3.52)
d1 = 0; (3.53)
and similarly for j = N,
Θ1 → 0, (3.54)
d1 = 0; (3.55)
which are used to populate the (2N − 1)th and 2Nth rows:
a2N−1,1 = 1, (3.56)
a2N,2N = 1, (3.57)
b2N−1 = 0, (3.58)
b2N = 0. (3.59)
Assembly
The assembly process, where all of the 2N equations are collected into a single
large matrix A, is illustrated schematically in Figure 3.13. The indices in the80
matrix are chosen to populate a banded sparse matrix (of bandwidth four), i.e.,


     
     
     
    
 

a11 a12 a13 a14
a21 a22 a23 a24
a33 a34 a35 a36
a43 a44 a45 a46
... ... ...
... a2N−3,2N−1 a2N−3,2N
... a2N−2,2N−1 a2N−2,2N
a2N−1,1 0 0 0
0 0 0 a2N,2N

 
    
     
     
     


| {z }
A


     
     
     
    
 

d1
u1
d2
u2
d3
u3
. . .
uN
dN

 
    
     
     
     


| {z }
x
=

 
    
     
     
     


b1
b2
b3
b4
b5
b6
. . .
b2N−1
b2N

 
    
     
     
     


| {z }
b
.
(3.60)
The banded pattern is shown in Figure 3.14.
The A matrix is inverted and multiplied with the generation terms (the b vector
on the right side of the equation) to ﬁnd the temperature coeﬃcients (collectively
the x vector), i.e., x = A−1b. The 2N × 2N system of equations becomes quite
large for systems with many layers.
3.3.5 Inverse Transform
With the coupling coeﬃcients completely determined, the temperature solution in
the air (and any other layer) can be found by substituting the coeﬃcients uj and
dj into Eq. (3.44) and taking the inverse transforms. First, the inverse Hankel
transform is applied,
˜ θj (r,z,ω) =
1
2π
∞ Z
0
ˆ ˜ θj (κ,z,ω)J0 (κr)κ dκ, (3.61)81
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Figure 3.13: Schematic representation of the assembly of the boundary con-
ditions into a matrix to ﬁnd the coupled solution for a mul-
tilayered system. The highlighted blocks show the boundary
conditions for the interface between j = 2 and j = 3.82
Figure 3.14: Non-zero elements of an assembled A matrix; in this case, N =
15.
and subsequently the inverse Fourier transform in time is taken and the ambient
temperature (T∞) is added back in:
Tj (r,z,t) = T∞ + θj (r,z,t) = T∞ +
1
2π
∞ Z
−∞
˜ θj (r,z,ω)e
iωtdω. (3.62)
It should be noted that Eq. (3.62) includes all of the frequency (ω) components
in the heat source, including steady state (ω = 0) and time-dependent (“ac”)
temperature ﬂuctuations. We now use this complete solution to illustrate the
approach in a couple of relevant material systems.
3.4 Illustrations
Three simulations are used to illustrate some of the features of the system response.
The ﬁrst is the temperature ﬁeld in a bulk material. The illustrative case is for
SRM 8421, electrolytic iron. The second is for a thin SiO2 ﬁlm on a Si substrate83
with a Au metallization layer to decouple the optical properties of the transparent
SiO2 ﬁlm. Finally, a Nb/Si superlattice with Au metallization (again to decouple
the optical absorption) is modeled to demonstrate the signiﬁcant eﬀects of thermal
boundary resistance on the thermal response of the system.
3.4.1 Bulk: SRM 8421 (Iron)
Studying the response of a bulk material is useful to discern the behavior of the
thermal waves. A useful benchmark for comparison is the widely-used thermal
penetration depth. To investigate this, we use the model developed here to vary
the heating beam diameter from a point-like wh = 1 µm (wh/δ ∼ 0.01) to a nearly
uniform planar heating (wh/δ ∼ 12) near the origin when wh = 1000 µm (1 mm).
These are shown in Figure 3.15. From the earlier discussion of Eq. (3.28), the
penetration depth, δ is the inverse of the real part of Λ:
δ =
r
2k
ωC
=
s
D
πf
.
For example, a bulk sample of SRM 8421 (Iron) heated at 1 kHz has a pre-
dicted one-dimensional thermal penetration depth of δ = 83 µm. The quasi-one-
dimensional results match this prediction precisely, as shown in Figure 3.15.
The signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the spatial distribution of the temperature in one-
dimensional heat ﬂow vs. three-dimensional heat ﬂow has been noted by Comeau
[244]. Comeau analyzes the heat source in terms of a temperature rise above
ambient, ∆T, within a characteristic time τ. In one-dimensional heat ﬂow, the
thermal penetration depth scales as δT ∼
√
Dτ. The energy deposited by a heating
beam over τ is proportional to IAτ so that in one-dimensional heat ﬂow the volume84
is proportional to the penetration depth, i.e., v ∼ δ so that
∆T1D ∝
E
v
∝
IAτ
√
τD
∝
1
√
ωD
. (3.63)
This agrees with the typically cited characteristic thermal length (δ ∼
√
Dτ)
for one-dimensional heat transfer. Thus, the characteristic time is τ ∼ 1
πf = 2
ω,
which is an intuitive result. However, in three-dimensional heat ﬂow, the thermally
excited volume scales with v ∼ δ3 and the temperature rise (∆T3D) relative to
ambient is
∆T3D ∝
E
v
∝
IAτ
(τD)
3
2
∝
r
ω
D3. (3.64)
Therefore a spherical symmetry, applicable when the heated region is small and
the material is isotropic, yields a higher order dependence on the diﬀusivity and
penetration depth that has not been reported elsewhere in the literature.
3.4.2 Film on Substrate: SiO2 on Si Substrate and vice
versa
The second example is chosen to show the eﬀects of a system with mismatched
thermal properties, i.e., highly diﬀerent diﬀusivities. In this case, two samples
are assumed: a 1 µm amorphous SiO2 thin ﬁlm deposited on a silicon substrate
(with gold metallization), and the “inverse” structure, a 1 µm Si thin ﬁlm on a
SiO2 substrate. The 100 nm metallization is introduced to remove uncertainty in
the optical absorption by the SiO2; this is especially problematic when the ﬁlm
thickness is comparable to the wavelength of the light due to interference.
The SiO2-on-Si sample is shown in Figure 3.16 below. The SiO2 ﬁlm is highly
insulating, with kzz = 1.38 W/m K and a diﬀusivity D = 0.54 mm2/s [245].
This eﬀectively isolates the substrate from the thermal waves generated by the85
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Figure 3.15: Temperature ﬁeld in SRM 8421 (Electrolytic Iron) for a range
of wh at f = 1 kHz.86
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Figure 3.16: Temperature ﬁeld for a 1 µm SiO2 ﬁlm on an Si substrate with
a 100 nm Au absorbing layer.
absorption of the laser energy in the gold metallization. This is supported by the
large temperature gradient across the 1 µm ﬁlm; little heat is conducted into the
substrate. However, this heat ﬂux does not create a signiﬁcant temperature rise
as the conductive Si substrate is acting like a heat sink.
The thermal wave amplitude for the other case, the Si ﬁlm on a SiO2 substrate,
is shown in Figure 3.17. Here, the conductive Si ﬁlm acts as a heat spreader.
The insulating substrate strongly inﬂuences the heat ﬂow in the ﬁlm: the heat is87
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Figure 3.17: Temperature ﬁeld for a 1 µm Si thin ﬁlm on an oxide (SiO2)
substrate, again with a 100 nm Au absorbing layer.
conducted in the plane of the ﬁlm, with most of the heat ﬂow in the radial direction
as shown by the nearly vertical isotherms within the ﬁlm. The lateral extent of
the thermal ﬁeld is also much greater than the inverse case, which is intuitive—the
lateral heat conduction has eﬀectively smeared the ﬁeld along the ﬁlm.88
3.4.3 Superlattice: Si/Ge Superlattice on Si Substrate
The ﬁnal simulation is a Si/Ge superlattice on a Si substrate with a gold metal-
lization, i.e., Au(100 nm)/[Si(100nm)/Ge(100nm)]10/Si. Again, the metallization
is important to decouple the optical properties; this is especially important for
superlattices as they have unique optical properties and hence are many optical
applications (see Section 2.2. Two diﬀerent samples are calculated with a mod-
ulation frequency of f = 1 kHz so that the thermal wave is comparable to the
ﬁlm thickness as shown in Figure 3.18. The ﬁrst has R = 10−9 m2K/W for all of
the interfaces, representing a near-perfect interface with a corresponding minimum
interfacial thermal resistance [8]. The second ﬁgure has boundary resistances of
R = 10−8 m2K/W. This change creates a marked rise (∼100%) in the peak thermal
wave amplitude, seen in Figure 3.19, with increasing thermal boundary resistance.
This is due to the eﬀect of a cumulative thermal resistance of the 20 interfaces.
3.4.4 Features of the Temperature Model
We next turn to incorporating the theoretical model into a framework for predicting
the beam deﬂections in photothermal deﬂection spectroscopy experiments.89
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BEAM DEFLECTION MODEL
4.1 Introduction
This section extends the PDS theory to include the eﬀects on rays and beams of
light propagating through the temperature ﬁeld in the air or other medium adjacent
to the sample. Developing this theory is essential to developing the full model for
PDS beam deﬂections usable by the model estimation algorithm as indicated in
the ﬂowchart in Figure 4.1.
A ray of light passing through a medium with changing index of refraction due
to temperature oscillations (i.e., thermal waves) will bend as shown in Figure 4.2.
The light ray becomes an eﬀective probe of the non-uniform index of refraction
and therefore a probe of the varying temperature ﬁeld. The single-ray result is
then generalized for lasers by considering a ﬁnite beam (with a Gaussian cross-
section intensity proﬁle) propagating through the thermal wave ﬁeld (parallel to
the surface). The overall deﬂection of the beam from either bouncing or skimming
(as shown in Figure 1.1 on page 2) across the surface of a sample is also calculated.
4.2 Light Ray Deﬂection in Spatially-Variable Index of Re-
fraction
As noted in Chapter One, thermal waves in the ambient medium create a spatially-
variable index of refraction through the optothermal coeﬃcient, dn/dT. The PDS
experiment described here is shown in Figure 4.3.
The deﬂection of the path of a ray of light in a medium with a non-uniform
index of refraction can be found through several methods. It has been shown via
9192
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Figure 4.1: This chapter continues developing the theory to predict PDS
beam deﬂections required by the property estimation algorithm.
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the calculus of variation [157, 246] that the deﬂection of a ray of light propagating
parallel to the y axis due to a thermal gradient in the z direction (as shown in
Figure 4.3) is given by
dz
dy
=
∞ Z
−∞
1
n
dn
dT
∂T
∂z
dy (4.1)
We perform a similar analysis using only geometric considerations in Appendix I
that gives an identical result. Rewriting Eqs. (1.1) for the ray deﬂections in terms
of the relative temperature θ gives
φnorm (x,z,t) =
1
n
dn
dT
∞ Z
−∞
∂θ
∂z
dy (4.2a)
φtan (x,z,t) =
1
n
dn
dT
∞ Z
−∞
∂θ
∂x
dy, (4.2b)
where θ is the time dependent relative temperature ﬁeld due to the thermal waves.
Equation (4.2) can be written in a more complete form as
φ =
Z
path
1
n
dn
dT
∇⊥T × dl =



φtan
φnorm


, (4.3)
where φ is the vector of beam deﬂections and dl is the beam path . Thus, the total
deﬂection is shown to be proportional to the gradient of the local temperature ﬁeld
which is induced by the modulated heat source.
4.3 Light Ray Deﬂection from Thermal Gradients
We start with the expression for an axisymmetric thermal wave (i.e., the inverse
Hankel and Fourier transforms of Eq. (3.22)),
θ(r,z,t) =
∞ Z
−∞
∞ Z
0
Θ(κ,z,ω)J0 (κr)e
iωtκdκdω (4.4)95
or in the frequency domain (just the inverse Hankel transform of Eq. (3.22)), as
˜ θ(r,z,ω) =
∞ Z
0
Θ(κ,z,ω)J0 (κr)κdκ. (4.5)
Using the deﬁnition r =
p
x2 + y2, we take the Fourier transform of Eq. (4.2a),
˜ φnorm (x,z,ω) =
1
n
dn
dT
∞ Z
−∞
∂
∂z
h
˜ θ
p
x2 + y2,z,ω
i
dy (4.6)
and substitute Eq. (4.5) into Eq. (4.6), i.e.,
˜ φnorm (x,z,ω) =
1
n
dn
dT
∞ Z
−∞
d
dz


∞ Z
0
Θ(κ,z,ω)J0

κ
p
x2 + y2

κ dκ

 dy. (4.7)
We next use the integral
∞ Z
−∞
J0

κ
p
x2 + y2

dy =
cosκx
κ
(4.8)
(from [247]; see also Appendix L) to integrate along the beam path:
˜ φnorm (x,z,ω) =
1
n
dn
dT
∞ Z
0
d
dz
[Θ(κ,z,ω)] cos(κx) dκ (4.9)
This is the cumulative normal deﬂection (in the frequency domain) for a light ray
propagating through a thermal ﬁeld (Θ). Since Θ and cos(κx) are even functions,
the integral in Eq. (4.9) can be extended to the entire κ domain, i.e.,
˜ φnorm (x,z,ω) =
1
2n
dn
dT
∞ Z
−∞
d
dz
[Θ(κ,z,ω)] cos(κx) dκ. (4.10)
We next subtract a second integral from the right side of Eq. (4.10) but replacing
cos(κx) with isin(κx) (this integral is identically zero due to Θ being even):
˜ φnorm (x,z,ω) = 1
2n
dn
dT
∞ R
−∞
d
dz [Θ(κ,z,ω)] cos(κx) dκ − ...
i 1
2n
dn
dT
∞ R
−∞
d
dz [Θ(κ,z,ω)] sin(κx) dκ. (4.11)96
With the substitution κ → κx and using Euler’s formula, Eq. (4.11) is the spatial
Fourier transform of dΘ
dz with respect to x:
˜ φnorm (x,z,ω) =
1
2n
dn
dT


∞ Z
−∞
d
dz
[Θ(κ,z,ω)] e
−iκx dκ

. (4.12)
Correspondingly, we deﬁne the transform (with respect to x) of Eq. (4.12) as
Φnorm, i.e.,
Φnorm (κx,z,ω) ≡ ˜ ˜ φnorm (κx,z,ω) =
1
2n
dn
dT
d
dz
[Θ(κ,z,ω)]. (4.13)
A similar approach holds for φtan, giving
Φtan (κx,z,ω) ≡ ˜ ˜ φtan (κx,z,ω) =
i
2n
dn
dT
κxΘ(κ,z,ω). (4.14)
Equations (4.13) and (4.14) show that the ray deﬂections (φ) can be calculated from
an inverse Fourier transform of the complex ray deﬂection Φ, which is a function
of the gradient of the thermal wave ﬁeld. It is intuitive that the expressions for φ
are equivalent to a planar-symmetry ﬁeld due to the integration along the probe
beam path; this is connected to the FHA theorem relating Fourier, Hankel, and
Abel transforms (see [242] and Appendix L.3).
In the next section, we expand the analysis from a ray to a distributed beam
more characteristic of the laser beams used in PDS experiments.
4.4 Modeling the Mirage Eﬀect for PDS Probe Beams
To generalize the result from a single inﬁnitesimal ray to a “probe beam” represen-
tative of PDS experiments, a Gaussian cross-section (i.e., the intensity distribution
of the many rays making the beam is Gaussian) is considered. The distribution
is the same as the cross-section shown in Figure 3.8 (in this case, the probe beam97
radius given the symbol wp). Calculating the eﬀects of a ﬁnite beam becomes espe-
cially important if the probe beam radius is comparable to the size of the thermal
wave ﬁeld or the heating beam (wp ∼ δ or wp ∼ wh).
Photothermal experiments typically measure the voltage converted from the
photocurrent output of a position-sensitive photodiode (which is typically made
of silicon). The photocurrent generated by the photodiode is proportional to the
total optical power of the probe beam (Pp), i.e., the integral of the probe beam
intensity (I) across the area (A) of the photodetector face [2]. The photocurrent
is converted to a voltage (V ) using a current-to-voltage converter and is described
by the equation
Vphoto = ηPp = η
Z
A
I dA, (4.15)
where η represents the optical power-to-photocurrent conversion factor (measured
in Volts/Watt).
Position-sensitive photodiodes such as a quadrant photodiodes operate by sum-
ming the photocurrents over individual areas and then taking a diﬀerence to de-
termine the relative deﬂection of the incident beam. This eﬀectively integrates the
individual ray deﬂections across the entire cross-section of the beam (assuming the
spot size is not larger than the photodiode’s active region). The deﬂection is only
measured in the plane of the detector and the output is generally reported in two
orthogonal axes as shown in Figure 4.4: the plane horizontal to the sample surface,
i.e., the tangential deﬂection (Vtan), and the vertical to the sample plane, i.e., the
normal deﬂection (Vnorm). Because the output is proportional to the intensity, the
net deﬂection is actually an intensity-weighted deﬂection.
The integration is expressed as an integral across the cross-section A0 [2] that98
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is above the sample in Figure 4.4 :
Vnorm = η (I ∗ φ) = η
∞ Z
−zp
∞ Z
−∞
Ip (x
0,z
0) φnorm (x,z) dx
0 dz
0, (4.16)
or by deﬁning the translation x0 = x − X and z0 = z − H,
Vnorm (X,H) = η
∞ Z
0
∞ Z
−∞
Ip (x − X,z − H) φnorm (x,z) dxdz, (4.17)
where (X,H) is the center of the incident ray and Ip is the cross-section intensity
distribution of the probe beam.
There are two conﬁgurations for the orientation of the probe beam relative
to the sample, shown in Figure 4.5. The ﬁrst is the “skimming” conﬁguration,99
where the probe beam is passed parallel to the surface. A signiﬁcant portion
of the probe beam may be blocked by the edge of the sample, so that only the
portion of the cross-section reaching the photodetector contributes to the signal.
The other conﬁguration, the “bounced” conﬁguration, the beam is aimed at the
surface of the sample at a very shallow angle. The probe beam bounces from the
surface, with the aim point generally close to the heating beam. The output from
a position-sensitive photodiode for these two cases is now derived.
4.5 Skimming Beam
In a skimming conﬁguration, the center of the probe beam propagates at a constant
height H above the sample, as shown in Figure 4.5(a.). The beam can be positioned
so that it completely clears the top surface of the sample or it will be partially
chopped if H < wp, as shown below. This conﬁguration has a relatively simple
analytic form, which is now derived.
For the probe beam with radius wp, the cross-sectional intensity proﬁle in the
x − z plane is Gaussian:
Ip(x
0,z
0) =
2Pp
πw2
p
e
−
2(x02+z02)
w2
p . (4.18)
Substituting Eqs. (4.18) into Eq. (4.17):
Vnorm (X,H,ω) =
ηPp
πw2
p
∞ Z
0
∞ Z
−∞
∞ Z
−∞
e
−
2[(x−X)2+(z−H)2]
w2
p Φnorme
−iκxxdκx dxdz, (4.19)
then rearranging and performing the integration over x,
Vnorm (X,H,ω) =
ηPp
πw2
p
∞ Z
−∞
dκx
∞ Z
0
dzΦnorme
−
2(z−H)2
w2
p
∞ Z
−∞
dxe
−
2(x−X)2
w2
p e
−iκxx , (4.20)100
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Then, from the integrals [247]
∞ Z
−∞
dxe
−
2(x−X)2
w2
p cos(κxx) =
r
πw2
p
2
e
−
w2
pκ2
x
8 cos(κxX) (4.21a)
and
∞ Z
−∞
dxe
−
2(x−X)2
w2
p sin(κxx) =
r
πw2
p
2
e
−
w2
pκ2
x
8 sin(κxX), (4.21b)
Equation (4.20) becomes
Vnorm (X,H,ω) =
√
2ηPp p
πw2
p
∞ Z
−∞
dκxe
−iκxXe
−
w2
pκ2
x
8
∞ Z
0
dzΦnorme
−
2(z−H)2
w2
p . (4.22)
Next, the wave-space expression for the normal deﬂection in the air,
Φnorm =
1
n
dn
dT
dΘ
dz
=
1
n
dn
dT
d
dz

u1e
−Λz
= −
1
n
dn
dT
Λ1u1e
−Λ1z, (4.23)
with d1 = 0 in Eq. (3.61) and the assumption of no absorption in the air, is
substituted into the integral over z,
Vnorm (X,H,ω) = −
1
n
dn
dT
√
2ηPp p
πw2
p
∞ Z
−∞
dκxΛ1u1e
−iκxXe
−
w2
pκ2
x
8
∞ Z
0
dze
−Λ1ze
−
2(z−H)2
w2
p .
(4.24)
The z integral,
∞ Z
0
dze
−Λ1ze
−
2(z−H)2
w2
p =
∞ Z
0
dze
−

2
w2
p
z2+

Λ1− 4H
w2
p

z+ 2H2
w2
p

, (4.25)
is evaluated using the integral identity [247]
∞ Z
0
dxe
−(ax2+bx+c) =
r
π
4a
e
b2−4ac
4a erfc

b
2
√
a

, (4.26)
so that (after simpliﬁcation)
∞ Z
0
dz e
−

2
w2
p
z2+

Λ1− 4H
w2
p

z+ 2H2
w2
p

=
r
πw2
p
2
e

w2
pΛ2
1
8 −HΛ1

erfc
"
wpΛ1
2
−
√
2H
wp
#
. (4.27)102
Deﬁning the scaled error function erfw (also called the Faddeeva function; see
Appendix K),
erfw(x) ≡ e
x2
erfc(x), (4.28)
and an eﬀective height,
¯ H =
wpΛ1
2
√
2
−
√
2H
wp
, (4.29)
Equation (4.27) becomes
∞ Z
0
dz e
−

2
w2
p
z2+

Λ1− 4H
w2
p

z+ 2H2
w2
p

=
r
πw2
p
2
e
− 2H2
w2
p erfw
  ¯ H

. (4.30)
Thus, Eq. (4.24) can be written as
Vnorm (X,H,ω) = −
ηPp
n
dn
dT
∞ Z
−∞
dκxΛ1u1e
−iκxXe
−
w2
pκ2
x
8 − 2H2
w2
p erfw
  ¯ H

. (4.31)
The horizontal deﬂection is obtained using the same process; the ﬁnal result is
Vtan (X,H,ω) = <

iηPp
n
dn
dT
∞ Z
−∞
dκx κxu1e
−iκxXe
−
w2
pκ2
x
8 − 2H2
w2
p erfw
  ¯ H


. (4.32)
It is worth noting that a similar result is obtained for a controlled scan of a Gaussian
beam across a quadrant photodiode. In this scenario, the equation for the output
power of the photodiode (which is proportional to the photocurrent) as a function
of position is [248]
P (X) =
r
2
π
P0
w
∞ Z
X
e
− 2x2
w2 dx =
1
2
erfc
 √
2X
w
!
, (4.33)
where X is the scan position of the center of the beam relative to the photodiode
center.
4.6 Bouncing Beam
In the bouncing conﬁguration, the beam is incident on the sample at a small (but
non-zero) angle, as shown in Figure 4.5(b.). The beam is assumed to be a constant103
height H (i.e., parallel to the surface of the sample) as it propagates across the
entire heated region of the sample. The beam may not be “chopped” by the edge
of the sample and must not diverge signiﬁcantly across the sample so as to keep
valid the assumption of constant beam radius. Furthermore, the height is desired
to be on the order of the probe beam radius (H ∼ wp).
Wei [148] noted that the normal deﬂection vanishes when the probe beam
center bounces exactly on the centerline of the heating beam (due to the oﬀsetting
contributions from the reﬂected and unreﬂected rays) but reaches a maximum
when the beam height at the heating beam axis is wp. This maximum location
will be near either tip of the ellipse created by the bouncing probe beam. Other
eﬀects of using bounced beams have been noted [162], including the distortion of
the phase and a susceptibility to thermal deformations. However, we assume that
the power and corresponding temperature rise are suﬃciently small to minimize
these eﬀects.
In the bounced beam conﬁguration, two separate “beams” have to be taken
into account that represent the reﬂected (red in Figure 4.6) and unreﬂected (blue)
portions of the beam. These can be thought of as a “real” beam with a height
H above the sample surface and a “virtual” beam, with a beam center below the
surface (z = −H). Each contributes to the signal from the portion above the
sample, i.e., for z > 0. Additionally, the deﬂections from the “real” beam are
inverted for the normal deﬂection due to the bouncing (the deﬂection is mirrored
about the sample plane).
The result for the normal deﬂection output of the bounced beam is then ob-
tained from Eq. (4.31), where the “real” beam has a height H and the “virtual”104
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beam a height of −H, i.e.,
V
bounced
norm (X,H,ω) = Vnorm (X,H,ω)
| {z }
“real” beam
−Vnorm (X,−H,ω)
| {z }
“virtual” beam
. (4.34)
It is important to note the reversal of the sign in the “virtual” beam (this can be
seen in Figure 4.6. Completing the equation,
Vnorm (X,H,ω) = ...
... −
ηPp
n
dn
dT
∞ R
−∞
dκxΛ1u1e−iκxXe
−
w2
pκ2
x
8 − 2h2
w2
p

erfw
  ¯ H

− erfw
  ¯ H∗
,
(4.35)
where
¯ H
∗ =
wpΛ1
2
√
2
+
√
2H
wp
. (4.36)
In contrast, the tangential output is
V
bounced
tan (X,H,ω) = Vtan (X,H,ω)
| {z }
“real” beam
+Vtan (X,−H,ω)
| {z }
“virtual” beam
. (4.37)105
where the virtual and real deﬂections are in the same direction. Finally,
V bounced
tan (X,H,ω) = ...
...
iηPp
n
dn
dT
∞ R
−∞
dκx κxu1e−iκxXe
−
w2
pκ2
x
8 − 2H2
w2
p

erfw
  ¯ H

+ erfw
  ¯ H∗
.
(4.38)
4.7 Simulations
The theoretical expressions for PDS data from skimmed (Eqs. (4.31) and (4.32))
or bounced (Eqs. (4.35) and (4.38)) beam conﬁgurations were developed in the
previous sections. Simulated data can now be generated for an arbitrary experi-
ment, i.e., for any material system and experimental conditions. We now examine
a few of the general features of PDS data, which provides a bridge to the parameter
estimation algorithm in Chapter Five.
4.7.1 General Features of the Beam Deﬂection Proﬁle
As discussed earlier, there are two principal beam bending components, the nor-
mal and the tangential deﬂections. The in-phase and out-of-phase portions of the
deﬂection are modeled as the real and imaginary components, respectively, of a
complex quantity (such as V ). Three quantities are generally shown in this case:
the real and imaginary as well as the magnitude of the complex quantity. An al-
ternative means of presenting the deﬂection ﬁeld includes amplitude-phase plots of
the deﬂections in the spatial frequency domain as well as the tangential deﬂections
in the complex plane using what are known formally as Argand diagrams (see Fig-
ure 4.9); these are the characteristic “double loop” data from PDS experiments in
the literature [92, 129].
Choosing an example system of bulk NIST Standard Reference Material (SRM)
8421 (electrolytic iron), some general features of the PDS output are immediately106
obvious from Figures 4.7 through 4.9. The ﬁrst is the distinction between the
normal and tangential deﬂections. The normal deﬂection, Figure 4.7, appears as
a symmetric Gaussian-like ﬁeld whose width is governed by the combination of
the radial distribution of the optical energy and the subsequent lateral diﬀusion
of thermal waves. The tangential ﬁeld (shown in Figure 4.8), however, has two
characteristic peaks, with an odd symmetry (antisymmetry) between the real and
imaginary components and no deﬂection at the centerline of the heating beam
(i.e., at x = 0). This reinforces the fact that the thermal ﬁeld is symmetric and
therefore has no lateral gradient at the origin. The Argand diagram or the “double
loop” projection of the tangential data, as shown in Figure 4.9, is characteristic of
PDS experiments. The orientation of the double loop (often deﬁned as the slope
of the Argand plot at x = 0) is related to the overall phase of the tangential data,
and the phase change as the tangential deﬂection decays is seen in the inset as the
spiral towards the center.
An alternative approach to visualizing PDS data is to use a format commonly
used in digital signal processing, which is appropriate due to our frequency-domain
analyses. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show only the amplitude on the lower plot and
the phase in the upper plot. This approach has the advantage of highlighting
time-domain lag due to phase shifts.
4.8 Inﬂuence of Parameters on Beam Deﬂection
From Eqs. (4.31), (4.32), (4.35), and (4.38), the beam deﬂection equations depend
nonlinearly on a large number of parameters. This is due to the fact that the
beam deﬂections are the convolution of the gradient of the temperature ﬁeld with
the probe beam, thereby coupling all of the inﬂuences of a particular experiment:107
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Figure 4.9: Complex plane plot, called an Argand diagram, of the tangential
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Figure 4.11: Frequency domain plot of amplitude and phase for Vtan(κ).112
thermal properties, geometry, and experimental parameters. However, the overall
eﬀect of each parameter varies widely. Some parameters have a strong inﬂuence
while others very weakly inﬂuence the output. The qualitative eﬀects on the beam
deﬂection proﬁle are reviewed below, while a more quantitative description (the
sensitivity coeﬃcient) is given in Section 5.7.4 on page 144.
4.8.1 Frequency (f)
From the deﬁnition of the characteristic penetration depth, δ, it is expected that
the extent of the ﬁeld will vary signiﬁcantly with frequency. Indeed, the extent of
the thermal ﬁeld is observed to change drastically over the range of frequencies set
for the simulations, i.e., from f = 1 Hz to 1 MHz.
4.8.2 Heating beam (wh) and probe beam (wp) waist
The heating beam waist, wh, strongly inﬂuences the magnitude of the ﬁeld, as
shown in Figure 4.13. The characteristic width of the signal remains approximately
constant, but the variation of the heating beam intensity (and therefore the heat
generation) with the beam radius is quite evident.
As with the heating beam, the probe beam waist inﬂuences the magnitude
of the signal. The probe beam waist is chosen to be signiﬁcantly larger than the
heating beam because it is focused with a longer focal length lens, so small changes
have relatively little eﬀect, and it also has a larger wavelength. The conjugate waist
of the two beams, w ≡ (w2
h + w2
p)1/2, is then dominated by the probe beam waist.
It is therefore expected, as seen in Figure 4.13, that the extent of the ﬁeld is more
strongly inﬂuenced by the probe beam radius.113
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Figure 4.12: Dependence of the normal deﬂection on frequency, holding all
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4.8.3 Probe beam scan height (H)
The probe beam scan height (H in Figure 4.3) is also of importance to the overall
behavior of the detector output. It is notable that the amplitude of the normal
deﬂection reaches a maximum at approximately H ∼ wp. This is attributable to
the decreasing magnitude of the “virtual” beam portion of normal deﬂection: the
negative quantity in Eq. (4.34) decreases as H increases. This is shown in Figure
4.15.
4.8.4 Thermal conductivity (k)
The thermal conductivity of the sample strongly dictates the amplitude and dif-
fusion of the thermal waves in the sample and the air above. As the thermal
conductivity increases, the magnitude drops dramatically as the eﬀective thermal
resistance of the sample decreases.116
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MODEL-BASED ESTIMATION OF PROPERTIES
5.1 Review of Data Analysis Techniques for PDS
There are several techniques available for analysis of beam deﬂection data from a
photothermal deﬂection spectroscopy experiment. Analytic methods, such as the
phase lag method [83] and the zero-crossing technique [102, 118], utilize functional
relationships between a quantity derived from the data and the thermal properties.
While generally straightforward, these methods tend to be limited in their validity.
Two such analytic methods are brieﬂy reviewed in the next section.
In comparison, inverse solution techniques rely on the more rigorous approach
of systematically searching for agreement between the experiment and the output
of a model by varying a set of unknown material properties. This is represented
schematically in Figure 5.1 on the following page. General principles of inverse
solution techniques and Bayesian statistics are reviewed for completeness. Details
of applying the data analysis algorithm to PDS data using a rigorous model-based
estimator are presented at the end of the chapter along with characterization of
the estimator; neither of these topics have previously been reported in the PDS
literature.
5.1.1 Phase and Amplitude Lag Methods
First developed by Murphy and Aamodt [5], the phase lag and amplitude lag
methods were used in early experiments to evaluate the thermal diﬀusivity of the
ambient gas above a heated target. The two relevant equations are
ln(Vnorm) = const −
H
δ
(5.1)
119120
Model
Experiment
Algorithm Properties
Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the data analysis algorithm for PDS
experiments. This chapter focuses on the estimation algorithm.
for the “amplitude lag” and
∆ϕ = −
H
δ
(5.2)
for the “phase lag.” While accurate to a few percent [5], these relationships are
only valid for the ambient ﬂuid medium above the target (e.g., air in a typical
PDS conﬁguration). The thermal properties of air above the sample are extremely
well-characterized and hence not of interest for this work. This analysis method
was later extended by Bertolotti [82] for the estimation of solids by measuring the
change in phase and magnitude with respect to the lateral dimension (x), but this
analysis was also limited to a small range of conditions for which it was valid.
Recent studies have also applied the phase-slope method for thin GaAs layers
[196, 204] and bulk doped InP crystals [205].
5.1.2 Zero-Crossing
The zero-crossing technique is an ad hoc technique for determining the thermal
diﬀusivity of bulk samples [63, 152, 157]. The “zero-crossing,” χ0, is deﬁned as
the distance over which the phase changes π/2 as deﬁned by the real component121
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Figure 5.2: Simulated PDS data showing the deﬁnition of the “zero-crossing”
distance. This example is for Bulk SRM 8421 (Electrolytic Iron)
in Air.
of the tangential beam deﬂection. This is shown in Figure 5.2.
The zero-crossing analysis involves measuring the zero-crossing distance χ0 after
correcting for phase; this distance is then plotted against the inverse root frequency,
f−1/2. A linear graph results, and the slope m of a linear ﬁt gives the thermal122
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Figure 5.3: Simulated PDS data showing “zero-crossing” plots (χ0 vs. f−1/2)
for several materials.
diﬀusivity of the material from
D =
m2
πb2, (5.3)
where b is a constant determined by the sample; for example, b = 1.2 for an
opaque bulk material and b = 1 for a transparent material. Several zero-crossing
calculations are shown in Figure 5.3.
It has been noted that the zero-crossing method seems to be valid at low fre-
quencies [129] where the penetration depth is large relative to the beam radii.
At higher frequencies, the slope of χ0 vs. f−1/2 begins to change (i.e., becomes
non-linear). This is due to the thermal penetration depth along the surface of the123
sample (i.e., the penetration depth in the x direction) becoming comparable in
size to the heated region. The characteristic “heating ﬁeld size” is the quadrature
combination of the probe and heating beam radii, i.e., w = (w2
h + w2
p)1/2, due to
the convolution of the heating and probe beams. In other words, the zero-crossing
is expected to become invalid when
δ <
q
w2
h + w2
p. (5.4)
Using the equation for the thermal penetration depth, this deﬁnes a “cutoﬀ fre-
quency” for the zero-crossing method:
fmax =
D
π
 
w2
h + w2
p
. (5.5)
This is shown in Figure 5.4.
For superlattice or insulating material systems with low diﬀusivities, the max-
imum frequency can be very small. For example, a material system with the
diﬀusivity of glass (amorphous SiO2) has fmax = 184 Hz when wp =30 µm and
wh =5.5 µm. The thermal penetration depth at this frequency is δ = 30.5 µm. This
means only a very narrow range of frequencies are valid for a zero-crossing analy-
sis of SiO2. Additionally, zero-crossing relationships do not exist for determining
the thermal properties of multilayered samples without an assumption of eﬀective
properties [85, 157]. Another approach must therefore be used for estimating the
thermal properties of multilayered material systems.
5.2 Inverse Problems
Both the phase-slope and the zero-crossing techniques are limited in their ability
to estimate the properties of low-diﬀusivity material systems and restricted to124
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plot (χ0 vs. f−1/2) becoming non-linear at high frequencies (small
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bulk materials. However, the theoretical model developed in Chapters Three and
Four allows the use of robust model-based estimation for analyzing PDS data; the
general process was shown in Figure 5.1.
There are two classes of estimation problems [249, 231]. The ﬁrst is the direct
or forward problem, where the underlying material are known and the “experi-
mental observation” (e.g., data from the material) is predicted from a model of
the physics. Naturally, a high-ﬁdelity model is needed to accurately predict the
observations. In contrast, property estimation techniques, such as PDS, are in-
verse problems wherein the data or observations are used to infer the underlying
parameter value(s). This is colloquially referred to as “cause and eﬀect” or “ef-
fect and cause”. Both direct and inverse problems are summarized by the general
relationship
d = m(s) + n, (5.6)
where d is the observation (data) vector, s is the vector of parameters (cause),
m(s) is the model output, and n is observation noise (also called the measurement
residual). A schematic of the process is shown in Figure 5.5 on the following page.
The mathematical posing of the problem, i.e., the uniqueness and sensitivity of
the solution, can further characterize inverse problems [250]. A well-posed inverse
problem has a unique solution that always exists; additionally, small changes in
the parameters lead to small changes in the observation. However, many inverse
problems are ill-posed, with nonexistent or multiple (non-unique) solutions as well
as an extreme sensitivity to perturbations in the observations, i.e., small changes
in the observations can lead to signiﬁcant changes in the estimated parameters.
Additionally, some parameters can be linearly realted, making it impossible to
uniquely estimate them (e.g., a ﬁlm-on-substrate system with limited data may126
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Figure 5.5: Model-based estimation problems have a cause-eﬀect relationship
deﬁned by a physical model of the system for both direct and
inverse problems.
not resolve kzz,2 and R2 simultaneously). Ill-posed inverse problems require special
consideration of ill-conditioned mathematics, and several techniques for solving
these problems exist. Several texts exist on the subject of inverse problems; see,
for example, Beck [231] and Alifanov [249]. The analysis here is limited to one of
these techniques, the maximum a posteriori method based on Bayesian statistics,
which is now reviewed.
5.3 Bayes’ Law and Bayesian Statistics
Many variables in a PDS experiment, such as the probe beam height, both beam
waists, and heating beam power, are known with some precision from experiment
but are not known absolutely. The theoretical model has a high sensitivity to these
parameters, and even small errors in the experimental properties can create sig-127
niﬁcant errors in the estimates of the thermal properties. Therefore, it is prudent
to consider the prior information available in the estimation, i.e., the previously-
measured experimental parameters as well as their uncertainty. Bayesian statistics
in general, and a Bayesian maximum a posteriori methodology in particular, are
therefore appropriate for the parameter estimation in heat conduction [251], in-
cluding PDS experiments.
Bayesian statistics are based on the relationship between joint and conditional
probabilities, which are summarized as probability density functions (pdf’s). The
pdf, p, of a continuous random variable (x) is deﬁned as the integrand that, when
integrated over the range [a,b], gives the probability (P) of observing the variable,
i.e.,
P (a ≤ x ≤ b) =
b Z
a
p(x)dx. (5.7)
Since the total probability over all possible values of x must be unity, the pdf’s are
normalized:
P (−∞ ≤ x ≤ ∞) =
∞ Z
−∞
p(x)dx = 1. (5.8)
The following pdf’s are used extensively in Bayesian inference:
• p(s,d) is the joint pdf of the parameter s and the observation d, which deﬁnes
the probability of observing both s and d;
• p(s) is the prior probability which incorporates all available information about
the probability distribution of s prior to the observation (i.e., a priori infor-
mation);
• p(s|d) gives the conditional probability of observing s after the information
contained in the observation d is incorporated and is known as the posterior
probability;128
• p(d|s) indicates the conditional probability of making the observation d for
a given s (i.e., the statistical distribution of the measurements known as the
likelihood function); and
• p(d) is the pdf for the data that, when integrated over the entire space,
describes all possible data sets d (i.e., the distribution of all possible data is
the subset from which the given data is drawn).
Bayes’ Law [252, 253] provides the framework for calculating the joint pdf of an
observation d with the underlying parameters s, and is given by
p(s,d) = p(s|d)p(d) = p(d|s)p(s). (5.9)
This can be rewritten in a form useful for estimating the parameters from obser-
vations:
p(s|d) =
p(d|s)p(s)
p(d)
. (5.10)
The posterior probability is then normalized by setting
∞ Z
−∞
p(s|d) ds = 1, (5.11)
so that
p(d) =
Z
p(d|s)p(s)ds = N, (5.12)
, where N is a normalization constant. Thus, Equation (5.10) can be rewritten as
p(s|d) =
p(d|s)p(s)
N
, (5.13)
which is a useful form for the posterior distribution.129
5.3.1 Prior Probability (A Priori Information)
The inclusion of prior information is the important feature of Bayesian estimators.
For example, if the prior estimate is s0 and has a Gaussian form, then the prior
probability, p(s), is
p(s) =
1
(2π)
n/2 p
det(Γ0)
exp

−
1
2
[s − s0]
T Γ
−1
0 [s − s0]

, (5.14)
where Γ0 is the a priori estimate covariance matrix [254]. Bayes’ postulate states
that if no prior information is available, then a uniform prior probability should be
assumed [253]. In the case of continuous variables, a uniform pdf over all s (called
a diﬀuse, non-informative, or Dirichlet prior condition) is used, i.e.,
p(s) → εs (5.15)
where |s| < (2εs)−1 and 1/εs is suﬃciently large to span the plausible range of s.
5.3.2 Estimation Parameters
An important distinction should be made between the experimental parameters
and the thermal properties of the system with regards to prior information. Apart
from performing a diﬀerent thermal characterization experiment to obtain prior
information on the thermal properties (thermal conductivity, thermal boundary
resistance), the thermal properties are assumed to be completely unknown be-
fore the experiment and are therefore called the primary unknown parameters.
The experimental parameters, such as the heating and probe beam waists, beam
height, and surface reﬂectivity, are well- characterized within the context of a well-
developed experiment and are called secondary parameters. The characterization
of the experiment yields values that are known with some accuracy which is in-
cluded as prior information in the model calculations. This knowledge is important130
as these parameters have a strong inﬂuence on the beam deﬂection data (as shown
in Chapter Four). These secondary parameters are therefore estimated along with
the primary parameters. The estimated values and uncertainties of the secondary
parameters are incorporated into the data estimation algorithm through the a pri-
ori information. All of the unknown parameters are assembled into the estimated
parameter vector s, which can be partitioned into the primary and secondary pa-
rameters and subsequently into the individual properties, etc.:
s =

 
 

sprimary
. . . . . . . .
ssecondary

 
 

=

    
     
     
    

kzz,2
krr,2
. . .
. . . .
H
wh
wp
. . .

     
    
     
    

(5.16)
The a priori information (covariance) matrix for the estimation parameters is con-
structed from the uncertainties of each parameter. The primary values for which
no prior information exists are given diﬀuse or inﬁnite (i.e., σ → ∞) uncertainties.
True Value for Parameters
In analyzing the estimation algorithm used in this study, it is important that we
are able to generate synthetic data by setting the “true” values of the underlying
primary estimation parameters so that the estimate vector is completely known,
i.e., s = strue.
Fortunately, most material properties fall within a well-deﬁned range of values.131
For example, most engineering materials have thermal diﬀusivities (D) between
5 × 10−7 m2/s and 1 × 10−4 m2/s [8]. A range of expected values for diﬀerent
properties are given in Table 5.1. In this study, we are interested in simulating PDS
experiments for relevant material systems using realistic assumptions; therefore, we
use the thermal and optical properties of a variety of materials given in Appendix
A and J, respectively.
Table 5.1: Summary of the expected range and representative materials for
the primary parameters (i.e., thermal property values).
Thermal Symbol Min. Max. Units Ref.
Property Value Value
Thermal k 0.01 1000 W/m·K [245]
Conductivity (Gas) (Diamond)
Speciﬁc cp 100 4180 J/kg·K [245]
Heat (Metals) (Water)
Density ρ ∼ 1 ∼ 20 kg/m3 [255]
(Air) (Metals)
Thermal D 5 × 10−7 1 × 10−4 m2/s [8]
Diﬀusivity (Glasses) (Crystals)
Thermal R 5 × 10−10 1 × 10−4 m2K/W [16, 256]
Boundary (Ideal) (Rough)
Resistance
5.4 Estimation Figures of Merit and Functions
Many variables in a PDS experiment, such as the probe beam height, both beam
waists, and heating beam power, are known with some precision but are not known
absolutely. The theoretical model has a high sensitivity to these parameters, and
even small errors in the experimental properties can create signiﬁcant errors in
the estimates of the thermal properties. The experimental parameters should be
estimated but include the prior information available. A Bayesian maximum a132
posteriori methodology is thus appropriate for the parameter estimation. Using the
Bayesian framework, there are several possible ﬁgures of merit and corresponding
search algorithms for estimating the unknown parameters s. The estimation ﬁgures
of merit are discussed below along with their validity for our purposes.
5.5 Likelihood Function
The likelihood function, p(d|s), can be determined by a couple of means. The
standard practice is to assume a Gaussian (normal) distribution for d if a deviation
is known [254], i.e.,
p(d|s) =
1
(2π)
m/2 p
det(Γd)
exp

−
1
2
[d − m(s)]
T Γ
−1
d [d − m(s)]

. (5.17)
where m(s) is the model prediction and Γd is the inverse of the measurement error
covariance matrix. Together with a Gaussian prior, Eq. (5.17), Bayes’ Law then
becomes
p(s|d) =
1
N
exp

−
1
2
[s − s0]
T Γ
−1
0 [s − s0] −
1
2
[d − m(s)]
T Γ
−1
d [d − m(s)]

,
(5.18)
where again N is a normalization constant. While useful for initial studies, Eq.
(5.18) is not a general result. Errors tend not to have ideal distributions, and it is
preferable to calculate a statistical distribution either by theoretical means (mod-
eling the distribution) or by analyzing and determining the pdf through a series
of observations (either through a large number or by using resampling strategies,
such as bootstrapping [257]).133
5.5.1 Figure of Merit Function
The analysis of a PDS experiment involves estimating the properties (s) from the
observed data, i.e., obtaining the posterior distribution of the properties from the
data, p(s|d). A ﬁgure-of-merit function (F) provides the “goodness” of the best
estimate of s [258]. Also called a cost or objective function, the ﬁgure-of-merit func-
tion is deﬁned as the log of the posterior distribution, Eq. (5.13). Maximizing the
posterior distribution is equivalent to maximizing the logarithm of the distribution
(due to the one-to-one correspondence).
ln[p(d|s)] = F (s,d) ≡ M (s,d) + S (s) + C, (5.19)
where C is a constant and M quantiﬁes the misﬁt of the estimate, deﬁned as
M (s,d) ≡ ln[p(d|s)], (5.20)
and S is the a priori preference function which is deﬁned as
S (s) ≡ ln[p(s)]. (5.21)
Similarly, the maximization is equivalent to minimizing the negative of the func-
tion:
F = −ln[p(d|s)] − ln[p(s)]. (5.22)
. Deﬁning the merit function in this manner allows a comparison to be drawn
between three separate estimates that can be obtained from minimizing the misﬁt
function, the ﬁgure-of-merit function, or the mean of the diﬀerence.
5.5.2 Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE)
If no a priori information is available in Eq. (5.19), a diﬀuse prior distribution is
assumed so that S → 0 and the s that minimizes the ﬁgure-of-merit function is134
called the maximum likelihood estimate and is denoted by sMLE. This is symboli-
cally represented as
ˆ sMLE = argmax
s F = argmax
s [M (s,d)]. (5.23)
An equivalent optimization problem is to minimize the negative of the argument,
i.e.,
ˆ sMLE = argmin
s (−F) = argmin
s [−M (s,d)]. (5.24)
Minimum Least Squares (MLS)
In the special case when the observation noise n is Gaussian, the likelihood function
is given by
p(d|s) = p(n) =
1
(2π)
N/2 √
detRd
exp
n
−[d − m(s)]
T R
−1
d [d − m(s)]
o
. (5.25)
Substituting into Eq. (5.22) with no prior and assuming a covariance matrix with
only diagonal terms, F becomes
F = M (s,d) = log10 [p(d|s)]; (5.26)
F = −[d − m(s)]
T R
−1
d [d − m(s)] = −
N X
j=1
(dj − mj (s))
2
σ2
j
. (5.27)
This is a “sum of squares” of the deviation from the theoretical prediction of m(s)
at each data point. The value that minimizes F (and thus provides the least total
deviation) is called the minimum least squares (MLS) or simply least squares (LS)
estimate and is given by maximizing F, i.e,
ˆ sMLS = argmax
s F = argmax
s
(
−
[d − m(s)]
T [d − m(s)]
σ2
)
(5.28)
or minimizing −F:
ˆ sMLS = argmin
s (−F) = argmin
s
(
[d − m(s)]
T [d − m(s)]
σ2
)
.
(5.29)135
The minimum least squares method is often used in the literature for estima-
tion problems. However, this approach is faulty in that it dismisses all of the
available information from experiment characterization experiments, previous es-
timates, and other sources.
5.5.3 Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) Estimate
If a priori information is available for inclusion in the ﬁgure-of-merit function, as
we assume for the remainder of this analysis, then the value of s which maximizes
F is called the maximum a posteriori estimate (MAPE), sMAPE:
ˆ sMAPE = argmax
s
F = argmax
s
[M (s,d) + S(s)]. (5.30)
The a priori preference term S has the eﬀect of acting like a “penalty” function,
which becomes signiﬁcant as the value of s strays from a well-deﬁned a priori
estimates. Conversely, the penalty is very small, or nonexistant, if imprecise prior
information is available. The practical eﬀect is to localize the optimal value sMAPE
in the vicinity of the a priori value unless a suﬃcient minimum in the likelihood
function is found to justify a signiﬁcant departure.
Interestingly, a MAPE approach is the same as using regularization (speciﬁcally,
a zeroth-order Tikhonov regularization [251]) for ill-posed problems. However, a
Bayesian approach has a rigorous statistical basis and eliminates the generally
arbitrary regularization parameter, although Neumaier [259] has shown that there
is a statistical basis for regularization procedures.136
5.6 Fitting Algorithm
Several methods exist to iteratively search through the parameter space of all
possible s to ﬁnd the value of the MAPE for inverse problems. These include
simplex, stochastic, “steepest descent” (or gradient-based), conjugate gradient,
and Newtonian methods [257]. However, all of the methods follow a common
search algorithm summarized by this pseudocode [260]:
Estimation Algorithm
make initial guess, s1
for j = 1 : number of iterations
if converged
• s = sj
• return
else
• compute a search direction, pj, in parameter space
• compute the magnitude of the step, |sj+1 − sj| = γj
• ﬁnd the updated estimate of the minimum sj+1 = sj + γjpj137
5.6.1 Levenberg-Marquardt
A Levenberg-Marquardt maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator is used to calcu-
late the experimental parameters.
ˆ s ← argmin
s
Φ(s). (5.31)
The Levenberg-Marquardt method is a popular algorithm for converging to solu-
tions in least squares problems that combines the steepest-descent method with
the Gauss-Newton method in parameter space [260]. The key distinction lies in
that the step in parameter space for the jth iteration is governed by a hybrid
equation
h
J(sj)
T J(sj) + λjI
i
(sj+1 − sj) = −J(sj)
T . (5.32)
where λj is a positive scaling factor that acts as a “mixing” parameter of the Gauss-
Newtonian direction (for small λj) and the steepest descent direction deﬁned by
the gradient of the Hessian (for large λj) [260]. The corresponding “improved”
step direction is then found by solving (5.32) for sj+1:
sj+1 = sj −
h
J(sj)
T J(sj) + λjI
i−1
J(sj)
T . (5.33)
A value for λ is chosen at the beginning of each iteration, say λj = 1, and sj+1 is
computed. The merit function is compared with the previous iteration (or, in the
case of the ﬁrst step, the initial guess), i.e.,
F (sj+1)
?
>F (sj). (5.34)
If F (sj+1) ≥ F (sj), the estimate has “wandered” away from the minimum, mean-
ing the approximation of the Gauss-Newtonian step is poor and leaving the maxi-
mum descent direction as the preferred method for convergence. This is achieved138
by multiplying λj by an arbitrary scaling factor (chosen to be 10 after Marquardt’s
original paper [261]) for the next iteration, i.e., set λj = 10 λj. If F(sj+1) < F(sj),
the estimate has improved signiﬁcantly and should use the Gauss-Newtonian as-
sumption by setting λj+1 = 0.1λj. If λj+1 is below a certain threshold, e.g., λj+1
< 10−4, then the algorithm is assumed to be very near the minimum and only
uses the Gauss-Newton value for the remaining iterations until the convergence
criterion is achieved.
5.7 Convergence
A key problem of solving inverse problems is establishing the termination criteria,
i.e., when the optimal value s has been found. The convergence of the solution
is deﬁned by the optimality condition, and separate criteria must be met to have
conﬁdence that the optimal value is the global minimum.
5.7.1 Optimality condition
The optimality condition is the criteria which is used to determine whether the
estimate s deﬁnes a local minimum in the ﬁgure-of-merit function. The optimality
condition is thus deﬁned as the location of the zeros in the gradient of F,
0 = ∇F(s,d). (5.35)
The zeros of Eq. (5.35) deﬁne the extrema of F; if the curvature is positive, then
s is a minimum. However, the s obtained from Eq. (5.35) is only guaranteed to
be a local minimum—further conditions must be met in order to guarantee that s
is the global minimum.139
5.7.2 Global vs. local minima
In order to determine whether a local minimum is the global minimum, several
estimates and the corresponding values of the ﬁgure-of-merit function must be
sampled to ﬁnd the global minimum. Practically, this is accomplished through
a brute force Monte Carlo method, described below, wherein a large number of
iterations are performed with diﬀerent initial guesses for s0. If the several lowest
merit-function values F and the corresponding estimates s are very close to some
average values ˆ F and s (i.e., |F− ˆ F| < ε and |s−ˆ s| < ε for small ε) and the initial
guesses suﬃciently span parameter space, then it is reasonable to assume that
the best estimate ˆ s is the global minimum. Other methods, such as the genetic
algorithm [262, 263], are also appropriate for ﬁnding global minima. However,
the PDS beam deﬂection model executes very rapidly and the ability to include a
priori information makes the Monte Carlo method useful.
The Monte Carlo process itself is a powerful technique used to study the un-
derlying statistical behavior of the estimator. The process is straightforward, and
essentially involves multiple iterations of the estimation process with the same true
values but diﬀerent realizations of the random noise and initial guesses. The best
estimate of each iteration, sk where each Monte Carlo iteration is denoted by the
index k, is stored. The statistics of the best estimates, local minima of F and
ˆ s, are calculated, including the expected value and the mean square error. These
quantities provide insight into the performance of the estimator. For example, the
statistical distribution (i.e., the pdf) of sk may indicate the validity of Eq. (5.22),
i.e., the assumption that the ﬁnal distribution is Gaussian and that the product of
the Jacobians approximates the Hessian. Pseudocode for the Monte Carlo method
is shown below, and the process is represented schematically in Figure 5.6.140
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Figure 5.6: Monte Carlo process for calculating statistics of an estimator.141
Pseudocode for Monte Carlo Truth Modeling
Set true values (strue) and a priori information (s0)
for k = 1 : number of Monte Carlo iterations
• synthesize data set with noise, d
(s)
k = m(strue) + nk
• choose random initial guess, s1,k
• estimate parameters and store best estimate, sk
end
Calculate < s(k) > and σ
(k)
s from all sk
5.7.3 Uniqueness, Conﬁdence, and Covariance
In multiparameter ﬁtting, the mean and variance of the estimates are insuﬃcient
for fully describing the posterior pdf due to possible covariances between variables.
Thus, the covariance matrix is typically reported to show the degree of correlation
between variables. The matrix is generally normalized against the standard devia-
tions (i.e., the ijth element is Γs,ij/σs,iσs,j); oﬀ-diagonal terms that approach zero
(Γs,ij/σs,iσs,j → 0) are uncorrelated and therefore independent, whereas the terms
that approach positive or negative unity ((Γs,ij/σs,iσs,j → 1) are highly correlated
and cannot be considered independent. This situation is particularly important,
as it is an indicator that the estimate is not uniquely determined (i.e., there exists
a family of correlated or anti-correlated optimal values).
Conﬁdence intervals deﬁne a domain in parameter space over which the poste-
rior probability is above a certain threshold and deﬁnes the bounds of the “likely”
parameter vector (i.e., region of highest probability). Investigating the conﬁdence142
intervals is also important for understanding the topology of the estimates away
from the best estimate. For example, a sharp minimum may in fact describe a good
global minimum but the distribution may include a signiﬁcant region of probability
far from the estimate [258].
The ﬁgure-of-merit function (F) is the natural logarithm of the posterior pdf
(see Eq. (5.22)). Therefore, from Eq. (5.22) we can write the inverse relationship
in terms of F, i.e.,
p(s|d) ∼ e
−F(s), (5.36)
In other words, the probability of s being in the interval (s − b,s + b) is
Pˆ s (ˆ s − b, ˆ s + b) =
ˆ s+b Z
ˆ s−b
p(s|d)ds =
ˆ s+b Z
ˆ s−b
e
−
(s−ˆ s)
2σs
2
ds, (5.37a)
or
Pˆ s (ˆ s − b, ˆ s + b) =
ˆ s+b Z
ˆ s−b
e
−F(s)ds. (5.37b)
Conﬁdence intervals are a method used to convey the probability distribution
of two (or more) parameters. In a Gaussian sense, this corresponds to an ellipsoid
whose shape is a function of the mean, variance, and covariance of the parame-
ter. This conﬁdence intervals are typically presented as contour plots, as shown in
Figure 5.7 on the following page: the contours represent the domain of parameter
space over which the parameters will span within a certain probability as deﬁned
in Eq. (5.37). The contours can be drawn at any interval, though convention
dictates the use of σs (68.27%), 2σs (95.45%), 3σs (99.73%), and 4σs (99.99994%),
which correspond to the ellipses along the principle axes that deﬁne probabilities of
68.27%, 95.45%, 99.73%, and 99.99994%. More generally, the probability that s is
contained within the N-dimensional volume (i.e., a hyperellipsoid) is described by143
Figure 5.7: Conﬁdence intervals for a two parameter estimation. The con-
tours deﬁne the conﬁdence region in (s1,s2) where the value of
ˆ s will occur with the stated probability (i.e., the contours bound
the region of constant probability). The best estimate ˆ s is de-
noted by the dashed lines, and the actual underlying parameter
strue is also marked (+). The dotted box denotes the region de-
ﬁned by the standard deviations (σs).
contours of the Mahalanobis distance [264],
p
(s − σs)TΓs(s − σs) [254]. The pos-
terior pdf (or the ﬁgure-of-merit function) can therefore be used to deﬁne regions
of constant probability for an arbitrary number of dimensions.
In contrast to the general applicability of the conﬁdence interval, the estimate
covariance matrix is useful for obtaining a quick estimate of the covariance and
uncertainty in the estimated parameters. Assuming the prior and likelihood dis-
tributions are Gaussian in nature, the inverse of the Hessian (the matrix of second144
derivatives, H) gives the covariance matrix for s, i.e.,
Γs = H
−1 ≈
 
J
TΓdJ
−1
, (5.38)
where J is the Jacobian of the ﬁtness function (i.e., ﬁrst derivative with respect to
the parameters s). The square root of the variance (diagonal elements of Γs) gives
the uncertainty in each of the estimated parameters.
5.7.4 Sensitivity Coeﬃcient
The Jacobian, written as
J ≡
∂F
∂s
, (5.39)
gives information about the sensitivity of the posterior probability distribution
to changes in the estimation parameters. However, it is more useful to deﬁne a
formal quantity that captures the sensitivity of the model to the underlying pa-
rameters, independent of prior information. The normalized sensitivity coeﬃcient
γk is deﬁned as
γk = sk
∂m
∂sk
, (5.40)
where sk is the parameter, m is the model, and k is the index of the relevant
parameter [51]. The nondimensional sensitivity matrix, X, is thus deﬁned as the
fractional change in the model for a small fractional perturbation of the estimated
parameters, the ikth element of which is
[X]ik = sk
∂
∂sk

 mi P
i
mi

 =
sk P
i
mi
∂mi
∂sk
. (5.41)145
This is simply a normalized local gradient of the model. The sensitivity “covariance
matrix” Ξ is then the square of the sensitivity matrix, i.e.,
Ξ = X
TX =
s2
k 
P
i
mi
2

∂mi
∂sk
2
. (5.42)
This is similar to a result obtained by Dowding and Blackwell [265] and Cole
[266]. The determinant of this function is an objective function that simultaneously
optimizes the sensitivity to all of the estimation parameters, which is useful for
design of experiments as noted below.
In discussing the sensitivity coeﬃcient, it is appropriate to discuss whether the
values obtained for a parameter are meaningful. Suﬃcient sensitivity to each of
the unknown parameters must be maintained in order for a reliable estimate to
be obtained. If Ξ is rank-deﬁcient, indicating a complete lack of sensitivity to
one or more of the parameters, the inverse in Eq. (5.33) does not exist. Two
options are available in this situation. One approach is to solve a reduced prob-
lem (or the full problem with pseudo-inverse techniques, such as singular value
decomposition) with the parameter(s) for which there is no sensitivity removed
or left undetermined. For example, under certain experimental conditions, the
ability of the estimator to uniquely and simultaneously estimate the cross-plane
thermal conductivity (kzz) and the thermal boundary resistance (R) is lost. The
resulting output of the estimator is simply the range of all possible numbers, e.g.,
R ∈ [5 × 10−10,1 × 10−4] from Table 5.1.
An alternative and preferred approach is to seek a change in the measurement
itself, adjusting the technique or experimental conﬁguration so that sensitivity
to the parameters is obtained. For example, in the PDS experiment, the range of
frequencies or the heating beam radius might be changed to enhance the sensitivity146
to a ﬁlm’s properties. This process is, in essence, optimization of the experiment
parameters with respect to sensitivity to a speciﬁc variable and is called design of
experiments. This can be achieved practically through applying intuition developed
through theoretical relationships (such as the trends noted in Chapter Four) or
rigorously by maximizing the experimental sensitivity objective function, i.e., the
determinant of Eq. 5.42.
5.8 Estimator Evaluation
The Levenberg-Marquardt parameter estimation algorithm is chosen due to its
well-characterized stability and the ability to quickly converge in complex topolo-
gies expected in the highly non-linear PDS theory. It is important that the details
of the parameter estimation be considered in the analysis of photothermal deﬂec-
tion spectroscopy (as well as other thermal characterization experiments) to in-
crease the conﬁdence in the estimated parameters. This validation of the Bayesian
MAP estimator is accomplished through characterization of the estimator using
various metrics, such as the accuracy and consistency of the Bayesian MAP ap-
proach.
Characterization is critical to implementing any estimator in a data analysis
routine. For example, limitations in the accuracy and bias in the estimates are
important to properly interpreting the estimated properties. There are several
tests used to characterize an estimator [253], including tests for bias, variance, and
consistency, which are now applied to the Bayesian MAP estimator. To test the
estimators against these criteria, we implement truth modeling which is a common
practice in the development of optimization routines that generates simulated data
using input parameters, with known or true values. The data is then corrupted147
with simulated noise and other permutations, i.e., a forward problem is solved for
the underlying strue with added noise, and the estimation algorithm is used to
solve the inverse problem to ﬁnd the underlying properties. The true values can
be included as prior information or can be left diﬀuse. Similarly, the initial guesses
can be systematically varied (to ﬁnd the range over which the estimator converges
to a solution) or chosen randomly from an applicable range. Finally, the estimated
values are compared with the true values to provide insight into the performance
of the estimator. The pseudocode for a truth modeling approach was given in
Section 5.7.2.
This approach is applied to a bulk, isotropic Standard Reference Material, SRM
1462 Stainless Steel, under typical experimental conditions (f = 1 kHz, wh = 5.5
µm, wp = 30 µm, H = 10 µm). The thermal conductivity of SRM 1462 is known to
be 14.32 W/m·K [236]. Synthetic data with varying levels of normally-distributed
error (with a standard deviation from 0 to 5% of the peak output) is generated and
used to characterize the response of the estimator. A diﬀuse prior is ﬁrst assumed
(which amounts to characterization of the MLE); additional tests with a priori
information are then performed to validate the general MAP estimator.
5.8.1 Bias
The ﬁrst test of an estimator is to verify the estimator is not biased. Bias is deﬁned
as the average intrinsic error in the estimate, i.e.,
εs ≡ strue −ˆ s, (5.43)
that is introduced by the estimator. In practice, the bias is indicated by the
expectation value of the error when taken over a large number of Monte Carlo148
estimates,
hεsi =


strue −ˆ s
(k)
= strue −


ˆ s
(k)
(5.44)
where s(k) includes the output from k Monte Carlo iterations, the expectation
value is deﬁned as


ˆ s
(k)
=
∞ Z
−∞
ˆ sk p(ˆ sk) dˆ sk (5.45)
where sk is the best estimate of the kth Monte Carlo iteration, and <strue > = strue
since it is a constant. If the estimator is unbiased, then the average error vanishes,
hεsi = 0, (5.46)
or equivalently, < sk >= strue. With 100 Monte Carlo iterations, the distribution
of sk is nearly Gaussian and < sk >= strue = 14.32 W/m·K, satisfying Eq. (5.46),
implying the estimator is unbiased. The estimator was tested for bias in a single
variable and multiple variables over a wide range of values. The results for a
single variable (kzz) with diﬀerent numbers of Monte Carlo iterations are shown in
Figure 5.8 on the next page.
5.8.2 Variance and Mean Square Error
Another indicator of the estimator quality is the variance of the estimation error
[253]. The square of the error,
ε
2
s = [strue −ˆ s]
2 , (5.47)
is averaged over many Monte Carlo iterations, which is the mean square error
(MSE):
MSE
 
ˆ s
(k)
≡


ε
2
s

=
D
strue −ˆ s
(k)2E
. (5.48)149
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Figure 5.8: The unbiasedness of (a.) MLE and (b.) MAP estimators is shown
for a single variable of the SRM 1462 estimation (kzz,2 = 14.32
W/m·K). The best estimate is within the stated uncertainty, in-
dependent of the number of Monte Carlo iterations used.150
If s is unbiased and not a random variable, then the square root of the MSE is the
standard estimation error for the estimator, i.e.,
σˆ s ≡
q
MSE (ˆ s(k)). (5.49)
The estimation error provides the likely range over which the true value is found.
5.8.3 Consistency
The consistency criterion is satisﬁed if, as the number of estimates increases, the
mean value of the estimates converge to the true value. In other words, the limit
of a large number of samples, the MSE should vanish:
lim
k→∞
hD
strue −ˆ s
(k)2Ei
= lim
k→∞

σ
2
ˆ s

= 0. (5.50)
If the value does not converge, the estimator is not consistent and may not be
a reliable predictor of the underlying properties. However, the MAP estimator’s
consistency is veriﬁed by the rapidly decreasing MSE with increasing k for a single-
parameter (kzz,2) estimate as shown in Figure 5.9.
5.8.4 Noise
Increasing noise levels tend to obfuscate the estimates of the underlying parame-
ters, as seen in both the uncertainty (Figure 5.9) and the estimated values them-
selves (e.g., kzz,2 in Figure 5.10). However, while the estimation error becomes
relatively large at high fractional noise levels, the true value does fall within the
reported range.151
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Figure 5.9: The consistency of the Bayesian estimator is evident in the
asymptotic behavior of the mean square error, i.e., MSE(ˆ s(k)) →
0 as k → ∞.152
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Figure 5.10: While the (a.) s1 (= kzz,2) and (b.) s2 (= kxx,2) estimates
remain accurate, the uncertainty increases with increasing noise
level. The true value (kzz,2 = kxx,2 = 14.32 W/m·K) is marked
with a dashed line.153
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Figure 5.11: The growth of the uncertainty with increasing noise level for the
s1 (= kzz,2) and s2 (= kxx,2) estimates.154
5.9 Iterative Bayesian Estimation
While analysis of data from a single experiment can provide estimates of the ther-
mal properties, it is advisable to perform multiple experiments to increase the
conﬁdence in the estimates. Indeed, one of the strengths of the PDS technique
is the ability to change the penetration depth of the oscillating thermal ﬁeld and
subsequently be able to change sensitivity to the various thermal properties.
The process for iterative Bayesian analysis is quite straightforward and is sum-
marized in Figure 5.12. All prior information is incorporated into the prior PDF;
the absence of prior information is readily handled by assuming a diﬀuse prior
distribution for the unknown parameter(s). The likelihood of the experimental
measurements is measured or assumed. The two pdf’s then form the basis for the
MAP estimator. The resulting posterior distribution incorporates the previously
available prior information as well as any “innovation” due to the new information
available in the likelihood function. If subsequent experiments are performed on
the system, the posterior pdf can be used as the new prior (provided none of the
underlying true values of the estimates have changed).
The iterative Bayesian estimation procedure is therefore especially useful in an
environment where repeated experiments can be performed under similar condi-
tions. The iterative approach provides an “averaging” or “smoothing” eﬀect to
the estimates, as shown in the example in Figure 5.13. The results are shown for
stainless steel data under typical conditions (f = 1 kHz, wh = 5.5 µm, wp = 30
µm, H = 30 µm) with 5% noise for two estimation parameters, kxx,2 and kzz,2.
The “quick convergence” to the true values and the continuous improvement in
the uncertainty both support the general tenet of data analysis that more available
information results in better estimates.155
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Figure 5.12: The process for iterative Bayesian estimation of PDS data. The
posterior pdf for s from the kth iteration is then used as the
prior pdf in subsequent analyses (k → k + 1).156
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Figure 5.13: Results from a 100-iteration series of Bayesian estimates. The
estimate rapidly settles to the true value in (a.), while the un-
certainty in the estimate continuously decreases in (b.).157
5.9.1 Evolution of Prior Information
Another important component of the MAP estimator performance is the ability
of the estimator to accommodate erroneous information in the prior distribution.
Erroneous priors are a distinct possibility with any real experiment: conditions
under which properties were independently measured can change, and even the
sample properties can change over time (by oxidation, laser annealing, etc.). Thus,
it is important to characterize the time it takes for the Bayesian MAP estimator to
“unlearn” the prior information and accept the experimental evidence. In essence,
we are seeking to identify the “recovery time” for the analysis, i.e., the number of
iterations in order to accurately predict the true parameters.
The analysis begins by assuming a prior distribution that does not accurately
reﬂect the underlying true parameters. As an example case, the stainless steel
system with 


strue,1
strue,2


 =



kxx,2
kzz,2


 =



14.32
14.32


W/m · K
is erroneously reported to have a completely uncorrelated normal prior distribution
of s0,1 = 5 ± 0.1W/m·K and s0,2 = 10 ± 0.1W/m·K. The PDS data is assumed to
have an average 5% noise. The results are shown in Figure 5.14. The estimator
is able to asymptotically correct for the erroneous information, but converges at
an extremely slow rate. In comparison to Figure 5.13, the general observation can
be made that the estimation converges quicker and is more accurate if the mate-
rial properties are poorly known than when the estimator is given incorrect prior
information. In other words, it is preferable to use overly conservative estimates
of the uncertainty to avoid additional data collection and the associated time and
computational penalties to “unlearn” the erroneous prior information.158
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Figure 5.14: Results from a repeated series of Bayesian estimates using data
generated with true values but erroneous prior information. The
estimate slowly converges to the true value in (a.), with the
uncertainty in the estimate (b.) decreasing in magnitude with
a trend similar to Figure 5.13.CHAPTER 6
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters, the thermal model, simulated data, and data analysis
algorithm have been implemented and discussed with respect to bulk standard
reference systems such as SRM 8421 and SRM 1462. We now focus on the practical
application of the analysis to estimate the thermal properties of synthesized PDS
data for bulk materials, thin ﬁlm-on-substrate systems, and superlattices based on
the general procedure of Figure 6.1. Using this approach, the material properties
can then be inferred from the simulated beam deﬂection data. The Bayesian MAP
(maximum a posteriori) estimator outlined and characterized in Chapter Five is
used to ﬁnd the best estimates from simulated data sets for a bulk system and
two particular types of thin ﬁlm systems: anisotropic thin ﬁlms with boundary
resistance, and anisotropic superlattices.
Model
Experiment
Algorithm Properties
Figure 6.1: Property estimates using the algorithm are shown in this chapter.
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6.2 Bulk Materials
In order to demonstrate the data analysis approach, we estimate the anisotropic
thermal conductivity of a “black box” bulk sample, i.e., a sample with nothing
known a priori about the anisotropic thermal conductivity. Additionally, we as-
sume that limited prior information is available for experimental parameters such
as the beam height, the heating and probe beam waists, and the reﬂectivity. Infor-
mation on these secondary parameters can be obtained by performing additional
non-PDS experiments on the apparatus and the sample, e.g., measuring the probe
beam radius (wp) with a laser beam proﬁler. Thus, this particular example is a six
parameter estimation problem, where
strue =

kzz,2 kxx,2 h wh wp R
T
, (6.1)
and the a priori information is partially diﬀuse,
Γs =

 
     
     


σ2
kzz,2 0 0 0 0 0
0 σ2
kxx,2 0 0 0 0
0 0 σ2
h 0 0 0
0 0 0 σ2
wh 0 0
0 0 0 0 σ2
wp 0
0 0 0 0 0 σ2
R

 
    
     
 

, (6.2)
with σkzz,2 → ∞ and σkxx,2 → ∞. The true and prior values as well as the initial
guesses and uncertainties are given in Table 6.1. The model is used to generate
the output for the true values, m(strue). Initially, perfect data sets (i.e., one with
no noise) at a single frequency are used for the estimation. Additional data sets at
diﬀerent frequencies are used. Noise is then added (up to 10% of the peak value)
to demonstrate the ill-posed behavior of the system.161
6.2.1 Frequency Selection
Using typical values for the experimental parameters (wh = 5.5 µm, wp = 30 µm,
H = 20 µm, R = 0.5), the bulk anisotropic properties are estimated for a single
frequency (f = 1 kHz) and compared with simultaneous estimates with additional
data at increasing frequencies (e.g., f = 10 and 100 kHz). The estimated results
(i.e., the code output) for the estimate from a single frequency (f = 1 kHz) are
shown below.
kxx(2) = 13.6907 +/− 1.15639
kzz(2) = 15.0712 +/− 1.30501
h = 2.00088e−005 +/− 2.26672e−008
wh = 5.37447e−006 +/− 2.28987e−007
wp = 3.00104e−005 +/− 3.14374e−008
reflh = 0.5 +/− 4.22391e−008
Scaled covariance matrix:
1 −0.99848 −0.99669 0.99994 −0.99623 0.83906
−0.99848 1 0.99264 −0.99902 0.99399 −0.85456
−0.99669 0.99264 1 −0.99618 0.99896 −0.79833
0.99994 −0.99902 −0.99618 1 −0.99607 0.84191
−0.99623 0.99399 0.99896 −0.99607 1 −0.80356
0.83906 −0.85456 −0.79833 0.84191 −0.80356 1
The poor convergence, high variance, and signiﬁcant covariance is not surprising,
as the single-frequency data set provides limited information. However, the ﬁt
does appear to have excellent agreement with the synthetic data. This reinforces
the ill-posed nature of the problem: results that are local but not global minima
can be obtained depending on the quantity and quality of the data.162
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Figure 6.2: Data (circles) and “best ﬁt” model estimate (red line) for a bulk,
steel-like material with only one frequency chosen, f = 1 kHz.
The true values were chosen to be SRM 1462 Stainless Steel.163
The addition of a second data set (at f = 10 kHz), shown in Figure 6.3, begins
to improve the estimates as evidenced by the decreasing variance in the estimates.
Additionally, the covariance of the estimates decreases, as shown in the output
below.
kxx(2) = 14.7071 +/− 0.288669
kzz(2) = 13.9459 +/− 0.276348
h = 1.99971e−005 +/− 3.44649e−009
wh = 5.57383e−006 +/− 5.48943e−008
wp = 2.9995e−005 +/− 6.26114e−009
reflh = 0.5 +/− 6.73914e−008
Scaled covariance matrix:
1 −0.99989 −0.79768 0.99991 −0.95657 −0.91264
−0.99989 1 0.79253 −0.99986 0.95356 0.91234
−0.79768 0.79253 1 −0.80173 0.91963 0.61289
0.99991 −0.99986 −0.80173 1 −0.95716 −0.90882
−0.95657 0.95356 0.91963 −0.95716 1 0.86564
−0.91264 0.91234 0.61289 −0.90882 0.86564 1
The same trends continue when a third data set (at frequency f = 100 kHz) is
included in the estimates. The variance and covariance are both reduced.
kxx(2) = 14.1702 +/− 0.0654772
kzz(2) = 14.4722 +/− 0.0667442
h = 1.99999e−005 +/− 2.17688e−009
wh = 5.47147e−006 +/− 1.30327e−008
wp = 2.99993e−005 +/− 2.69852e−009
reflh = 0.5 +/− 6.04049e−008
Scaled covariance matrix:
1 −0.99969 −0.86599 0.99872 −0.63864 −0.13235
−0.99969 1 0.86414 −0.99937 0.63453 0.12082
−0.86599 0.86414 1 −0.87357 0.88951 0.39185
0.99872 −0.99937 −0.87357 1 −0.63825 −0.10889
−0.63864 0.63453 0.88951 −0.63825 1 0.72801
−0.13235 0.12082 0.39185 −0.10889 0.72801 1
The intuitive conclusion is that data sets should always include a range of
frequencies so the system is probed over a range of thermal penetration depths. The
variable eﬀective probe depth and corresponding sensitivity to the ﬁlm properties
as the frequency changes is the key advantage of frequency-domain, thermal wave
experiments.164
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Figure 6.3: Data (circles) and “best ﬁt” model estimate (red line) for a bulk,
steel-like material with two frequencies, f = 1 and 10 kHz. The
true values were chosen to be SRM 1462 Stainless Steel.165
6.2.2 Initial Guess
Ideally, an estimator will converge to a unique global minimum independent of
starting position if the initial guess is within a nominal radius of convergence in
the Ns-parameter space. To test this, a range of initial guesses are selected which
spans the space of possible values for kxx and kzz, i.e., from 0.01 to 1000 W/m·K.
The secondary parameters are limited to a small region about their prior estimate.
The sensitivity of the converged values to the initial guess is shown in Figure
6.4. Of the 36 initial guesses, only 4 converged to the true values. The rest of
the estimates fall on the kzz/kxx = constant line; this reinforces the covariance of
the kzz and kxx terms observed in the previous section. For estimates after this
point, we report the Monte Carlo statistics of a run with many iterations (typically
∼ 100).
6.2.3 Noise
Although perfect data has been used to this point, it is important to understand
and characterize the eﬀects of increasing levels of noise on the ability to accurately
estimate the properties of the sample. The noise model used is a zero-mean, nor-
mal distribution which follows the assumptions made earlier (e.g., Section 5.8.4).
This means the probability density of the noise (pn), i.e., the diﬀerence between
a measured data point (dmeas) and the underlying true value (dtrue), is given by a
Gaussian distribution:
pn =
A
√
2πσ2 exp
(
−
(dmeas − dtrue)
2
2σ2
n
)
(6.3)
where σn is the standard deviation of the noise [252] and A is the amplitude of the
noise. For this work, the amplitude is deﬁned as a percentage of the peak value,166
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which is the absolute value of the maximum true deﬂection. Due to the normal
distribution, the data is evenly scattered about the true data, as shown in Figure
6.5.
Data sets with increasing levels of random Gaussian noise (0-20% of the output)
are created to determine the eﬀect on the estimated parameters. The noise is added
to the truth model output and is used as the baseline data set as shown below, for
example, in Figure 6.6 on page 169.
No and 0.01% Noise
The estimator quickly converges for “perfect” data; the ﬁtted values for the ideal
case of no noise are shown in Figure 6.6 on page 169. For minimal noise (0.01%),
the estimates converge rapidly and accurately. The Monte Carlo statistics for
several runs are given below.
kxx(2) = 13.9617 +/− 0.136511
kzz(2) = 14.6999 +/− 0.144469
h = 2.00009e−005 +/− 3.21897e−009
wh = 5.42905e−006 +/− 2.66817e−008
wp = 3.00054e−005 +/− 1.67165e−009
reflh = 0.5 +/− 1.08449e−007
Scaled covariance matrix:
1 −0.99967 0.019428 0.99951 −0.57387 0.022011
−0.99967 1 −0.042518 −0.99867 0.5705 −0.040254
0.019428 −0.042518 1 −0.0079712 0.29542 0.69649
0.99951 −0.99867 −0.0079712 1 −0.58473 0.0032162
−0.57387 0.5705 0.29542 −0.58473 1 −0.23778
0.022011 −0.040254 0.69649 0.0032162 −0.23778 1
The ﬁgure of merit is plotted against the parameter values in Figure 6.7 on
page 170. The very narrow width of the ﬁgure of merit curve indicates the negli-
gible uncertainty.168
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Noise = 1%
The 1% noise case is shown below in Figures 6.8 and 6.9. As expected, the noise
has the eﬀect of introducing error in the expected posterior estimate of the thermal
conductivity and an increase in the uncertainty, as shown below.
kxx(2) = 16.8438 +/− 1.11355
kzz(2) = 12.6052 +/− 0.710762
h = 1.98722e−005 +/− 1.65808e−007
wh = 5.84491e−006 +/− 1.75071e−007
wp = 2.98571e−005 +/− 1.23359e−007
reflh = 0.5 +/− 1.2207e−007
Scaled covariance matrix:
1 −0.96769 −0.56036 0.98436 −0.6855 −0.4462
−0.96769 1 0.35666 −0.98649 0.50751 0.23648
−0.56036 0.35666 1 −0.47921 0.97227 0.91821
0.98436 −0.98649 −0.47921 1 −0.61015 −0.33671
−0.6855 0.50751 0.97227 −0.61015 1 0.87583
−0.4462 0.23648 0.91821 −0.33671 0.87583 1
Noise = 5%
As with the 1% noise case, we show the results for 5% noise in Figures 6.10 and
6.11. As expected, the noise has the eﬀect of introducing error in the posterior
distribution, which is given below. The estimates now begin to appear anisotropic,
which can be attributed to the diﬀerent sensitivities of the model to the two pa-
rameters.
kxx(2) = 18.9146 +/− 1.9744
kzz(2) = 11.2742 +/− 1.02195
h = 2.09279e−005 +/− 5.11951e−007
wh = 5.75447e−006 +/− 1.13469e−007
wp = 3.08739e−005 +/− 6.10523e−007
reflh = 0.5 +/− 7.60123e−008
Scaled covariance matrix:
1 −0.92248 0.82655 0.75652 0.80635 −0.82805
−0.92248 1 −0.94395 −0.88802 −0.91573 0.92664
0.82655 −0.94395 1 0.95066 0.97905 −0.97008
0.75652 −0.88802 0.95066 1 0.95718 −0.96175
0.80635 −0.91573 0.97905 0.95718 1 −0.97495
−0.82805 0.92664 −0.97008 −0.96175 −0.97495 1172
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Figure 6.11: Figure of merit for SRM 1421 Stainless Steel with 5% noise.176
Table 6.1: Results for the estimation of bulk steel anisotropic properties with
5% noise.
Estimation Initial True Prior Prior Final Final
Parameter Guess Value Value Uncertainty Value Uncertainty
s s1 strue s0 σ0 ˆ σ σˆ s
kzz,2 (W/m·K) 180 14.32 – ∞ 18.91 1.97
kxx,2 (W/m·K) 8.2 14.32 – ∞ 11.27 1.02
H (µm) 20.0 20.0 20.0 1.0 20.92 0.51
wh (µm) 5.6 5.5 5.5 1.0 5.75 0.11
wp (µm) 30.2 30.0 30.0 1.0 30.87 0.5
R 0.52 0.50 0.50 0.05 0.05 0.005177
6.3 Thin Film on Substrate
In the previous sections, the data analysis algorithm has been developed and
demonstrated using bulk, standard reference systems. We now focus on practi-
cal application of the analysis to estimate the thermal properties of thin ﬁlms and
superlattices. Two particular ﬁlm systems are studied in this chapter: anisotropic
thin ﬁlms with boundary resistance, and anisotropic superlattices.
The ﬁrst example of interest is an anisotropic thin ﬁlm on a substrate. Amor-
phous silica, (a)SiO2, is commonly used in electronics and is readily fabricated on
silicon substrates [16]. Silicon dioxide (amorphous SiO2) has been widely studied
(e.g., by Lee and Cahill [16] and Ju and Goodson [9]) and thus provides a useful
comparison for study. Finally, silicon dioxide thin ﬁlms (and many other ﬁlms) ex-
hibit a “size eﬀect” in the thermal conductivity wherein the thermal conductivity
decreases with decreasing ﬁlm thickness.
Many materials have thermal properties that decrease as the thickness of thin
ﬁlms approaches the sub-micron level [54]. Certain ﬁlm-on-substrate systems, such
as amorphous silica (SiO2), have bulk properties even at relatively thin thicknesses,
as shown in Ref. [16]. However, thin ﬁlms of thickness ∼100 nm are relatively
common, which provides an important test of the ability of a PDS experiment to
estimate the properties of a thin ﬁlm. This is especially true for the cases when
the thermal penetration depth (δ) of the thin ﬁlm is comparable or greater than
the thickness of the ﬁlm (L). Although the thermal wave extends well beyond the
ﬁlm, sensitivity to the thermal properties are not lost due to the evanescent (i.e.,
exponentially decaying) behavior of the thermal waves. However, the ability to
discriminate the individual layer’s anisotropic properties depends strongly on the
ratio of the diﬀusivity of the ﬁlm to the substrate. This is important because thin178
ﬁlms exhibit a reduction in the thermal conductivity in the cross-plane direction
(i.e., the direction through the thickness of the ﬁlm) relative to the bulk properties,
as shown in Figure 6.12. The thermal properties are similarly reduced in the
in-plane direction [267], but the functional dependence is not necessarily equal.
Thus, a measurable anisotropy in the actual, or “intrinsic”, properties is expected.
Likewise, the interfaces in single- or multi-layered systems can alter the externally-
measured “eﬀective” (or extrinsic) thermal properties, perhaps due to non-classical
eﬀects, and therefore add to the measured anisotropy of the system.
previously shown that the thermal conductivity of a 1 mm
thick ﬁlm of thermally grown SiO2 is equivalent to the bulk
glass over the entire temperature range of our measurements,
80–400 K. We also note that the thermal conductivity of
PECVD SiO2 ﬁlms is nearly identical to that of SiO2 grown
by magnetron sputter deposition and approximately 30%
larger than the thermal conductivity of SiO2 deposited by
reactive evaporation.
16
Since we are unaware of any data for bulk, amorphous
Si3N4 , our data for PECVD SiNx are compared to results
obtained on a SiNx ﬁlm grown by atmospheric pressure CVD
~APCVD! at 900 °C, see Fig. 7. Even relatively thick
PECVD ﬁlms of SiNx show a signiﬁcant reduction relative to
APCVD ﬁlms; the conductivity is reduced by a temperature
independent factor of ; 2. We cannot at this time be sure of
the cause of this reduction although the volume fraction of
micropores almost certainly plays a role. Effective medium
theory
17 provides a simple estimate of the reduction in ther-
mal conductivity produced by nearly spherical voids:
L5Lm(121.5v), where L is the thermal conductivity of a
material with voids, Lm is the conductivity of the ‘‘matrix,’’
i.e., the conductivity in the absence of voids, and v is the
volume fraction of voids. If we attribute the density deﬁcit in
our ﬁlms as arising from micro-pores in a fully dense matrix,
v50.25. If we further assume that Lm is approximated by
data for APCVD SiNx, then L50.63Lm in reasonable
agreement with our experimental results LPECVD
.0.5LAPCVD.
In all cases, we observe a systematic decrease in the
measured thermal conductivity as a function of ﬁlm thick-
ness; see Figs. 8 and 9. We envision three possible explana-
tions for this result. The ﬁrst possibility is that the intrinsic
conductivity of the ﬁlms decreases with ﬁlm thickness be-
cause of an altered microstructure or composition during the
initial stages of deposition. While we cannot rule out this
mechanism as an explanation of our data, we ﬁnd it unlikely
that the conductivity of ﬁlms ;20 nm thick can be so dras-
tically reduced relative to thicker ﬁlms. The second possibil-
ity is that phonon boundary scattering reduces the thermal
conductivity of the a-SiO2 layer; we argue against this ex-
planation because phonons with mean-free-paths comparable
to the thickness of our thinnest ﬁlms do not contribute sig-
FIG. 7. Thermal conductivity of PECVD SiNx ﬁlms compared to data ob-
tained on a 180 nm thick ﬁlm grown by atmospheric pressure CVD
~APCVD! at 900 °C ~downward pointing triangles!.
FIG. 8. Thermal conductivity of PECVD SiO2 ﬁlms at 78 K and 300 K
plotted as a function of ﬁlm thickness. The data at 78 K are compared to
data for PECVD ﬁlms by Swartz and Pohl ~see Ref. 21!; the data at 300 K
are compared to data by Goodson and co-workers ~LPCVD ﬁlms at 400 °C!
~see Ref. 6!, and Ka ¨ding and coworkers ~PECVD ﬁlms at 300 °C!~ see Ref.
7!. The data of Swartz and Pohl were reanalyzed to extract the apparent
conductivity, see Eq. ~2!. The solid lines are ﬁts to Eq. ~3!: the decrease in
conductivity for decreasing ﬁlm thickness can be interpreted in terms of an
interface thermal resistance of RI;231028 Km 2W 21 at 300 K and
;531028 Km 2W 21 at 78 K.
FIG. 6. Thermal conductivity of PECVD SiO2 ﬁlms analyzed using Eq. ~2!.
For ﬁlms .100 nm thick, the conductivity approaches data for bulk a-
SiO2 . For thinner ﬁlms, the conductivity decreases by a factor that is ap-
proximately independent of temperature.
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Figure 6.12: Cross-plane thermal conductivity of SiO2 as a function of ﬁlm
thickness [268]. The included thermal boundary resistance is
R = 2 × 10−8m2W/K
.
We choose a typical ﬁlm thickness of L = 1 µm of SiO2 and Si for this analysis.
Additionally, we also include a 100 nm Au layer to accurately simulate the common
practice in PDS experiments of applying a metallization layer (see, e.g., Langer et
al. [269]). The gold layer localizes the heating at the surface to maximize the beam
deﬂection. This has two advantages: the energy is localized adjacent to the thin
ﬁlm (which is assumed to be the material of interest) and the optical properties of179
the underlying system are decoupled.
We again choose typical values for the experimental parameters (wh = 5.5 µm,
wp = 30 µm, H = 20 µm, R = 0.5) and generate synthetic data with a thermal
boundary resistance of R3 = 1×10−8m2K/W (which falls in the range of expected
R). In lieu of systematically seeding the three-dimensional parameter space similar
to the method used in Figure 6.4, a Monte Carlo approach is used for the initial
guess. In other words, values for the three primary parameters are randomly
selected from the domain of possible values to create an initial guess vector (s1).
The cost function of the model is evaluated at s1. The lowest cost function in all
of the Monte Carlo functions is then used as the initial guess for the estimator.
This approach gives the estimator a higher quality starting position.
Au(100 nm)/SiO2(1 µm)/Si
The estimates are, in general, close to the predicted values as shown in Figure
6.13 and Table 6.2. The signiﬁcant uncertainty in the in-plane conductivity is
not surprising: the ﬁlm is thin relative to the heating beam (i.e., the ratio of the
diameter of the heating beam to the ﬁlm thickness is 10:1) and hence the heat
ﬂow is predominantly one-dimensional. Additionally, the Si substrate has a high
thermal diﬀusivity and correspondingly acts like a heat sink, further creating a
quasi-one-dimensional heat ﬂow in the cross-plane direction. However, the other
parameters are accurately determined, i.e., the posterior values converge to the a
priori estimates and true values. The signiﬁcant covariance (0.875) of kzz,3 and R3
is notable and intuitive: the higher thermal boundary resistance is oﬀset by a lower
thermal resistance of the ﬁlm (i.e., a higher thermal conductivity). The limited
decoupling is provided by the variable thermal ﬁeld strength at the interface and180
the corresponding deﬂection response of the surface, another demonstration of the
key feature of thermal wave experiments such as PDS.
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Au(100 nm)/Si(1 µm)/SiO2
Since the insensitivity to the in-plane conductivity is pronounced when Dsub 
Dfilm, it is useful to compare the complementary case: a 1 µm Si ﬁlm on a silicon
oxide substrate (a structure similar to silicon-on-oxide, or SOI, wafers commonly
used in microfabrication). A 100 nm Au metallization is also included in this
scenario as well. The estimates (shown in Figure 6.14) are, in general, poor repre-
sentations of the true values as shown in the Monte Carlo values below.
kxx(3) = 737.825 +/− 338.443
kzz(3) = 49.0085 +/− 54.5756
R(3) = 6.88904e−008 +/− 3.03551e−008
h = 2.0081e−005 +/− 1.87101e−007
wh = 5.49392e−006 +/− 6.69193e−008
wp = 3.00651e−005 +/− 1.10873e−007
reflh = 0.5 +/− 7.09722e−008
Scaled covariance matrix:
1 −0.8088 −0.88573 0.043689 0.048176 0.091598 −0.88865
−0.8088 1 0.74166 0.093034 −0.13744 −0.047261 0.61545
−0.88573 0.74166 1 −0.051088 0.10909 0.030176 0.77607
0.043689 0.093034 −0.051088 1 −0.93967 0.8806 0.25111
0.048176 −0.13744 0.10909 −0.93967 1 −0.73085 −0.32343
0.091598 −0.047261 0.030176 0.8806 −0.73085 1 0.20646
−0.88865 0.61545 0.77607 0.25111 −0.32343 0.20646 1
The rapid diﬀusion and very large thermal penetration depth of the Si ﬁlm
means very little heat is dissipated in the ﬁlm, which is the likely cause of the
erroneous values. The ﬁgure of merit curves in Figures 6.15 through 6.18 show a
widening of the minimum, implying the estimates are becoming less accurate and
the associated error bars are growing. Extremely high frequencies (f  1MHz) are
needed to reliably estimate the properties, creating a challenge in the experimental
measurement of highly conductive ﬁlms.183
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Figure 6.16: Same as Figure 6.15, but with 1% noise.186
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Figure 6.18: Data and best ﬁt for a 1 µm ﬁlm of Si (with 100 nm Au metal-
lization) on SiO2 with 5% noise.188
6.3.1 Eﬀective Thermal Conductivity
An alternative to separately estimating the thermal boundary resistance of a thin
ﬁlm is to arbitrarily assign it an anisotropic “eﬀective” thermal conductivity and
assume no thermal boundary resistance or substructure in the ﬁlm. Although the
ﬁlm is being simpliﬁed, other well-characterized features such as the metallization
could be included as distinct regions/layers in the model. Within certain assump-
tions, this common approach can yield an accurate macroscale description of heat
transfer in the system for thermal engineering purposes [270].
The data analysis methodology developed in this study is useful for predict-
ing the eﬀective thermal properties of a system. The process is straightforward
(synopsized in the pseudocode below). A full model of the system is used to syn-
thesize error-free data. A second model of the system is used in the data analysis
algorithm which mirrors the assumptions of the eﬀective properties. For a thin
ﬁlm, this is realized as an anisotropic ﬁlm (with the same physical dimensions)
but without thermal boundary resistance. Several diﬀerent initial guesses are used
to seed the estimator using the Monte Carlo approach, and the set of estimates
are evaluated to ﬁnd the best ﬁt. In general, when the non-dimensional thermal
boundary resistance,
R
∗
j =
Rjkzz,j
Lj
, (6.4)
becomes on the order one (i.e., R∗
j → 1), the change in the eﬀective thermal
conductivity becomes signiﬁcant, as is evident by the signiﬁcant change in the
ratio of the original and eﬀective thermal conductivities in Figure 6.19. The solid
line represents the theoretical prediction for the eﬀective thermal properties from189
an evanescently decaying thermal wave,
R
wave
j =
δj
kzz,j
, (6.5)
where the thermal penetration depth δ is the governing length scale.
Figure 6.19: Eﬀective cross-plane thermal conductivity of a 1 µm thin SiO2
ﬁlm on a Si substrate versus the thermal boundary resistance
(R). The circles represent the eﬀective thermal conductivity
estimated from the real system (i.e., not eﬀective) model data,
and the solid line is a prediction for the eﬀective resistance for
modulated thermal ﬁelds from Eq. (6.5).190
Pseudocode for Estimating Eﬀective Thin Film Properties
Set values for the actual physical system (sfull)
Simulate data set (without noise), m(sfull)
for k = 1 : number of Monte Carlo iterations
• synthesize data set with noise, d
(s)
k = m(strue)
• choose random initial guess, s1,k
• estimate parameters and store best estimate, ˆ sk
end
Calculate best ˆ s = s(eff) and corresponding σ
(eff)
s from all ˆ s(k)191
6.4 Multilayered Film on Substrate/Superlattices
As mentioned in Chapter One, superlattices are found in a wide variety of applica-
tions, including those where thermal management is of primary importance. The
experimental determination of the thermal properties of the superlattices remains
an important component of the design of devices incorporating superlattices. This
section gives predictions and measurements of the eﬀective thermal conductivity
of superlattice systems from simulated data. Although we have limited the anal-
ysis of superlattices to classical (Fourier) conduction, the inclusion of anisotropic
transport properties and thermal boundary resistances can reﬂect some of the un-
derlying physics at the microscale. A rigorous, multiscale model would prove a
powerful tool for the estimation of properties from microscale measurements, but
remains an unsolved challenge.
It is possible to model the thermal properties as a continuously variable func-
tion of the position within the system. However, the very validity of the concept
of “thermal conductivity” and “temperature” are questionable at the very short
length scales in superlattice systems [8]. Even assuming the thermal conductivity
can be deﬁned locally within a superlattice, diﬀusion of material and imperfect
(atomically “rough”) interfaces make it very diﬃcult to determine the functional
dependence of the diﬀerent properties within the material. We take an alternative
approach, where we make the assumption that the thermal transport properties
of a complicated multilayer ﬁlm system can be modeled on the macroscale as an
eﬀective thermal conductivity.
The data analysis of superlattices using this approach is performed in exactly
the same manner as a single anisotropic ﬁlm (as discussed in the previous section);
the results in the previous section hold for superlattices as well. The entire super-192
lattice is treated as a “black box” whose thermal properties are inferred from the
beam deﬂection data (theoretical or experimental). In order to test this approach,
we use the multilayer model developed in this eﬀort, which includes the eﬀects of
boundary resistance and dissimilar anisotropic thermal conductivities, to generate
beam deﬂections which are then analyzed as an “eﬀective” single ﬁlm on a sub-
strate (i.e., the “black box” system). The process is illustrated schematically in
Figure 6.20.
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Figure 6.20: Schematic of the approach to ﬁnding the eﬀective thermal prop-
erties of superlattices.193
6.4.1 Generation of Data
We consider a Si/Ge superlattice on a Si substrate. The superlattice is 4 µm
thick with variable number of periods, Nperiods, and thermal boundary resistance
between layers, Rj, as free parameters. Since no data is available on the size
eﬀect or anisotropic thermal conductivities for the individual epitaxial Si and Ge
thin ﬁlms, we arbitrarily reduce their in-plane (krr) and cross-plane (kzz) thermal
conductivities to 10% of their isotropic bulk values to allow for size eﬀects or ﬁlm
defects. The bulk values for the volumetric heat capacity C of Si and Ge are used.
In order to show the signiﬁcant eﬀect of the interfaces, the real components of
the tangential deﬂection for the superlattice sample with three diﬀerent interlayer
boundary resistances are shown in Figure 6.21.
6.4.2 Trends in the Eﬀective Conductivity
Using the approach of describing a superlattice’s transport properties using eﬀec-
tive properties (Fig. 6.20), the calculated eﬀective thermal conductivity are shown
in Table 6.3 on page 195 for the [Si(10 nm)/Ge(10 nm)]50 superlattice at the same
conditions as the previous sections.
The strong change in the cross-plane thermal conductivity with is notable; the
increasing Rj leads to increasingly signiﬁcant reductions in the eﬀective cross-plane
conductivity for all values of Nperiods. The change in the in-plane conductivity with
diﬀerent thermal boundary resistances is relatively small when compared with the
cross-plane values. This is also reﬂected in the beam deﬂection curves in Figure
6.22; the curves for the greater thermal boundary resistance show a strong response
(i.e., greater beam deﬂection) in keff
zz for increasing R.
The eﬀect of multiple boundary resistances on the eﬀective thermal conduc-194
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Table 6.3: Calculated eﬀective thermal conductivity values for diﬀerent R
in a simulated [Si(10 nm)/Ge(10 nm)]50 (1 µm total thickness)
superlattice.
Rj(K·m2/W) keff
rr (W/m·K) keff
zz (W/m·K) keff
rr /keff
zz
1 × 10−10 12.49 5.93 2.11
5 × 10−10 11.74 2.68 4.38
1 × 10−9 11.75 1.57 7.48
tivity of a layered structure can be predicted by simple one-dimensional Fourier
conduction “mixing rules”, e.g., assuming 1-D ﬂow for the cross-plane (z−) direc-
tion. For a two-material superlattice (labeled materials “A” and “B”) with uniform
individual ﬁlm thickness LA (=LB) and thermal boundary resistances Rfilm, the
cross-plane analysis [194] gives
k
eff
zz =

1
2kzz,A
+
1
2kzz,B
+
Rfilm
LA
−1
. (6.6)
A similar analysis for the in-plane heat conduction gives an eﬀective thermal con-
ductivity of
k
eff
rr =
kzz,A + kzz,B
Nperiods
; (6.7)
this result implies that there is very little eﬀect on the eﬀective conductivity in
the in-plane direction (keff
rr ) due to the individual ﬁlm geometries whereas there
is a dependence on the number of periods. Thus, it is expected that the eﬀective
anisotropy, the ratio of Eq. (6.6) to (6.7), would have a strong dependence on the
thermal boundary resistance. This is conﬁrmed in a plot of the eﬀective anisotropy
versus thermal boundary resistance in Figure 6.22 on the next page.
Since the individual superlattice ﬁlms are much smaller than the heating beam
(5 µm vs. 10 to 100 nm), the heat ﬂow in the cross-plane direction is well-196
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approximated by a 1-D model. Thus, the good qualitative agreement of the cross-
plane “resistance model” with the calculated keff
zz trends in Figure 6.22 is not
entirely surprising. This result supports the observation that interface eﬀects can
play a dominant role in the eﬀective thermal properties of a superlattice system,
especially with large numbers of periods [8].
Similar relationships can be found for superlattices with diﬀerent numbers of
ﬁlms. A series of beam deﬂection proﬁles for uniform superlattice thickness (i.e.,
constant LSL) but diﬀerent numbers of Nperiods (holding all other superlattice
parameters constant) is shown in Figure 6.23. The increasing density of inter-
faces (i.e., 2Nperiods interfaces in the thickness LSL) has a strong inﬂuence on
the eﬀective properties as seen in Eq. (6.6). The eﬀective thermal conductiv-
ity of the system is predicted to depend on the number of periods as well (since
LA + LB = LSL/Nperiods). The functional dependence of the cross-plane thermal
is shown in Figure 6.24, and is shown to agree qualitatively with the predictions
of Eq. (6.6). The quantitative diﬀerence between the resistance model and the
eﬀective properties is expected due to the assumption of linear, 1-D heat ﬂow in
the model, whereas the thermal wave measurements used to obtain are evanescent
(exponentially decaying) waves propagating in three dimensions.198
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6.5 Evaluation of Estimates
The ill-posed nature of thermal property estimates from PDS data is supported by
the results obtained in this research. As we have shown, there is intrinsic diﬃculty
in estimating the anisotropic properties of some system conﬁgurations. Diﬀusivity
mismatches and thin layers create situations where there is very little sensitivity
to one component. Furthermore, small signal-to-noise ratios can create highly un-
certain estimates. The posterior pdf is the “best ﬁt” for any particular set of data.
In other words, the results are mathematically “right” for that particular data set:
the estimator converges to the answer that best ﬁts that particular data set. It
is generally suﬃcient to report the posterior distribution “as is,” i.e., with the es-
timate variances and covariances as well as the experimental conditions explicitly
stated. However, estimates will usually need further interpretation depending on
the application and accordingly may have uncertainty or a signiﬁcant covariance
that is unacceptable. A method is therefore required to evaluate and then im-
prove the “goodness” of the estimates. These methods are outlined in the next
two sections.
6.5.1 Evaluating Validity of Estimates
Estimation of the thermal properties of materials with nonexistent, ambiguous,
or conﬂicting prior knowledge requires further consideration of whether any par-
ticular estimate is valid. Similarly, if data has signiﬁcant (> 0.5%) noise, the
estimates should be scrutinized and reported with caution. For example, two dif-
ferent (wrong) estimates can look right due to the ill-posed nature of the problem
as shown in Figure 6.25 on the following page.201
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To evaluate whether an estimate is good and whether a given sample is aniso-
tropic or isotropic, the following “rules of thumb” were found to be eﬀective.
1. Examine the variances to see if the estimates overlap within two standard
deviations (i.e., the ±2σ error bars overlap). If the bars do not overlap,
the material is possibly anisotropic. However, if the sensitivity has a high
contrast (see below), then this is not a decisive characteristic.
2. Examine the covariance of the system–any scaled covariances of greater than
±0.95 imply the two results are highly coupled (though not necessarily inac-
curate).
3. Calculate the norm of the sensitivity coeﬃcients of the system, Eq. (5.40),
with the estimated values. If the sensitivity contrast (i.e., the ratio of these
two norms) is greater than 100 or less than 0.01, the sensitivity to one of the
primary variables is very low.
4. Perform the estimates with an anisotropic material model and compare the
(a.) estimates and (b.) ﬁgure of merit for the estimates. If the ﬁgures
of merit for the two (anisotropic and isotropic) estimates are comparable
(within 10%), then an isotropic estimate will fall in the range between the
two anisotropic parameters (i.e., kj ∈ [kxx,j,kzz,j]).
5. Generate additional data (e.g., additional frequencies or with a lower signal-
to-noise ratio) and recalculate the estimated parameter values (see next sec-
tion). This additional information will improve the estimates and possibly
decouple estimates. If the sample is truly isotropic, the apparent anisotropy
will converge towards 1 with each added data.203
For example, the estimates from a particular set of bulk steel data with 5% noise
yields estimates of kxx,2 = 15.39±1.42W/m · K and kzz,2 = 12.96±0.89W/m · K.
Without prior knowledge of this system’s properties and their (an)isotropy, the
material might appear to have a weak anisotropy ( = 1.19). Consecutively adding
three data sets taken at additional frequencies (10, 100, and 106 Hz) increases the
overall computational time but yields a steady and signiﬁcant improvement in
the estimates. The ﬁnal estimate converges to kxx,2 = 14.82 ± 0.61 W/m · K and
kzz,2 = 14.16 ± 0.46 W/m · K, an estimated “anisotropy” of  = 1.05. Using the
“rules of thumb” we have established above, this material would appear to be
isotropic.
While this method worked well for the anisotropic case outlined above, other
estimates may prove more diﬃcult to evaluate. A systematic method to improve
these estimates is given in the next section.
6.5.2 Iterative Improvement Procedure
Some particular samples (such as those with highly mismatched thermal prop-
erties) will require iterative reﬁnement to achieve an acceptable, unique solution.
Generally, covariance in sprimary unacceptable. Thus, we seek to add “optimal” ad-
ditional data to improve estimates and decouple estimates. In the previous section,
we added data taken at diﬀerent modulation frequencies. However, it is possible
to change experimental conditions to reduce covariance through a design of ex-
periments procedure. In practice, we maximize the determinant of the sensitivity
“covariance matrix,” Ξ in Eq. (5.42), with respect to experimental parameters q
as discussed in Section 5.7.4. This is shown in Eq. (6.8)
ˆ q = argminq {det[Ξ(q)]} (6.8)204
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Figure 6.26: Flowchart of the process for iteratively improving estimates.
The procedure is shown in Figure 6.26.
For a 100 nm Au/1 µm Si/SiO2 ﬁlm-on-substrate system with R3 = 1 ×
10−7m2K/W, the initial covariance is large which is shown by the small deter-
minant of the sensitivity matrix: det(Ξ) = 2.87 × 10−17. The estimates are then:
kxx,3 = 378.4 ± 78.6 W/m · K, (6.9a)
kzz,3 = 61.1 ± 13.3 W/m · K, (6.9b)
R3 = (0.05 ± 0.10) × 10
−7 m
2K/W, (6.9c)205
with a primary variable scaled covariance of
Γ =

   

1 −0.9702 −0.883
−0.9702 1 0.8599
−0.883 0.8599 1

   

. (6.10)
We optimize with respect to the secondary variable, i.e., q = [H,wh,wp]
T. This
results in a three order-of-magnitude improvement, det(Ξ) = 3.55 × 10−14, with
the primary variables estimated as:
kxx,3 = 132.56 ± 18.25 W/m · K, (6.11a)
kzz,3 = 168.68 ± 23.93 W/m · K, (6.11b)
R3 = (8.7 ± 0.5) × 10
−8 m
2K/W. (6.11c)
The scaled covariance of the primary variables is
Γ =


  

1 −0.9548 −0.2341
−0.9548 1 0.3212
−0.2341 0.3212 1


  

. (6.12)
The estimates are signiﬁcantly improved with respect to the true values, proving
the eﬀectiveness of this procedure. Similar conclusions about sensitivity and im-
proving estimates of anisotropy have been reached by other thermal wave studies,
such as the diﬀerential 3ω technique for anisotropic measurements [267].CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION
7.1 Synopsis
This work represents a systematic development of the theory and data analy-
sis techniques for the estimation of material properties for multilayered material
systems using a PDS experiment. A theory based on classical (Fourier) heat con-
duction in an anisotropic multilayered sample with thermal boundary resistance,
including the absorption of optical beams in multiple layers was developed. The
model was then incorporated into a model for the experimental output from a
PDS experiment, considering the measurement of the beam deﬂections using a
position-sensitive photodetector.
A Bayesian MAP estimator has been used to estimate the thermal properties
of anisotropic thin ﬁlms, including both the primary and secondary parameters.
The eﬀective properties of anisotropic thin ﬁlms have also been examined as well,
with excellent agreement between the calculated and predicted values. The same
analysis is then extended to the estimation of superlattice properties; the eﬀective
thermal conductivity of the superlattices is estimated by assuming the superlat-
tice is a “black box” and can be adequately described by a single, anisotropic ﬁlm
without a boundary resistance. This approach leads to several interesting, and
intuitive, trends in the eﬀective thermal properties of the system. The cross-plane
thermal conductivity (keff
zz ) is shown to be strongly dependent on both the num-
ber of periods and the thermal boundary resistance, whereas the in-plane (keff
xx )
conductivity does depend on the number of periods but is almost independent of
the thermal boundary resistance.
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A well-deﬁned process for performing and analyzing PDS experiments has been
developed. Since the primary variables are unknown, values for the thermal prop-
erties appropriate to the type of material system (e.g., semiconductor, metal, etc.)
are assumed. The optimal values for the secondary (experimental) parameters
can be identiﬁed using this estimate through design of experiments. The material
properties are estimated using the Bayesian MAP framework; the covariance and
uncertainty of these values are then used in the experimental optimization. The
process is repeated consecutively until satisfactory sensitivity to the experimental
properties is obtained. The estimates at the optimal conditions represent the “best
available” information.
The question of the validity of the concept of local parameters, such as thermal
conductivity and boundary resistance, was also brieﬂy discussed. Using the process
developed in this work, the eﬀective thermal properties of anisotropic thin ﬁlms
and superlattices were estimated. The predicted trends of these properties (e.g.,
examining the change in keff as the thermal boundary resistance, R, is changed)
agree with some of the trends observed in the literature.
Finally, a series of general observations applicable to collecting and analyzing
PDS data can be given.
1. Utilize as many frequencies as practical, either by using time-domain heating
that has a signiﬁcant energy content at higher frequencies/harmonics (such
as a narrow pulsed heating waveform) or through a swept-frequency series of
experiments.
2. Fit as many frequencies as possible simultaneously, taking care to use the
proper component of the optical power at that particular frequency (ω).208
3. Consider the magnitude and phase using real and imaginary components
with a known (but arbitrary) phase shift. Any uniform phase shifts can be
eliminated through a common “reference phase” applied to both the experi-
ment.
4. Evaluate the “goodness” of the estimates using the procedure outlined in
Section 6.5.APPENDIX A
THERMAL AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF SELECTED
MATERIALS
A.1 Thermal Properties
The thermal properties of materials noted in this thesis are tabulated in Table A.1
on the following page. All properties are given at 300 K.
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]APPENDIX B
ANALYSIS OF CONDUCTION, CONVECTION, AND RADIATION
HEAT TRANSFER IN PDS EXPERIMENTS
B.1 Heat Transfer Mechanisms
Three heat transfer mechanisms are possible within and between the domains in a
PDS experiment: convection, radiation, and conduction, as shown in Figure B.1.
Due to the stagnant conditions under which the experiment is performed, only
natural convection is present. Using conduction as the basis for comparison, we
now investigate the role of convection and radiation in the next two sections.
Thermal Field
Natural Convection
z
Air
j = 1
j = 2
Sample
Heating Beam
( ) ∞ − = ′ ′ T T h q s conv
dz
dT
k qcond = ′ ′
Conduction
∞ T
Ambient
Radiation
4
∞ = ′ ′ T q
amb
rad εσ
Surface Radiation
4
surf
surf
rad T q εσ = ′ ′
Tsurf
d
Figure B.1: The heat transfer mechanisms in a PDS experiment: conduction,
convection, and radiation.
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B.2 Natural Convection
It is appropriate to use nondimensional quantities in order to determine whether
natural convection is negligible in comparison to conduction in the gas phase for
a PDS experiment run under “typical” ambient conditions. As mentioned previ-
ously, the ambient gas in a PDS experiment is stagnant and does not participate
radiatively, therefore only natural convection need be considered.
In convection heat transfer, the Nusselt number (Nu) gives the ratio of the con-
vection heat transfer (measured by the heat transfer coeﬃcient) to the conduction
heat transfer in the air. A small Nusselt (i.e., Nu  1) implies that convective
heat transport is negligible. In this case, we consider the average Nusselt number
over a characteristic length L (i.e., NuL) in order to determine h; the equation for
NuL is
NuL =
hL
ka
, (B.1)
where ka is the thermal conductivity of the air. Numerous correlations exist for the
Nusselt number in natural convection; these correlations depend on the ﬂuid prop-
erties and the sample geometry and orientation. For this analysis, an alternative
length scale can be deﬁned where we have assumed two thermal penetration depths
encompasses the entire ﬁeld, i.e., d = 4δs. However, the thermal penetration depth
is then a simultaneous function of the sample properties and modulation frequency.
Accordingly, we assume “worst case” value of the diameter of a circular (d = 2cm)
or edge of a square (d = 2 cm) sample as shown in Figure B.2. The characteristic
length for both square and circular areas is deﬁned as the ratio of the area (A) to
the perimeter (p) [274], i.e.,
L =
A
p
=
1
4
d. (B.2)213
Thermal Field
Natural Convection
z Heating Beam
Ts
d
Laminar Natural 
Convection Plume
Figure B.2: Natural convection over the horizontal sample in a PDS experi-
ment with a thermal ﬁeld of diameter d = 2δair.
The Rayleigh number, which is deﬁned as
RaL =
gβ∆TL3
Daν
, (B.3)
determines the appropriate natural convection correlation for the Nusselt number.
The relevant constants for air are:
• g, gravitational acceleration (9.8 m/s2);
• β, volumetric thermal expansion coeﬃcient (0.0033 K−1 for air at STP);
• ν, the viscosity (16.2 × 10−6 m2/s); and
• Da, the thermal diﬀusivity of air (23.6 × 10−6 m2/s).
At the above conditions (air at STP), Pr = ν
D = 0.72 and RaL = 111, assuming a
temperature rise of ∆T = Ts − T∞ = 10K.214
For the top surface of “hot” horizontal plates with laminar natural convection,
the Nusselt correlation (valid for Rayleigh numbers between 10 and 104) is [275]:
NuL = 0.783Ra
0.211
L , (10 < RaL < 10
4). (B.4)
Inserting Ra = 111 into Eq. B.4, we ﬁnd NuL ≈ 0.16  1. As stated above,
this low Nusselt number implies that natural convection is negligible for PDS
experiments based on these assumptions.
B.3 Radiation
The second heat transfer mechanism that must be compared with conduction is
radiation heat transfer between the ambient environment and the sample (shown
in Figure B.1 on page 211). The net radiative heat ﬂux is given by [239]
q
00
r = σ
 
T
4
s − T
4
∞

, (B.5)
where  is the emissivity of the material, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and
Ts and T∞ are the temperatures of the sample and ambient, respectively. Equation
B.5 can be put in the form q00
r = hr(Ts−T∞), where hr is the radiative heat transfer
coeﬃcient [245], deﬁned as
hr ≡ σ (Ts + T∞)
 
T
2
s + T
2
∞

. (B.6)
A surface-averaged radiative Nusselt number (Nur,L) is appropriate for com-
paring radiation losses to heat conduction in the air. Again using the Nusselt
relationship,
Nur,L =
hrL
ka
, (B.7)
Metals such as gold and tungsten (the most common metallization materials) have
very low emissivities at room temperature, typically  < 0.1 [239]. Using Eqs.215
(B.6) and (B.7), the Nusselt number is estimated to be we ﬁnd Nur,L ≈ 0.12  1.
This low Nusselt number implies that, similar to natural convection, radiation is
negligible for PDS experiments based on these assumptions.
B.4 Conclusion
In the above analysis, both natural convection and radiation heat transfer were
shown to be negligible compared to heat conduction under conditions representing
the extreme values expected from PDS experiment. This conclusion is supported
by many studies that have noted the lack of convection [5] except with the use of
extremely intense laser heat sources [157]. Similarly, radiative transport has also
been shown to be negligible except at high temperatures (i.e., T > 1000 K [79]).
Thus, our calculations and the literature both justify our assumption that heat
transfer in the system is adequately described by considering only heat conduction.APPENDIX C
STEADY STATE TEMPERATURE
C.1 Heat Conduction Equation
The steady-state HCE is a Poisson equation:
∇
2Tj = 0. (C.1)
Apply Hankel transform:
∂2 ˆ Tj
∂z2 − κ
2 ˆ Tj = 0. (C.2)
Solution to transformed HCE in domains j = 1 and j = 2:
ˆ Tj = dje
κz + uje
−κz. (C.3)
C.1.1 Boundary Conditions
For the j = 1 layer, the Type 0 (Finite energy) boundary condition is
lim
z→∞[T1 (r,z)] = 0, (C.4)
d1 → 0. (C.5)
The j = 2 layer Type 0 (Finite energy) boundary condition is
lim
z→−∞[T2 (r,z)] = 0, (C.6)
u2 → 0. (C.7)
At the j = 1 and 2 interface, we enforce Type 1 (Temperature Continuity):
T1 (r,0) = T2 (r,0) → ˆ T1 (κ,0) = ˆ T2 (κ,0), (C.8)
u1 = d2. (C.9)
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We also have Type 2 (Flux Continuity) at the j = 1 and 2 interface:
−k1
∂T1
∂z
+ k2
∂T2
∂z
= q
00 → −k1
∂ ˆ T1
∂z
+ k2
∂ ˆ T2
∂z
= ˆ q00 (C.10)
k1κu1 + k2κd2 = ˆ q00 (C.11)
From Eq. (C.9), Eq. (C.11) becomes
d2 = u1 =
ˆ q00
(k1 + k2)κ
. (C.12)
Since the heat source is the Heaviside step function, i.e.,
q
00 (r) = q
00Πa (r), (C.13)
where
Πa (r) =

 
 
1, |r| ≤ a
0, |r| > a
, (C.14)
the transform is
ˆ q00 (κ) =
2πaq00
κ
J1 (κa), (C.15)
and Eq. (C.12) becomes
d2 = u1 =
2πaq00
(k1 + k2)κ2J1 (κa). (C.16)
Substituting into Eq. (C.3),
ˆ T1 =
2πaq00
(k1 + k2)κ2J1 (κa)e
−κz (C.17)
for j = 1 and
ˆ T2 =
2πaq00
(k1 + k2)κ2J1 (κa)e
κz (C.18)
for j = 2. Taking the inverse Hankel transforms, we are left with the analytic
expression for the coupled heat ﬂow:
T1 =
1
2π
∞ Z
0
ˆ T1J0 (κr)κ dκ =
aq00
(k1 + k2)
∞ Z
0
J0 (κr)J1 (κa)e
−κzdκ
κ
(C.19)218
and
T2 =
1
2π
∞ Z
0
ˆ T2J0 (κr)κ dκ =
aq00
(k1 + k2)
∞ Z
0
J0 (κr)J1 (κa)e
κzdκ
κ
(C.20)
which compares closely with the result from Carslaw and Jaeger [276]:
T0 (r,z) =
aq00
k1
∞ Z
0
J0 (κr)J1 (κa)e
−κzdκ
κ
. (C.21)
As expected, in the limit of an insulating material, k2 →0, the results are identical.APPENDIX D
ANISOTROPIC CARTESIAN SOLUTION
D.1 Discussion
This appendix discusses the analysis and solution of a fully anisotropic (kxx 6=
kyy 6= kzz) three-dimensional geometry. In this case, the ﬁrst decision block of
Fig. 3.9 on page 69 is “no”.
D.2 Anisotropic Heat Conduction Equation
We begin by rewriting the heat conduction equation,
∇ · [Kj · ∇Tj (r,t)] + qj (r,t) = Cj
∂
∂t
Tj (r,t) (D.1)
The symmetry of the domain dictates what coordinate system is used and therefore
what form the diﬀerential operators in eq:HCE aniso revisit take. Consider the
case of a general anisotropic system in Cartesian coordinates with the thermal
conductivity tensor K deﬁned as
Kj ≡

    
    

 
 

kxx kxy kxz
kyx kyy kyz
kzx kzy kzz

 
 


    
    
j
. (D.2)
Equation (D.1) becomes
kxx,j
∂2Tj
∂x2 + kyy,j
∂2Tj
∂y2 + kzz,j
∂2Tj
∂z2 + 2kxy,j
∂2Tj
∂x∂y + ...
...2kxz,j
∂2Tj
∂x∂z + 2kyz,j
∂2Tj
∂y∂z + qj = Cj
∂Tj
∂t
(D.3)
where kij = kji. This general result can be greatly simpliﬁed using an assumption
of orthotropic behavior, in which the heat ﬂow in each of the principle directions is
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independent. This assumption describes most anisotropic materials with a diagonal
thermal conductivity tensor, i.e.,
Kj =


  

kxx,j 0 0
0 kyy,j 0
0 0 kzz,j


  

. (D.4)
Under this assumption, which will be used for the remainder of this thesis, Eq.
(D.3) becomes
kxx,j
∂2Tj
∂x2 + kyy,j
∂2Tj
∂y2 + kzz,j
∂2Tj
∂z2 + pj · f · g · hj = Cj
∂Tj
∂t
. (D.5)
D.3 Anisotropic Solution
We ﬁrst apply the time-domain Fourier transform
kxx,j
∂2 ˜ Tj
∂x2 + kyy,j
∂2 ˜ Tj
∂y2 + kzz,j
∂2 ˜ Tj
∂z2 + pj · ˜ f · g · hj = −iωCj ˜ Tj. (D.6)
Because of the inﬁnite planar structure, Fourier transforms are appropriate for the
other spatial directions. Using a two-dimensional Fourier transform along the x-
and y-planes:
˜ ˜ ˜ Tj(κx,κy,z,ω) =
∞ Z
−∞
∞ Z
−∞
˜ Tj(x,y,z,ω)e
iκxxe
iκyydxdy, (D.7)
the diﬀerential operators are replaced by iκ,
∂
∂x
→ iκx,
∂
∂y
→ iκy. (D.8)
Letting Ψ =
˜ ˜ ˜ Tj, the governing diﬀerential equation becomes an ordinary diﬀerential
equation:
d2Ψj
dz2 −

kxx,jκ2
x + kyy,jκ2
y + iωCj
kzz,j

Ψj = −
pj
kzz,j
· ˜ f · ˜ ˜ g · hj, (D.9)221
where ˜ ˜ g is the x- and y-space Fourier transform of the heating beam distribution.
Finally, by deﬁning the 2D complex thermal wavenumber as
Λ
2
j =
kxx,jκ2
x + kyy,jκ2
y + iωCj
kzz,j
, (D.10)
Equation (D.9) becomes
d2Ψj
dz2 − Λ
2
jΨj = −
pj
kzz,j
· ˜ f · ˜ ˜ g · hj. (D.11)
Equation (D.11) has an identical form to Eq. (3.26). Accordingly, the system of
equations can then be solved for all Ψj in a manner identical to Section 3.3.4. The
ﬁnal solution in real space is obtained by the inverse transforms:
Tj(x,y,z,t) =
1
(2π)
3
∞ Z
−∞
∞ Z
−∞
∞ Z
−∞
Ψj(κx,κy,z,ω)e
−iκxxe
−iκyye
−iωtdκx dκydω. (D.12)
The solution for an anistropic bulk material is shown in the section for illustration.
D.4 Anisotropic Temperature of a Bulk System
Bulk systems with a high degree of anisotropy along all three principle directions
can be found in certain applications. One example would be carbon ﬁber-reinforced
composite materials. Figures D.1, D.2, and D.3 show the surface thermal wave
proﬁle for SRM Iron with (a.) kyy = kxx and (b.) kyy > kxx.222
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Figure D.1: Surface temperature proﬁle of (a.) isotropic and (b.) anisotropic
(kyy = 10 kxx) material systems. The anisotropy is evident by
the greater extent of the thermal wave in the direction with the
greater conductivity.223
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Figure D.2: Surface temperature proﬁle of bulk isotropic iron.224
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iron. The elliptical ﬁeld is visible evidence of the anisotropy.APPENDIX E
OPTICAL ABSORPTION AND HEATING OF MULTILAYERED
FILMS
E.1 Optical Absorption
The actual process of absorption is quite complex, involving the interaction of
photons with electrons and phonons in the structure of the material [277]. However,
the absorption and transport processes are governed by a couple of important
optical properties. Dissipated optical energy is converted to thermal energy; the
subsequent thermal transport mechanism is described by radiative absorption and
thermal diﬀusion. We implicitly assume uncoupled thermal and optical behavior,
e.g., optothermal eﬀects, such as dn/dT, are small.
The optical properties of most material systems are described by complex
quantities [238]. The complex construction describes two important phenomenon:
transmission and attenuation (i.e., loss or absorption). The electrical permittivity
(ε) and permeability (µ) are both complex quantities:
˜ ε = ε
0 + iε
00 = ε + i
σ
ω
, (E.1)
˜ µ = µ
0 + iµ
00 (E.2)
where the single and double primes (0 and 00) denote the real and imaginary com-
ponents, respectively. The index of refraction ˜ n is also complex,
˜ n = n − ik =
r
ε +
4πσ
ω
i, (E.3)
with the real component n and the imaginary k.
The absorption length, or “skin depth” of an incident wave of electromagnetic
energy on a conductor is a function of the wave’s wavelength and the material
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conductivity (σ) and is given by
δ =
r
2
ωσµ
. (E.4)
For example, the electrical conductivity of W is σ = 18.9 × 106Ω · m−1 with a
(para)magnetic susceptibility of χm = κm − 1 = 6.8 × 10−5; using the relationship
µ = µ0 (1 + χm), (E.5)
where µ0 = 4π×10−7 T· m/A, this gives µ = 1.2567×10−6 T·m/A. Therefore, for
light at 514.5 nm (ω = 3.6612 × 1015 rad/s), the optical skin depth is δ = 4.8 nm.
We also can write the absorption coeﬃcient in terms of the index of refraction,
α =
4πk
λ0
=
1
δ
(E.6)
or
k =
αλ0
4π
. (E.7)
The imaginary part k of the complex index of refraction thus describes the ab-
sorption of electromagnetic waves in the material considered and the absorption
constant is α.
E.2 Model Development
This is based heavily oﬀ of the work of Mansuripur et al. [278], Crook [279], and
Arnon [280].
We begin by writing Maxwell’s equations for a laser beam, i.e., a coherent,
monochromatic, propagating electromagnetic wave:
Ej (z) = E
{j}
0

e
−i[2πn{j}/λ0](zj−1−z) + ρ
{j}e
i[2πn{j}/λ0](zj−1−z)

(E.8a)227
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Figure E.1: Schematic representation of the (a.) ﬁeld directions and coordi-
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Hj (z) = n
{j}E
{j}
0

e
−i[2πn{j}/λ0](zj−1−z) − ρ
{j}e
i[2πn{j}/λ0](zj−1−z)

(E.8b)
where E and H are the electric and magnetic vector ﬁelds, E0 is the electric ﬁeld
magnitude and ρ is the reﬂectivity at the top of the jth interface, n is the complex
index of refraction, L is the ﬁlm thickness and λ0 is the wavelength in free space.
Ei(z,t) = Ei(z0)e
i[κ(z−z0)+ωot]ˆ x (E.9)
Er(z,t) = ρ
{j}Ei(z0)e
i[−κ(z−z0)+ωot]ˆ x (E.10)
ρ
{j} ≡
|Er|
2
|Ei|
2 (E.11)
Hi(z,t) = −
κ
µω
Ei(z0)ˆ y (E.12)
Hr(z,t) =
κ
µω
Er(z0)ˆ y (E.13)
The ﬁelds in Eq X are in a global coordinate system, but can be put in a local
coordinate system,
Ej (z
0) = E
{j}

e
i[2πn{j}/λ0]z0
+ ρ
{j}e
−i[2πn{j}/λ0]z0
, (E.14)
Hj (z
0) = n
{j}E
{j}

e
i[2πn{j}/λ0]z0
− ρ
{j}e
−i[2πn{j}/λ0]z0
, (E.15)
where z0 varies between 0 and Lj.
E.2.1 Boundary Conditions
From ﬁeld continuity requirements at the interfaces, i.e., H{j−1} = H{j} and E{j−1}
= E{j}, the following relationship also holds:
Hj
Ej

  
z0=0
=
Hj−1
Ej−1

  
z0=−δj−1
(E.16)
Using Equation (E.8),
n{j}E{j}  
1 − ρ{j}
E{j} (1 + ρ{j})
=
n{j−1}E{j−1}

1 − ρ{j−1}e
i[4πn{j−1}/λ0]δj−1

E{j−1}

1 + ρ{j−1}e
i[4πn{j−1}/λ0]δj−1
 (E.17)229
and simpifying, we ﬁnd:
n
{j}  
1 − ρ
{j}
1 + ρ
{j−1}e
i[4πn{j−1}/λ0]δj−1

= ...
n
{j−1}

1 − ρ
{j−1}e
i[4πn{j−1}/λ0]δj−1
 
1 + ρ
{j}
(E.18a)
n
{j}  
1 − ρ
{j}
+ n
{j}  
1 − ρ
{j}
ρ
{j−1}e
i[4πn{j−1}/λ0]δj−1 = ...
n
{j−1}  
1 + ρ
{j}
− n
{j−1}  
1 + ρ
{j}
ρ
{j−1}e
i[4πn{j−1}/λ0]δj−1 (E.18b)
n
{j−1}  
1 + ρ
{j}
ρ
{j−1}e
i[4πn{j−1}/λ0]δj−1 + ...
n
{j}  
1 − ρ
{j}
ρ
{j−1}e
i[4πn{j−1}/λ0]δj−1 = ...
n
{j−1}  
1 + ρ
{j}
− n
{j}  
1 − ρ
{j}
(E.18c)

n
{j−1}  
1 + ρ
{j}
+ n
{j}  
1 − ρ
{j}
ρ
{j−1}e
i[4πn{j−1}/λ0]δj−1 = ...
 
n
{j−1} − n
{j}
+
 
n
{j−1} + n
{j}
ρ
{j} (E.18d)
and ﬁnally solving for ρ get
ρ
{j−1}e
i[4πn{j−1}/λ0]δj−1 =
 
n{j−1} − n{j}
+
 
n{j−1} + n{j}
ρ{j}
(n{j−1} + n{j}) + (n{j−1} − n{j})ρ{j} (E.18e)
ρ
{j−1} =
(n{j−1}−n{j})
(n{j−1}+n{j}) + ρ{j}
1 + (n{j−1}−n{j})
(n{j−1}+n{j})ρ{j}
e
−i[4πn{j−1}/λ0]δj−1. (E.18f)
This is the recursive relationship for the amplitude reﬂectance ρ at each interface.
A similar recursive relationship for E can be obtained from the electric ﬁeld
continuity, and E{j−1} = E{j}:
E
{j} =
e
−i[2πn{j−1}/λ0]δj−1 + ρ{j−1}e
i[2πn{j−1}/λ0]δj−1
1 + ρ{j} E
{j−1}. (E.19)
The intensity of the incident light determines the electric ﬁeld,
E
{1} =
p
2I0, (E.20)
which provides the initial information to calculate the remaining E{j}.230
E.2.2 Heat Generation
The attenuation/absorption of the electromagnetic can now be determined from
the electric ﬁeld distribution within the structures. Since ω0  ωt, we use the
time-averaged Poynting vector,
hSi = Re

1
2
(Ei + Er) × (H
∗
i + H
∗
r)

(E.21)
The intensity is
I (z) = Re[S(z)] = Re

1
2
Ek (z)H
∗
k (z)

(E.22)
or
I (z) = 1
2
  E
{j}
0
  
2
"
n
{j}
r
 
e
4πn{j}
i
λ0
(zj−1−z) −
 ρ{j} 2 e
−
4πn{j}
i
λ0
(zj−1−z)
!
+ ...
...2n
{j}
i

ρ{j}
sin

4πn
{j}
r
λ0 (zj−1 − z) + φ
 
ρ{j}i (E.23)
From Beer’s Law, the power generation is the spatial rate of change of the intensity,
i.e.,
q000 =
dI(z)
dz = d
dz [Re(hSi)] = 1
2
  E
{j}
0
  
2 h
αn
{j}
r

eαz0 −

ρ{j}
2 e−αz0
+ ...
...
8πn
{j}
r n
{j}
i
λ0

ρ{j}
cos

4πn
{j}
r
λ0 z0 − φ
 
ρ{j} (E.24)
which can be described in terms of the spatial generation function h(z) used in our
models.
E.2.3 Algorithm
The algorithm for the method is given below, and the Matlab® code that per-
forms this analysis is listed in a section at the end of this appendix.231
Algorithm for calculating intensity/absorption proﬁle.
• Set ρ{N} = 0. (No reﬂected far-ﬁeld wave)
• Let δ{1} = δ{N} = 0. (Non-participating media)
• Use recursive boundary condition to calculate all ρ{j} from N-1 to 1.
• Use E
{1}
0 = (2I0)1/2 and ρ{j} to calculate E
{j}
0 from j = 1 to N-1
• Calculate the Poynting vector and I(z) from E(z) and H(z)
• Power generation is rate of change of I, i.e., g ∼ dI/dz.
E.3 Results
To validate the equations and model, several example calculations are presented
below to demonstrate the appropriate features.
The ﬁrst and simplest calculation is a weakly-absorbing, bulk (single layer)
material that shows the absorption length phenomenon. Si was chosen due to its
signiﬁcant optical absorption length at λ = 514.5 nm (hν = 2.41 eV). At this
wavelength [255],
n = 4.2200 − 0.031i
which from the well-known reﬂection coeﬃcient
R =
(n − 1)
2 + k2
(n + 1)
2 + k2 (E.25)
gives a reﬂection coeﬃcient of
R = 1 − −T = 0.38. (E.26)232
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Figure E.2: The intensity absorption proﬁle and electromagnetic ﬁelds from
a coherent beam incident on a bulk Si sample.
This is reﬂected in the net intensity above the sample. Additionally, the dissipation
of the light in the absorption length is evident, as the intensity dissipates with δ
= 1.32 µm.
The second calculation is a simple two-layer structure. In this case, a 100 nm
thin ﬁlm of W acts as an absorbing ﬁlm on a SiO2 substrate. The optical energy is
dissipated almost entirely within the metallization, which has an absorption length
of δ = 4.8 nm.
The third calculation is for a complex layered structure much like the samples
of interest. In this case, the full solution is shown in Figure E.4 on page 234 for the
light propagation through a multilayer system with three W/SiO2 bilayers of 20,
40, and 60 nm (respectively) on a Si substrate. The multiﬁlm structure behaves
much like the W absorbing layer of the single ﬁlm on substrate case.233
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E.4 Matlab Code
The Matlab code for the analysis presented here is given below.
absorbcalc.m
This main routine, absorbcalc.m, calculates and shows the results of the ﬁeld
calculations in terms of the electromagnetic ﬁeld strengths and the corresponding
intensity distribution throughout a sample deﬁned in the routine.
function absorbcalc
wh = 5e−6;
P0 = 0.100;
I0 = P0/(2*pi*whˆ2);
sample = {
'air' Inf 0 % AIR
% 'W' 20e−9 1e−8 % METALLIZATION
% 'silica' 20e−9 1e−8 % TOP FILMS −−> CAP LAYER, etc.
% 'W' 40e−9 1e−8 % METALLIZATION
% 'silica' 40e−9 1e−8 % TOP FILMS −−> CAP LAYER, etc.
% 'W' 60e−9 1e−8 % METALLIZATION
% 'silica' 60e−9 1e−8 % TOP FILMS −−> CAP LAYER, etc.
'Si' Inf 0
% 'W' 70e−9 1e−8 % METALLIZATION
% 'silica' 100e−9 1e−7 % TOP FILMS −−> CAP LAYER, etc.
% 'W' 70e−9 1e−8 % METALLIZATION
% 'silica' 100e−9 1e−7 % TOP FILMS −−> CAP LAYER, etc.
% 'silicon' Inf 0 % SUBSTRATE
};
% Extract the number of layers
[N,dum] = size(sample);
% Lookup the properties for each of these layers
for j = 1:N
matname{j} = sample{j,1};
∆(j) = sample{j,2};
R(j) = sample{j,3};
[kxx(j),kyy(j),kzz(j),cp(j),rho(j),C(j),T(j),lambda(j),nc(j),...
alpha(j),dndT(j)] = matlib(matname{j});
% nc(j) = complex(real(nc(j)),−imag(nc(j)));
Properties(j,:) = [
% kxx kyy kzz C R ∆ nc dndT
kxx(j),kyy(j),kzz(j),C(j),R(j),∆(j),nc(j),dndT(j)
];
end
nc = complex(real(nc),−imag(nc));
lambda = 514.5e−9;
zmin = 1e−9;
zmax = 30e−6;236
Nz = 5000;
[zglobal,zlocal,jvec,zi] = buildzglobal(∆(:),Nz,zmin,zmax);
[E0,rho] = optabs(∆,nc,lambda);
for iz = 1:length(zglobal);
[I(iz),H(iz),E(iz)] = emfields(E0,rho,nc,lambda,zlocal(iz),jvec(iz),N);
[I2(iz),dIdz(iz)] = emintens(E0,rho,nc,lambda,zlocal(iz),jvec(iz),N);
end
figure;
plot(H,zglobal,E,zglobal,0.5*real(conj(H).*E),zglobal);
axis tight;
figure;
plot(I,zglobal);
figure;
plot(dIdz,zglobal);
optabs.m
This subroutine performs the calculation of the optical absorption proﬁle.
% Calculates the optical absorption profile of coherent light in a general
% multilayered structure with a complex index of refraction throughout.
%
% This code assumes a unit incident intensity. The output can then be
% scaled by the incident intensity for any beam since the dependence is
% linear.
%
% Input parameters
% ∆ : vector of film thicknesses
% nc : vector of complex indices of refraction
% lambda : wavelength of incident light
%
% Output parameters
% E0 : incident electric field amplitude
% rho : amplitude reflection coefficient
%
% References:
% [1] M. Mansuripur, G. A. N. Connell, and J. W. Goodman, 1982,
% "Laser−induced local heating of multilayers," Appl. Opt.,
% 21 (6), pp. 1106−1114.
%
% Author: Jason R. Foley
% Date: 23 October 2004
N = length(∆);
∆(1) = 0;
∆(N) = 0;
% Recursion relationships
rho(N) = 0;
for j = N:−1:2
rho(j−1) = exp(−i*4*pi*nc(j−1)*∆(j−1)/lambda) * ...
( (( nc(j−1) − nc(j) )/( nc(j−1) + nc(j) )) + rho(j) )/...
( 1 + rho(j)*(( nc(j−1) − nc(j) )/( nc(j−1) + nc(j) )) );
end
E0(1) = sqrt(2); % for unit intensity237
for j = 2:N
E0(j) = E0(j−1)*( exp(−i*2*pi*nc(j−1)*∆(j−1)/lambda) + ...
rho(j−1)*exp(i*2*pi*nc(j−1)*∆(j−1)/lambda) )/(1 + rho(j));
end
emﬁelds.m
This routine calculates the ﬁelds for a given material system.
function [I,H,E] = emfields(E0,rho,nc,lambda,zlocal,j,N)
E = E0(j)*( exp( i*2*pi*nc(j)*( zlocal )/lambda) + ...
rho(j)*exp(−i*2*pi*nc(j)*( zlocal )/lambda) );
H = nc(j)*E0(j)*( exp( i*2*pi*nc(j)*( zlocal )/lambda) − ...
rho(j)*exp(−i*2*pi*nc(j)*( zlocal )/lambda) );
I = real(0.5*E*conj(H));
emintens.m
This routine calculates the intensity from the ﬁeld strengths.
function [I,dIdz] = emintens(E0,rho,nc,lambda,zlocal,j,N)
nr = real(nc);
ni = imag(nc);
if j == 1
zlocal = −zlocal;
end
I = 0.5*( nr(j)*( exp(−4*pi*ni(j)*( zlocal )/lambda) − ...
(rho(j)*conj(rho(j)))*exp(4*pi*ni(j)*( zlocal )/lambda) ) − ...
2*ni(j)*abs(rho(j))*sin( 4*pi*nr(j)*( zlocal )/lambda + ...
angle(rho(j)) ) )*(E0(j)*conj(E0(j)));
dIdz = 0.5*( nr(j)*( (−4*pi*ni(j)/lambda)*exp(−4*pi*ni(j)*( zlocal )/...
lambda) − (4*pi*ni(j)/lambda)*(rho(j)*conj(rho(j)))*...
exp(4*pi*ni(j)*( zlocal )/lambda) ) − ...
(4*pi*nr(j)*2*ni(j)*abs(rho(j))/lambda)*cos( 4*pi*nr(j)*...
( zlocal )/lambda + angle(rho(j)) ) )*(E0(j)*conj(E0(j)));
buildzglobal.m
This code creates a series of z values that span the thickness of the sample and the
surrounding media.
function [zglobal,zlocal,jvec,zi] = buildzglobal(∆,Nz,zmin,zmax);238
% This code uses a "bottom up" building scheme to create a monotonic z
% vector that completely spans the sample defined by ∆.
%
% Input parameters
% ∆ : vector of layer thicknesses
% Nz : number of sample points within each layer
% zmin : smallest (non−zero) sample point in a layer
% zmax : largest sample point in an infinite layer
%
% Output parameters
% zglobal : vector of monotonically−increasing z values
% zlocal : vector of relative z within layer { [0,∆(j)]
% jvec : indexing vector for use with zglobal
% zi : vector of interface z−coordinates
%
% Author: Jason R. Foley
% Date: 10 March 2004
∆ = ∆(:);
N = length(∆);
zlocal = [];
zglobal = [];
jvec = [];
j = 1;
zlayer = [logspace(log10(zmax),log10(zmin),Nz),0];
zlocal = [zlocal,zlayer];
zglobal = [zglobal,zlayer];
jvec = [jvec,j*ones(size(zlayer))];
zi = [zmax,0,−cumsum(∆(2:N−1).',2)];
for j = 2:N−1
if zmin > ∆(j)
zmin = ∆(j)/Nz;
end
zlayer = [0,logspace(log10(zmin),log10(∆(j)),Nz)];
zlocal = [zlocal,−zlayer];
zglobal = [zglobal,zi(j) − zlayer];
jvec = [jvec,j*ones(size(zlayer))];
end
j = N;
zlayer = [0,logspace(log10(zmin),log10(zmax),Nz)];
zlocal = [zlocal,−zlayer];
zglobal = [zglobal,zi(j) − zlayer];
jvec = [jvec,j*ones(size(zlayer))];APPENDIX F
SIMULATION CODES
F.1 Notes on Calculations
All simulation codes were written in the Matlab programming language and run
in Matlab versions 6.5.0.180913a (Release 13), 7.3.0.267 (Release 2006b), and
7.4.0.287 (Release 2007a). Every eﬀort was made in earlier versions to write sub-
routines to take advantage of the “code acceleration” feature of Matlab (resulting
in eﬃciently compilation and execution of the code (with run times comparable
to other languages such as C++ or Fortran). Later versions (2006b+) included
automatic code acceleration and the latest version (2007a) included multithreaded
computation.
The computations were performed on computers with either Windows 2000 or
Windows XP operating systems with minimum 362 MB of DDR2400 memory and
a 2.0 GHz processor. Typical computation times are listed below.
• Temperature calculation (100 x 2000 ) bulk: 110 seconds
• Temperature calculation (200 x 2000 ) ﬁlm on substrate: 1010 seconds
• Beam deﬂection calculation (2000 points): 0.5 seconds
• Parameter estimation (2 paramters, bulk): 120 seconds
F.2 Scripts and Functions
Below are the core Matlab codes and subroutines used to generate all of the
ﬁgures and simulations in this thesis. All can be saved as *.m ﬁles and run within
239240
Matlab. The main routine requires lsqnonlin.m which is part of the Optimization
Toolbox. Other open-source versions for the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm are
available and were investigated. However, the lsqnonlin.m routine was found to
be exceptionally stable and very eﬃcient.
F.2.1 main.m
The main routine, main.m, is given below. The estimation method, sample geome-
try and properties, noise levels, and other various run parameters are controlled in
the sections as labelled. This routine calls several subroutines which are outlined
in the following sections.
%% PDS Data Analysis Program
function pds analyze
% Author: Jason R. Foley
% Thermal Sciences Laboratory
% Cornell University
% Ithaca, New York 14853
% jason.foley@cornell.edu
% Date: 27 April 2007
profile off
clear all
format short g
dbstop if error
starttime = datestr(now);
global Ns sname f kappaxfft N kxx kyy kzz C alpha P0 Ph wh ∆ R h wp
global reflh Pp A dx nc dndT beamconfig matname domain
global qname rname
global x data flist f s0 Gammadinv Gammas0inv Chol Gammadinv ...
...Chol Gammas0inv smin smax strace Ftrace
global filterb filtera filtering
persistent shat Gammashat
%% Heating beam
% experiment.wh = 5.5e−6; % [m] heating beam radius
% wh = experiment.wh;
wh = 5.5e−6; % [m] heating beam radius
experiment.Ph = 1.00; % [W] heating beam power
f = 1000; % [Hz] modulation frequency
reflh = 0.5; % [ ] surface reflectance at normal for heating beam
Power = 0.100; % [W/m2] for 1−D = P0" = I0
P0 = Power;
%% Time Sampling
f0 = 1e3; % Hz Modulation freq
fsamp = 50*f0; % Hz Sample freq
Nf = 100; % Number of samples241
tc = Nf/(2*fsamp); % s Sample duration
dt = 1/fsamp;
top = linspace(−tc,tc−dt,Nf);
t s = fftshift(top); % shifted
fc = 1/(2*dt); % Hz Nyquist criteria
df = 2*fc/Nf;
% flist = linspace(−fc,fc−df,Nf);
% f s = fftshift(flist); % shifted
flist = [ 1 10 100 ]*1000; % 100
%% Probe beam
% experiment.wp = 30e−6; % [m] probe beam radius
experiment.Pp = 5e−3; % [W] probe beam power
wp = 30e−6; % 10e−6; % [m] probe beam radius
Pp = 5e−3; % [W] probe beam power
reflp = 0.00; % [ ] surface reflectance at normal for probe beam
eta = 0.45; % Photopower to current conversion factor [V/W]
G = 1; % I−to−V gain
wpdetect = 350e−6;
geom factor = wp.ˆ2/wpdetect.ˆ2;
A = eta*G*geom factor; % amplification ratio
% absp = (1 − reflp); % [ ] surface absorptance
% SCAN PARAMETERS
xc = 500e−6; % maximum
dx = 5e−6;
[x,xfft,kappax,kappaxfft] = xkappa(xc,dx);
kappay = 0;
h = 20e−6;
beamconfig = 'bounced';
%% Modulation Signal
y = 0.5 + 0.5*sign(cos(2*pi*f0*top));
y s = fftshift(y); % shifted
Y s = dt*fft(y s); % shifted, scaled
Y = fftshift(Y s);
omega = 2*pi*f;
%% SAMPLE SETUP
% The structure SAMPLE has the following format: each row represents a
% layer of the sample. There are three columns, which are the SAMPLE
% NAME (string), LAYER THICKNESS (double), and THERMAL BOUNDARY
% RESISTANCE (double) of the lower interface (i.e., between layers J and
% J+1). For example, a 100 nm silica film with a thermal boundary
% resistance of 1e−8 mˆ2 K/W between it and a silicon substrate is
% defined by
% 'silica' 100e−9 1e−8
% 'silicon' Inf 0
% The last boundary resistance is inconsequential, as the substrate− −
% and thus the boundary resistance− −is assumed to be an infinite
% dustance apart.
%
% A minimum of two layers must defined, each of infinite extent (i.e.,
% the sample is bounded). If only two layers are defined, the sample is
% a bulk system.
sampletype = 'bulk steel';
% sampletype = 'SiO2 film on Si';
% MATERIAL THICKNESS THERMAL BOUNDARY RESISTANCE
switch sampletype
case 'bulk steel'
sample = {
% ambient medium242
'air' Inf 0
% substrate
'steel' Inf 0
};
case 'bulk iron'
sample = {
% ambient medium
'air' Inf 0
% substrate
'iron' Inf 0
};
case 'SiO2 film on Si'
sample = {
% ambient medium
'air' Inf 0
% thin films
'Au' 100e−9 1e−7
'silica' 1e−6 1e−7
% substrate
'Si' Inf 0
};
end
%% Build z vector
[N,dum] = size(sample); % Extract the number of layers
L = [sample{:,2}]; % sample{j,2};
L(find(isinf(L))) = 0; % Change Infs to 0...
Z = cumsum(−L(1:end−1));
zmax = 600e−6;
% zmin = −200e−6;
Nz = 3; % per layer
% "bottom up" building scheme
zp = []; z = []; jvec = [];
for j = N:−1:1
switch j
case N
zlocal = −fliplr([0,logspace(−9,log10(zmax),Nz−1)]);
zp = [zp,zlocal];
z = [z,zlocal+Z(j−1)];
jvec = [jvec, j*ones(1,Nz)];
case 1
zlocal = [0,logspace(−9,log10(zmax),Nz−1)];
zp = [zp,zlocal];
z = [z,zlocal];
jvec = [jvec, j*ones(1,Nz)];
otherwise
zlocal = −[logspace(log10(L(j)),−9,Nz−1), 0];
zp = [zp,zlocal];
z = [z,zlocal+Z(j−1)];
jvec = [jvec, j*ones(1,Nz)];
end
end
experiment.z = z;
experiment.zp = zp;
experiment.jvec = jvec;
Nz = N*100; % per layer
% Lookup the properties for each of these layers
for j = 1:N
matname{j} = sample{j,1};
∆(j) = sample{j,2};
R(j) = sample{j,3};
[kxx(j),kyy(j),kzz(j),cp(j),rho(j),C(j),T(j), ...
... lambda(j),nc(j),alpha(j),dndT(j)] = matlib(matname{j});
end243
%% Spatial Frequency Filtering
filtering = false;
if filtering
% Generate a filter
Nfiltpts = 10;
w1 = 1/(Nfiltpts*dx); % [Hz] cutoff frequency
w0 = 1/dx; % [S/s] sample rate Nyquist spatial frequency of data set
wn = 2*w1/w0;
N = 2;
[filterb,filtera] = butter(N,wn);
end
%% Monte Carlo Setup
nextiteration = true;
count = 0;
Nmc = 10;
for imc = 1:Nmc
% while nextiteration
clear Fguess sguess bestguess
count = 1;
% flist = f;
% S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S
% Parameter Estimate Variables
params = {
% name truth low high a priori sigmas
% PRIMARY (no prior information, i.e., diffuse prior)
'kxx(2)' kxx(2) 1e−2 1e3 1 Inf
'kzz(2)' kzz(2) 1e−2 1e3 1 Inf
% 'kxx(3)' kxx(3) 1e−2 1e3 1 Inf
% 'kzz(3)' kzz(3) 1e−2 1e3 1 Inf
% 'R(3)' R(3) 1e−12 1e−5 1e−6 Inf
% SECONDARY (some prior information developed sometimes)
'h' h 1e−12 1e−4 h 0.5e−6
'wh' wh 1e−7 1e−3 wh 0.5e−6
'wp' wp 1e−7 1e−3 wp 0.5e−6
'reflh' reflh 1e−9 0.999 reflh 0.00001
};
% S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S
% domain = 'normal';
domain = 'log';
switch domain
case 'normal'
sname = char(params(:,1));
strue = cell2mat(params(:,2));
smin = cell2mat(params(:,3));
smax = cell2mat(params(:,4));
Ns = length(strue);
case 'log'
strue = log10(cell2mat(params(:,2)));
smin = log10(cell2mat(params(:,3)));
smax = log10(cell2mat(params(:,4)));
Ns = length(strue);
sname = [repmat('log ',Ns,1),char(params(:,1))];
end
%% Generate data
Nd = 0;
Gammadinv vec = [];
for il = 1:length(flist)
f = flist(il);
m = model(strue,sname);
error = 0.0002; % 0.01;
[datavec,Gammadinvmat,Chol Gammadinvmat] = sortdata(m,error);244
data{il} = datavec;
Nd = Nd + length(datavec);
Gammadinv{il} = Gammadinvmat;
Chol Gammadinv{il} = Chol Gammadinvmat;
Gammadinv vec = [Gammadinv vec; diag(Gammadinvmat)];
end
%% Prior information
iterative = false;
if ¬iterative | isempty(shat) | cond(Gammashat) > 1/eps
disp('Using pre−defined prior information.');
switch domain
case 'normal'
s0 = cell2mat(params(:,5));
case 'log'
s0 = log10(cell2mat(params(:,5)));
end
sigmas = cell2mat(params(:,6));
Gammas0inv = diag(sigmas.ˆ−2);
Chol Gammas0inv = diag(sigmas.ˆ−1);
else
disp('Using iterative prior information.');
s0 = shat{imc−1};
Gammas0inv = pinv(Gammashat);
Chol Gammas0inv = chol(Gammas0inv);
end
Gammas0inv vec = diag(Gammas0inv);
%% BEGIN ESTIMATION
% Initial Monte Carlo estimation of the best fit; used to select the best
% bet.
Nmc2 = 30;
% BEGIN MONTE CARLO "BEST ESTIMATE" LOOP
for imc2 = 1:Nmc2;
% INITIAL GUESS S(1)
for is = 1:Ns;
if sigmas(is,1) == Inf
% It's a primary estimation variable... need to let it be
% random on the interval from SMIN to SMAX
sguess{imc2}(is,1) = randab(smin(is,1),smax(is,1),1,1);
% Initial guess
else
% It's a secondary estimation variable... use the prior
% estimate as the starting point
sguess{imc2}(is,1) = s0(is,1); % Initial guess
end
end
nuw = objfunc MAP2(sguess{imc2});
Fguess(imc2,1) = 0.5*nuw.'*nuw;
end % "BEST ESTIMATE" MONTE CARLO LOOP − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − −*
bestguess = find( Fguess == min(Fguess) );
s1{imc} = sguess{bestguess};
s1{imc} = 1.01*strue;
% imc = 1;
% Nmc = 1;
%% ESTIMATE!!!
% I like the BFGS quasi−Newtonian approach of FMINCON and the more
% traditional Levenberg−Marquardt approach of LSQNONLIN.
method = 'lsqnonlin'; % lsqnonlin fmincon fminsearch fminunc
MaxIter = 50;
MaxFunEvals = MaxIter*Ns;
TolX = 1e−4;245
TolFun = 1e−4;
Display = 'iter';
tic;
% keyboard
switch method
case 'fmincon';
% FMINCON
options = optimset('fmincon');
optnew = optimset(options,'LargeScale','off','MaxIter',MaxIter,...
... 'MaxFunEvals',MaxFunEvals,'TolX',TolX,'TolFun',TolFun,...
... 'display',Display);
[shati{imc},Fhati{imc},exitflag,output,lambda,grad{imc},...
...hessian{imc}] = fmincon(@objfunc MAP,s1{imc},[],[],[],[], ...
...smin,smax,[],optnew);
Cov = inv(grad{imc}'*grad{imc})
case 'lsqnonlin';
% LSQNONLIN
options = optimset('lsqnonlin');
optnew = optimset(options,'LevenbergMarquardt','on',...
'LargeScale','off','MaxIter',MaxIter,'MaxFunEvals',MaxFunEvals,...
'TolX',TolX,'TolFun',TolFun,'display',Display);
[shati{imc},resnorm{imc},fveci{imc},exitflag,output,lambda, ...
... grad{imc}] = lsqnonlin(@objfunc MAP2,s1{imc},[],[],optnew);
Fhati{imc} = resnorm{imc};
Jw = grad{imc};
hessian{imc} = full(Jw.'*Jw);
Cov = inv(hessian{imc})
case 'fminsearch';
% FMINSEARCH
options = optimset('fminsearch');
optnew = optimset(options,'MaxIter',MaxIter,'MaxFunEvals',MaxFunEvals,...
...'TolX',TolX,'TolFun',TolFun,'display',Display);
[shati{imc},Fhati{imc},exitflag,output] = ...
... fminsearch(@objfunc MAP,s1{imc},optnew);
grad{imc} = zeros(Ns,1);
Cov = eye(Ns);
case 'fminunc';
% FMINUNC
options = optimset('fminunc');
optnew = optimset(options,'LargeScale','off','MaxIter',MaxIter,...
...'MaxFunEvals',MaxFunEvals,'TolX',TolX,'TolFun',TolFun,...
...'display',Display);
[shati{imc},Fhati{imc},exitflag,output,grad{imc},hessian{imc}] = ...
... fminunc(@objfunc MAP,s1{imc},optnew);
Cov = inv(hessian{imc});
end
disp(sprintf(' Elapsed time: %g s',toc));
switch domain
case 'normal'
shat{imc} = shati{imc};
case 'log'
shat{imc} = 10.ˆshati{imc};
end
% Fhat = Fhati{imc};
% scaled covariance = Cov;
for is = 1:length(shat{imc});
% sigmashat(is,1) = sqrt(Cov(is,is));
% scaled covariance(is,:) = scaled covariance(is,:)/sigmashat(is,1);
% scaled covariance(:,is) = scaled covariance(:,is)/sigmashat(is,1);
disp(sprintf('%s = %g; sguess = %g.',...
deblank(sname(is,:)),shat{imc}(is,1),s1{imc}(is,1)));
end
% disp('Scaled covariance matrix:')
% disp(scaled covariance);
end246
%% Post−processing
XX = cell2mat(shat);
Fhat = cell2mat(Fhati);
badconvergence = find(Fhat > 1.25*min(Fhat));
bestconvergence = find(min(Fhat) == Fhat);
Fhat(badconvergence) = [];
x(:,badconvergence) = [];
Gammashat all = cov(XX.')
shat all = mean(XX.')
scaled covariance = Gammashat all;
disp('Final Monte Carlo statistics');
for is = 1:Ns;
sigmashat(is,1) = sqrt(scaled covariance(is,is));
scaled covariance(is,:) = scaled covariance(is,:)/sigmashat(is,1);
scaled covariance(:,is) = scaled covariance(:,is)/sigmashat(is,1);
disp(sprintf('%s = %g +/− %g',deblank(char(params(is,1))),...
shat all(is),sigmashat(is,1)));
end
disp('Scaled covariance matrix:')
disp(scaled covariance);
% domain = 'normal';
Nf = length(flist);
mplot = [];
dplot = [];
xplot = [];
% Loop over all of the data sets
for il = 1:Nf
f = flist(il);
mhat = model(shati{bestconvergence},sname);
% m = model(s,sname);
mplot = [mplot(:); mhat(:)];
d = data{il};
dplot = [dplot(:); d(:)];
xplot = [xplot(:); x(:); x(:); x(:); x(:)];
end
plot(xplot,dplot,'ok',interp(xplot,5),interp(mplot,5),'−r');
xlabel('\itx\rm (m)');
ylabel('\itV\rm (V)');
legend({'\bfd\rm = \bfm\rm(\bfs\it {true}\rm) + \bfn',...
'\bfm\rm(\bfs\it {hat}\rm)'},0);
drawnow;
printfigure = false;
if printfigure;
set(gcf,'PaperType','USLetter')
set(gcf, 'PaperPositionMode', 'manual');
set(gcf, 'PaperUnits', 'inches');
set(gcf, 'PaperPosition', [1.5 1.5 5.75 4.25]);
print −r600 −dpdf freq2.pdf
print −r600 −dmeta freq2.emf
end
% keyboard
design of experiments = false;
if design of experiments
%ˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆ%
% BEGIN DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS %
% − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − −%
% Pseudocode
% 1) Decide on the variable or variables that are of interest
% 2) Set the bounds and initial guess for each of these values
% 3) ...247
% Load in the respective properties...
% Q − experiment parameters
% R − primary parameters with respect to which the experiment is
% optimized
% R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R
% Experimental Design Sensitivity Variables
paramr = {
% name truth low high a priori sigmar
% 'kxx(3)' kxx(3) 1e−2 1e3 1 Inf
% 'kzz(3)' kzz(3) 1e−2 1e3 1 Inf
'R(3)' R(3) 1e−12 1e−5 1e−6 Inf
};
switch domain
case 'normal'
rname = char(paramr(:,1));
rtrue = cell2mat(paramr(:,2));
rmin = cell2mat(paramr(:,3));
rmax = cell2mat(paramr(:,4));
Nr = length(rtrue);
case 'log'
rtrue = log10(cell2mat(paramr(:,2)));
rmin = log10(cell2mat(paramr(:,3)));
rmax = log10(cell2mat(paramr(:,4)));
Nr = length(rtrue);
rname = [repmat('log ',Nr,1),char(paramr(:,1))];
end
% R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R
% Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q
% Experimental Design Variables
paramq = {
% name truth low high a priori sigmaq
% SECONDARY
'f' f 1e−1 1e6 f Inf
'h' h 1e−12 1e−4 h Inf
'wh' wh 1e−7 1e−4 wh Inf
'wp' wp 1e−7 1e−4 wp Inf
};
switch domain
case 'normal'
qname = char(paramq(:,1));
qtrue = cell2mat(paramq(:,2));
qmin = cell2mat(paramq(:,3));
qmax = cell2mat(paramq(:,4));
Nq = length(qtrue);
case 'log'
qtrue = log10(cell2mat(paramq(:,2)));
qmin = log10(cell2mat(paramq(:,3)));
qmax = log10(cell2mat(paramq(:,4)));
Nq = length(qtrue);
qname = [repmat('log ',Nq,1),char(paramq(:,1))];
end
% Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q
% Initial Monte Carlo estimation of the best fit; used to select the best
% bet.
Nmc = 300;
% BEGIN MONTE CARLO "BEST ESTIMATE" LOOP
for imc = 1:Nmc;
% INITIAL GUESS S(1)248
for iq = 1:Nq;
qguess{imc}(iq,1) = randab(qmin(iq,1),qmax(iq,1),1,1); % Initial guess
end
Fguess(imc,1) = objfunc DOE(qguess{imc},rtrue);
end % "BEST ESTIMATE" MONTE CARLO LOOP − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − −*
bestguess = find( Fguess == min(Fguess) );
Nmc = 1; imc = 1;
q1{imc} = qguess{bestguess};
% keyboard
% ESTIMATE!!!
% I like the BFGS quasi−Newtonian approach of FMINCON
method = 'fmincon';
MaxIter = 100;
MaxFunEvals = MaxIter*(Nq+Nr);
TolX = 1e−6;
TolFun = 1e−6;
Display = 'iter';
tic;
switch method
case 'fmincon';
% FMINCON
options = optimset('fmincon');
optnew = optimset(options,'LargeScale','off','MaxIter',...
...MaxIter,'MaxFunEvals',MaxFunEvals,'TolX',TolX,...
...'TolFun',TolFun,'display',Display);
[qhati{imc},Fhati{imc},exitflag,output,lambda,grad{imc},...
...hessian{imc}] = fmincon(@objfunc DOE,q1{imc},[],[],...
[],[],qmin,qmax,[],optnew,rtrue);
case 'fminsearch';
% FMINSEARCH
options = optimset('fminsearch');
optnew = optimset(options,'MaxIter',MaxIter,'MaxFunEvals',...
...MaxFunEvals,'TolX',TolX,'TolFun',TolFun,'display',Display);
[qhati{imc},Fhati{imc},exitflag,output] = ...
...fminsearch(@objfunc DOE,q1{imc},optnew,rtrue);
grad{imc} = zeros(Ns,1);
hessian{imc} = zeros(Ns,Ns);
case 'fminunc';
% FMINUNC
options = optimset('fminunc');
optnew = optimset(options,'LargeScale','off','MaxIter',...
...MaxIter,'MaxFunEvals',MaxFunEvals,'TolX',TolX,'TolFun',...
...TolFun,'display',Display);
[qhati{imc},Fhati{imc},exitflag,output,grad{imc},...
...hessian{imc}] = fminunc(@objfunc DOE,q1{imc},optnew,rtrue);
end
disp(sprintf(' Elapsed time: %g s',toc));
for iq = 1:Nq;
disp(sprintf('%s = %g; qguess = %g.',deblank(qname(iq,5:end)),...
...10.ˆ(qhati{imc}(iq,1)),10.ˆ(q1{imc}(iq,1))));
end
% − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − −%
% END DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS %
%ˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆ%
% USER DIALOG
% Ask user if he/she wants to continue
button = questdlg('Do you want to continue?',...
'Continue Operation','Yes','No','Shoot Me','No');
if strcmp(button,'Yes')
disp('Carrying on...')
% Prompt for which variable you want to optimize with respect to
prompt = {'Enter experiment variable:'};249
dlg title = 'Input for peaks function';
num lines= 1;
def = {'R(3)'};
answer = inputdlg(prompt,dlg title,num lines,def);
nextiteration = true;
elseif strcmp(button,'No')
disp('Ending program...')
nextiteration = false;
elseif strcmp(button,'Help')
disp('Sorry, no one can help you now.')
nextiteration = false;
end
s = shat;
end
% The final act
endtime = datestr(now);
disp(sprintf('Program started at %s, ended at %s.',starttime,endtime));
% profile viewer
dbclear all;
keyboard
%
% fin
%ˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆ
F.2.2 xkappa.m
This subroutine builds the real and Fourier space vectors used in the FFT calcu-
lations.
%% xkappa
function [x,xfft,kappa,kappafft] = xkappa(x c,dx);
% XKAPPA Build real− and Fourier−space vectors.
% XKAPPA takes the input scan details (maximum extent XC and step
% size DX) and creates the real−space scan vector X and the Fourier−space
% wavenumber vector KAPPA.
%
% X and KAPPA are returned with the "natural" alignment, i.e., with the
% origin in the center of the vector. These vectors are built in the
% Fourier transform convention, where the endpoints are assumed to be
% identical, such that Y(XC) == Y(−XC), thus the X = XC point is dropped
% in this convention: X = DX*(−N/2:N/2−1).
%
% XFFT and KAPPAFFT are the Fourier transform−vectorized forms of X and
% KAPPA, respectively.
%
% [X,XFFT,KAPPA,KAPPAFFT] = XKAPPA(XC,DX) returns X and KAPPA vectors.
% ... = XKAPPA(XC,2*XC/N) is used if XC and N are known.
% ... = XKAPPA(N*DX/2,DX) is used if DX and N are known.
%
% See also BEAM DEFLECTION.
%
N = 2*x c/dx; % Number of points
x = [−N/2:N/2−1]*dx; % Real space coordinate system
xfft = fftshift(x); % Shift to the vectorized form needed by FFT
%250
qc = 1/(2*dx); % Nyquist critical sampling spatial frequency
dq = 2*qc/N; % Spatial frequency interval
q = [−N/2:N/2−1]*dq; % Inverse space coords
%
kappa = 2*pi*q; % Transform spatial freq to a wavenumber
kappafft = fftshift(kappa); % Shift to the vectorized form needed by FFT
F.2.3 model.m
The model.m subroutine builds a single vector of the beam deﬂections for a given
set of experimental conditions.
%% model
% BEAM DEFLECTION SIMULATION FUNCTION
function m = model(s,sname);
global f kappaxfft N kxx kyy kzz C alpha P0 Ph wh reflh ...
...∆ R h wp Pp A dx nc dndT beamconfig filtera filterb filtering
% s = Dinv*s;
% "Deal" the values for the s parameter
Ns = length(s);
for is = 1:Ns
assigns(sname(is,:),s(is));
end
% Calculate coefficients
P1 = (1−reflh).*P0;
[Ph] = optabs(P1,∆,alpha); % Layer by layer heating beam power
[g,Lambda] = LambdaPi(f,kappaxfft,0,N,kxx,kyy,kzz,C,alpha,Ph,wh,'Fourier');
[u,d] = coeffs(f,kappaxfft,0,N,Lambda,g,∆,kzz,R,alpha);
[horizvolt,vertvolt] = pspdoutput2(h,wp,Pp,A,kappaxfft,dx,u,...
...Lambda,alpha,nc,dndT,beamconfig);
if filtering
% Apply the filter
filtretan = filtfilt(filterb,filtera,real(horizvolt));
filtimtan = filtfilt(filterb,filtera,imag(horizvolt));
filtrenorm = filtfilt(filterb,filtera,real(vertvolt));
filtimnorm = filtfilt(filterb,filtera,imag(vertvolt));
vertvolt = complex(filtrenorm,filtimnorm);
horizvolt = complex(filtretan,filtimtan);
end
m = [
real(horizvolt(:))
imag(horizvolt(:))
real(vertvolt(:))
imag(vertvolt(:))
];251
F.2.4 objfunc MAP.m
This subroutine is the objective function for the Maximum A Posteriori estimator.
%% OBJFUNC MAP
% MAXIMUM A POSTERIORI FIGURE OF MERIT FUNCTION
function F = objfunc MAP(s)
global x data flist f s0 Gammadinv Gammas0inv smin smax strace Ftrace domain sname
strace(:,end+1) = s;
% M = Misfit function over all data sets
% This hold since we assume the experiments are uncorrelated; the
% off−diagonal terms between subsequent experiments are identically zero.
Nf = length(flist);
mplot = [];
dplot = [];
xplot = [];
% Loop over all of the data sets
for il = 1:Nf
f = flist(il);
m = model(s,sname);
mplot = [mplot(:); m(:)];
d = data{il};
dplot = [dplot(:); d(:)];
xplot = [xplot(:); x(:); x(:); x(:); x(:)];
n = m − d;
M(il) = n.'*Gammadinv{il}*n;
end
plot(xplot,dplot,'+k',xplot,mplot,'.r');
drawnow;
% S = Preference function
switch domain
case 'normal'
S = (s − s0).'*Gammas0inv*(s − s0);
case 'log'
S = (10.ˆs − 10.ˆs0).'*Gammas0inv*(10.ˆs − 10.ˆs0);
end
% Z = Constraint function
% Z = logpentaltyfunc(s,smin,smax);
% F = Maximum a posteriori figure of merit function
F = sum(M) + S ;
Ftrace(:,end+1) = F;
% End of objfunc map
F.2.5 plotdata.m
This subroutine plots the model output (m) and the corresponding data (d).
function plotdata(d,m);
global x
Nd = length(d);
% real(horizvolt(:))252
% imag(horizvolt(:))
% real(vertvolt(:))
% imag(vertvolt(:))
X = repmat(x,4,1);
D = reshape(d,4,Nd/4);
M = reshape(m,4,Nd/4);
plot(X.',D.','.k',X.',M.','−r');
drawnow;
if Nf == 1
% dont need to do anything
elseif Nf ≤ 3
subplot(3,1,il);
elseif Nf ≤ 6 && Nf > 3
subplot(3,2,il);
else
subplot(3,3,il);
end
if il == 1; title(sprintf('s = %g ',s.')); end;
drawnow;
end
F.2.6 objfunc MAP2.m
This subroutine is an alternative objective function for the Maximum A Posteriori
estimator.
%% OBJFUNC MAP2
% MAXIMUM A POSTERIORI FIGURE OF MERIT FUNCTION
function mapresidual = objfunc MAP2(s)
global x data flist f s0 Gammadinv Gammas0inv ...
Chol Gammadinv Chol Gammas0inv smin smax strace Ftrace domain sname
strace(:,end+1) = s;
% M = Misfit function over all data sets
% This holds since we assume the experiments are uncorrelated; the
% off−diagonal terms between subsequent experiments are identically zero.
Nf = length(flist);
mplot = [];
dplot = [];
xplot = [];
misfit = [];
preference = [];
% Loop over all of the data sets
for il = 1:Nf
f = flist(il);
m = model(s,sname);
mplot = [mplot(:); m(:)];
d = data{il};
dplot = [dplot(:); d(:)];
xplot = [xplot(:); x(:); x(:); x(:); x(:)];
n = m − d;
M(il) = n.'*Gammadinv{il}*n;
% L d = chol(Gammadinv{il});
misfiti{il} = n.'*Chol Gammadinv{il}.';
misfit = [misfit(:); misfiti{il}(:)];
end
plot(xplot,dplot,'+k',xplot,mplot,'−r');253
drawnow;
% S = Preference function
% L s0 = chold(Gammas0inv);
switch domain
case 'normal'
S = (s − s0).'*Gammas0inv*(s − s0);
preference = (s − s0).'*Chol Gammas0inv.';
case 'log'
S = (10.ˆs − 10.ˆs0).'*Gammas0inv*(10.ˆs − 10.ˆs0);
preference = (10.ˆs − 10.ˆs0).'*Chol Gammas0inv.';
end
% Z = Constraint function
% Z = logpentaltyfunc(s,smin,smax);
mapresidual = [ misfit(:); preference(:)];
% F = Maximum a posteriori figure of merit function
F = sum(M) + S ;
Ftrace(:,end+1) = F;
% End of objfunc map
F.2.7 objfunc LSQ.m
This function deﬁnes a least squares objective function with a vectorized output
that, when an inner product is taken with itself, gives the traditional scalar result.
%% LSQOBJFUNC
% LEAST SQUARES MAXIMUM A POSTERIORI FIGURE OF MERIT FUNCTION)
function fvec = objfunc LSQ(s)
% objfunc MAP
global x data flist f s0 Gammadinv Gammas0inv smin smax strace Ftrace domain sname
strace(:,end+1) = s;
% M = Misfit function over all data sets
% This hold since we assume the experiments are uncorrelated; the
% off−diagonal terms between subsequent experiments are identically zero.
fvec = [];
% Loop over all of the data sets
Nf = length(flist);
for il = 1:Nf;
f = flist(il);
m = model(s,sname);
d = data{il};
Nx = length(d);
if Nf ≤ 3
subplot(3,1,il);
elseif Nf ≤ 6 && Nf > 3
subplot(3,2,il);
else
subplot(3,3,il);
end
n = m − d;
fff = sqrt(Gammadinv{il})*n;
fvec(end+1:end+Nx,1) = fff;
plot(1:Nx,fff);254
% plot(1:Nx,d,'.k',1:Nx,m,'−r');
if il == 1; title(sprintf('s = %g ',s.')); end;
pause(eps);
end
% S = Preference function
Ns = length(s);
switch domain
case 'normal'
fvec(end+1:end+Ns,1) = sqrt(Gammas0inv)*(s − s0);
case 'log'
fvec(end+1:end+Ns,1) = sqrt(Gammas0inv)*(10.ˆs − 10.ˆs0);
end
% F = Maximum a posteriori figure of merit function
Ftrace(:,end+1) = (fvec.'*fvec);
F.2.8 objfunc DOE.m
This subroutine is an objective function for design of experiments (DoE) calcula-
tions.
%% objfunc DOE
function F = objfunc DOE(q,r)
%
X = Xfunc(q,r);
Xi = X.'*X;
if Xi < realmin
Xi = realmin;
end
F = −log10(det(Xi));
%=========================================================================%
%% XFUNC (SENSITIVITY MATRIX PROGRAM)
function X = Xfunc(q,r)
global qname rname domain
%
Nq = length(q);
for iq = 1:Nq
assigns(qname(iq,:),q(iq));
end
Nr = length(r);
m0 = model(r,rname);
% msum = sum(abs(m0));
% if msum == 0;
% keyboard
% end
switch domain
case 'normal'
for ir = 1:Nr
rplus = r;
eps r = 0.001;
if rplus(ir) == 0;
dr = eps;
else
dr = eps r*rplus(ir);
end255
rplus(ir) = rplus(ir) + dr;
mplus = model(rplus,rname);
dmdr = (mplus − m0)/dr;
X(:,ir) = dmdr; %/msumr(ir)*
end
case 'log'
for ir = 1:Nr
rplus = 10.ˆr;
eps r = 0.001;
if rplus(ir) == 0;
dr = eps;
else
dr = eps r*rplus(ir);
end
rplus(ir) = rplus(ir) + dr;
mplus = model(log10(rplus),rname);
dmdr = (mplus − m0)/dr;
X(:,ir) = dmdr; %(10.ˆ(r(ir)))*/msum
end
end
F.2.9 assigns.m
assigns.m is a utility routine that assigns values in value to the parameters deﬁned
by name.
function assigns(name,value)
% ASSIGNS Assign value to the parameter value
% [KXX,KZZ,RB,H,WH,WP] = ASSIGNS(NAME,VALUE) assigns VALUE to the
% thermal parameters determined by NAME of the parameter.
%
% See also MODELDIFF.
% Written by Jason Foley on 24 June 2004
global kxx kzz R reflh h wh wp f
name = deblank(name);
switch name
case {'kxx(2)'};
kxx(2) = value;
case {'log kxx(2)'};
kxx(2) = 10.ˆ(value);
case {'kzz(2)'};
kzz(2) = value;
case {'log kzz(2)'};
kzz(2) = 10.ˆ(value);
case {'kxx(3)'};
kxx(3) = value;
case {'log kxx(3)'};
kxx(3) = 10.ˆ(value);
case {'kzz(3)'};
kzz(3) = value;
case {'log kzz(3)'};
kzz(3) = 10.ˆ(value);256
case {'kxx(4)'};
kxx(4) = value;
case {'log kxx(4)'};
kxx(4) = 10.ˆ(value);
case {'kzz(2)'};
kzz(2) = value;
case {'log kzz(4)'};
kzz(4) = 10.ˆ(value);
case {'R(2)'};
R(2) = value;
case {'log R(2)'};
R(2) = 10.ˆ(value);
case {'R(3)'};
R(3) = value;
case {'log R(3)'};
R(3) = 10.ˆ(value);
case {'R(4)'};
R(4) = value;
case {'log R(4)'};
R(4) = 10.ˆ(value);
case {'h'};
h = value;
case {'log h'};
h = 10.ˆ(value);
case {'wh'};
wh = value;
case {'log wh'};
wh = 10.ˆ(value);
case {'wp'};
wp = value;
case {'log wp'};
wp = 10.ˆ(value);
case {'reflh'};
reflh = value;
case {'log reflh'};
reflh = 10.ˆ(value);
case {'f'};
f = value;
case {'log f'};
f = 10.ˆ(value);
otherwise
error('The variable assignment code asplode. Reload? (yes/no/dream on)');
end
% Everything is gone;
% Your life's work has been destroyed.
% Squeeze trigger (yes/no)?257
F.2.10 sortdata.m
This utility function, sortdata.m, performs a series of resizing, interleaving, and
noise-adding functions on a data input (m).
function [data,Gammadinv,Chol Gammadinv] = sortdata(m,error)
% SYNTHESIZE RANDOM ERROR
Nm = length(m);
% m = [
% real(horizvolt(:))
% imag(horizvolt(:))
% real(vertvolt(:))
% imag(vertvolt(:))
% ];
retan = m(1:Nm/4);
imtan = m(Nm/4 + 1:Nm/2);
renorm = m(Nm/2 + 1:3*Nm/4);
imnorm = m(3*Nm/4 + 1:end);
horizvolt = complex(retan,imtan);
vertvolt = complex(renorm,imnorm);
maxvalue = max(abs([ horizvolt(:); vertvolt(:) ]));
hierror = error.*maxvalue.*randn(size(horizvolt));
hrerror = error.*maxvalue.*randn(size(horizvolt));
vierror = error.*maxvalue.*randn(size(vertvolt));
vrerror = error.*maxvalue.*randn(size(vertvolt));
horizvolt = horizvolt + complex(hrerror,hierror);
vertvolt = vertvolt + complex(vrerror,vierror);
retan = real(horizvolt);
imtan = imag(horizvolt);
renorm = real(vertvolt);
imnorm = imag(vertvolt);
% Nx = length(m)/4;
% numsamplepts = 25;
% index = [1:numsamplepts,Nx−numsamplepts:Nx];
errfactor = 1;
retansigma = errfactor*std(hierror);
imtansigma = errfactor*std(hrerror);
renormsigma = errfactor*std(vierror);
imnormsigma = errfactor*std(vrerror);
sigmadvec = [
retansigma*ones(length(retan),1)
imtansigma*ones(length(imtan),1)
renormsigma*ones(length(renorm),1)
imnormsigma*ones(length(imnorm),1)
];
% Gammadinv = diag(sigmadvec.ˆ−2);
ndtotal = length(sigmadvec);
Gammadinv = sparse([1:ndtotal],[1:ndtotal],sigmadvec.ˆ−2);
% Chol Gammadinv = diag(sigmadvec.ˆ−1);
Chol Gammadinv = sparse([1:ndtotal],[1:ndtotal],sigmadvec.ˆ−1);258
datavec = [
real(horizvolt(:))
imag(horizvolt(:))
real(vertvolt(:))
imag(vertvolt(:))
];
data = datavec(:);
F.2.11 conﬁnt2.m
This subroutine generates a 2D contour plot of the conﬁdence intervals for two
variables with a known covariance.
function [] = confint2(x,Covx,varargin);
% CONFINT2
% 2−D contour plot of confidence intervals from the estimates
% and covariance matrix, assuming a Gaussian distribution.
%
% X is the best estimate, and COVX is the calculated covariance
% matrix. X0, if provided, is the a priori estimate.
%
% CONFINT2(X,COVX)
% CONFINT2(X,COVX,X0) marks the a priori (typically the "true")
% value with a line and '+'.
%
% See also CONFINT.
%
Nx = length(x);
x = x(:);
for ix1 = 1:Nx−1;
for ix2 = ix1+1:Nx;
% calculate the standard deviations
sigmax1 = sqrt(Covx(ix1,ix1));
sigmax2 = sqrt(Covx(ix2,ix2));
%
Nstddev = 2;
xcont = x;
Nmesh = 101;
x1 = linspace(x(ix1,1)−2*sigmax1,x(ix1,1)+2*sigmax1,Nmesh);
x2 = linspace(x(ix2,1)−2*sigmax2,x(ix2,1)+2*sigmax2,Nmesh);
[xx1,xx2] = meshgrid(x1,x2);
Covxnu(1,1) = Covx(ix1,ix1);
Covxnu(1,2) = Covx(ix1,ix2);
Covxnu(2,1) = Covx(ix2,ix1);
Covxnu(2,2) = Covx(ix2,ix2);
for ir = 1:Nmesh
for ic = 1:Nmesh
xnu = [x1(ir);x2(ic)];
xref = [x(ix1,1);x(ix2,1)];
FF(ir,ic) = 0.5*(xnu − xref).'*pinv(Covxnu)*(xnu − xref);
end
end
%259
% calculate the erf of the "straying" from the minimum
% if length(x) == 2
pdfF = erf( sqrt(FF − min(min(FF)) ));
pdfconts = erf ( (1:4)/sqrt(2) );
% elseif length(x) == 3
% pdfF =
% pdfconts = 2.3
% end
figure;
set(gcf,'DefaultPatchLineStyle','−');
[cs,h] = contour(xx1,xx2,pdfF,pdfconts,'−k');
clabel(cs,h,'fontsize',8);
hline(x(ix2,1),'−−k');
vline(x(ix1,1),'−−k');
xlabel(['\itx\rm {',int2str(ix1),'}']);
ylabel(['\itx\rm {',int2str(ix2),'}']);
% If you want to, put in the error bars for the inidvidual
% estimates... they should tangentially intersect the 68.3%
% confidence interval
hold on;
% top +x2, −x1 to x1
plot( [x(ix1,1)−sigmax1 x(ix1,1)+sigmax1],...
[x(ix2,1)+sigmax2 x(ix2,1)+sigmax2],':k');
% bottom −x2, −x1 to x1
plot( [x(ix1,1)−sigmax1 x(ix1,1)+sigmax1],...
[x(ix2,1)−sigmax2 x(ix2,1)−sigmax2],':k');
% right +x1, −x2 to x2
plot( [x(ix1,1)+sigmax1 x(ix1,1)+sigmax1],...
[x(ix2,1)−sigmax2 x(ix2,1)+sigmax2],':k');
% left −x1, −x2 to x2
plot( [x(ix1,1)−sigmax1 x(ix1,1)−sigmax1],...
[x(ix2,1)−sigmax2 x(ix2,1)+sigmax2],':k');
% % Annotate with best estimates...
% Ax = axis(gca);
% Dx = 0.02*(Ax(2) − Ax(1));
% Dy = 0.03*(Ax(4) − Ax(3));
% text(x(ix1,1) + Dx,x(ix2,1) + Dy,'\bfx');
% Dy = 0.04*(Ax(4) − Ax(3));
% text(x(ix1,1) + Dx,x(ix2,1) + Dy,'\ˆ');
% if nargin > 2
% x0 = varargin{1};
% x0 = x0(:);
% % ...and true values
% plot(x0(ix1,1),x0(ix2,1),'+k');
% text(x0(ix1,1) + Dx,x0(ix2,1),'\bfx\rm {0}');
% end
end
end
F.2.12 coeﬀs.m
The coeffs.m subroutine is the heart of the PDS code used in this thesis. It per-
forms the calculations of the temperature coeﬃcients for all layers simultaneously,
which are output as vectors u and d. Correspondingly, this portion of the code
carries most of the computational overhead of the PDS simulations. Best practices260
for the Matlab language, such as preallocation and vectorized calculation, are used
to the maximum extent practical.
function [u,d] = coeffs(f,kappax,kappay,N,Lambda,g,∆,kzz,R,alpha);
% COEFFS Temperature coefficient generation program.
% The function COEFFS determineas the coefficients for the solution to the
% differential equations (temeprature or beam deflection) for a system
% with an arbitrary number of layers (N) and several types of boundary
% conditions (including ideal insulation and heat sinks).
%
% (Note: This code is accelerated.)
%
% See also NUW, MODEL DATA.
% Author: Jason R. Foley
% Date: 20 May 2003
i = 1i; % imaginary unit
omega = 2*pi*f; % [rad/s] modulation angular frequency
% Preallocate each array's size (very important for code acceleration)
Nkappax = length(kappax);
Nkappay = length(kappay);
u = zeros(N,Nkappax,Nkappay); % N x Nkappax x Nkappay (3D array)
d = zeros(N,Nkappax,Nkappay); % N x Nkappax x Nkappay (3D array)
method = 'accelnormal';
switch method
case 'test'
L = ∆;
%% Matrix madness
% Calculate the U and D coefficients
% Preallocate each array's size (very important for code acceleration)
% 2N−2 x 2N−2 x Nkappax x Nkappay (4D array)
A = zeros(2*N,2*N,Nkappax,Nkappay);
% Fill the thermal coupling matrix
for j = 1:N
% top = j; % interface number 2, 3, 4...
% bot = top+1;
row = 2*j−1; % first row number 1, 3, 5, 7...
col = 2*j−1; % first col number 1, 3
j = j+1;
switch j
case N+1
A(row,1,:,:) = ones(Nkappax,Nkappay);
A(row+1,col+1,:,:) = ones(Nkappax,Nkappay);
B(row,1,1:Nkappax) = 0;
B(row,1,1:Nkappax) = 0;
otherwise
% Flux
A(row,col,:,:) = kzz(j−1).*Lambda(j−1,:,:).*...
...exp(−Lambda(j−1,:,:) .* L(j−1)); % u(j−1)
A(row,col+1,:,:) = −kzz(j−1).*Lambda(j−1,:,:).*...
...exp(Lambda(j−1,:,:) .* L(j−1)); % d(j−1)
A(row,col+2,:,:) = −kzz(j).*Lambda(j,:,:); % u(j)
A(row,col+3,:,:) = kzz(j).*Lambda(j,:,:); % d(j)
% Temperature
A(row+1,col,:,:) = ( 1 − R(j−1).*kzz(j−1).*Lambda(j−1,:,:) )...
... .*exp(−Lambda(j−1,:,:) .* L(j−1));
A(row+1,col+1,:,:) = ( 1 + R(j−1).*kzz(j−1).*Lambda(j−1,:,:) )...
... .*exp(Lambda(j−1,:,:) .* L(j−1));
A(row+1,col+2,:,:) = −ones(Nkappax,Nkappay);261
A(row+1,col+3,:,:) = −ones(Nkappax,Nkappay);
end
end
for j = 1:Nkappax
for jj = 1:Nkappay
Bvec = B(:,1,j,jj);
% warning off MATLAB:singularMatrix
try
X(:,1,j,jj) = A(:,:,j,jj)\Bvec;
% warning on MATLAB:singularMatrix
% end
% Watch out for thermally "infinite" layers
if any(isnan(X(:,1,j,jj)))
keyboard
error('My code asplode.');
end
catch
X(:,1,j,jj) = pinv(A(:,:,j,jj))*Bvec;
end
d(1:N,j,jj) = X(1:2:2*N,1,j,jj);
u(1:N,j,jj) = X(2:2:2*N,1,j,jj);
end
end
% d(1,:,:) = 0;
% u(N,:,:) = 0;
case 'matrioshka'
% Fill the matrices
for j = 1:N−1
t = j; % interface number 2, 3, 4...
b = t+1;
% Neumann BC's
D(1,1,:,j) = (kzz(t).*Lambda(t,:,:)).*exp(−Lambda(t,:,:).*∆(t));
D(1,2,:,j) = −(kzz(t).*Lambda(t,:,:)).*exp(Lambda(t,:,:).*∆(t));
C(1,1,:,j) = −kzz(b).*Lambda(b,:,:);
C(1,2,:,j) = kzz(b).*Lambda(b,:,:);
%
b(1,1,:,j) = −kzz(t).*alpha(t).*g(t,:,:).*exp(−alpha(t).*∆(t)) + ...
...kzz(b).*alpha(b).*g(b,:,:);
% Robin BC's
D(2,1,:,j) = (1 − R(t).*kzz(t).*Lambda(t,:,:)).*exp(−Lambda(t,:,:).*∆(t));
D(2,2,:,j) = (1 + R(t).*kzz(t).*Lambda(t,:,:)).*exp(Lambda(t,:,:).*∆(t));
C(2,1,:,j) = −1;
C(2,2,:,j) = −1;
%
b(2,1,:,j) = −g(b,:,:) − (1 + R(t).*kzz(t).*alpha(t)).*g(t,:,:).* ...
...exp(−alpha(t).*∆(t));
detD = ( D(1,1,:,j).*D(2,2,:,j) − D(1,2,:,j).*D(2,1,:,j) );
Dinv(:,:,:,j) = [
D(2,2,:,j)./detD −D(1,2,:,j)./detD
−D(2,1,:,j)./detD D(1,1,:,j)./detD
];
A(:,:,:,j,j) = D(:,:,:,j);
A(:,:,:,j,j+1) = C(:,:,:,j);
end
j = N;
C(1,2,:,j) = ones(1,1,Nkappax);;
b(1,1,:,j) = zeros(1,1,Nkappax);
D(2,2,:,j) = ones(1,1,Nkappax);;
b(2,1,:,j) = zeros(1,1,Nkappax);
Dinv(:,:,:,j) = [
D(2,2,:,j)./detD −D(1,2,:,j)./detD
−D(2,1,:,j)./detD D(1,1,:,j)./detD
];262
A(:,:,:,j,j) = D(:,:,:,j);
A(:,:,:,j,1) = C(:,:,:,j);
% Adjust the final row terms
RR = C(:,:,:,N);
for j = 1:N−1
% x Dinv j
RR = (−1).*[
(RR(1,1,:).*Dinv(1,1,:,j) + RR(1,2,:).*Dinv(2,1,:,j)) ...
... (RR(1,1,:).*Dinv(1,2,:,j) + RR(1,2,:).*Dinv(2,2,:,j))
(RR(2,1,:).*Dinv(1,1,:,j) + RR(2,2,:).*Dinv(2,1,:,j)) ...
... (RR(2,1,:).*Dinv(1,2,:,j) + RR(2,2,:).*Dinv(2,2,:,j))
];
% x b j
b(:,1,:,N) = b(:,1,:,N) + [
(RR(1,1,:).*b(1,1,:,j) + RR(1,2,:).*b(2,1,:,j))
(RR(2,1,:).*b(1,1,:,j) + RR(2,2,:).*b(2,1,:,j))
];
% x C j
RR = [
(RR(1,1,:).*C(1,1,:,j) + RR(1,2,:).*C(2,1,:,j)) ...
... (RR(1,1,:).*C(1,2,:,j) + RR(1,2,:).*C(2,2,:,j))
(RR(2,1,:).*C(1,1,:,j) + RR(2,2,:).*C(2,1,:,j)) ...
... (RR(2,1,:).*C(1,2,:,j) + RR(2,2,:).*C(2,2,:,j))
];
end
A(:,:,:,N,N) = RR + D(:,:,:,N);
% Solve for the x's by back−substitution
% Aˆ−1*b
detA = ( A(1,1,:,N,N).*A(2,2,:,N,N) − A(1,2,:,N,N).*A(2,1,:,N,N) );
x(:,1,:,N) = [
( A(2,2,:,N,N).*b(1,1,:,N) − A(1,2,:,N,N).*b(2,1,:,N) )./detA
( −A(2,1,:,N,N).*b(1,1,:,N) + A(1,1,:,N,N).*b(2,1,:,N) )./detA
];
for j = N−1:−1:1
detA = ( A(1,1,:,j,j).*A(2,2,:,j,j) − A(1,2,:,j,j).*A(2,1,:,j,j) );
% b1' = b1 − A11x1 − A12x2
% b2' = b2 − A21x1 − A22x2
x(:,1,:,j) = [
( A(2,2,:,j,j).*( b(1,1,:,j) − A(1,1,:,j,j+1).*x(1,1,:,j+1) − ...
...A(1,2,:,j,j+1).*x(2,1,:,j+1) ) + ...
−A(1,2,:,j,j).*( b(2,1,:,j) − A(2,1,:,j,j+1).*x(1,1,:,j+1) − ...
...A(2,2,:,j,j+1).*x(2,1,:,j+1) ) )./detA
( −A(2,1,:,j,j).*( b(1,1,:,j) − A(1,1,:,j,j+1).*x(1,1,:,j+1) − ...
...A(1,2,:,j,j+1).*x(2,1,:,j+1) ) + ...
A(1,1,:,j,j).*( b(2,1,:,j) − A(2,1,:,j,j+1).*x(1,1,:,j+1) − ...
...A(2,2,:,j,j+1).*x(2,1,:,j+1) ) )./detA
];
end
for j = 1:N
u(j,:,:) = x(1,1,:,j);
d(j,:,:) = x(2,1,:,j);
end
case 'accelnormal'
% Three things are certain:
% Death, taxes, and lost data.
% Guess which has occurred.
% Calculate the U and D coefficients263
% Preallocate each array's size (very important for code acceleration)
A = zeros(2*N−2,2*N−2,Nkappax); % 2N−2 x 2N−2 x Nkappax x Nkappay (4D array)
B = zeros(2*N−2,1,Nkappax); % 2N−2 x 2N−2 x Nkappax x Nkappay (4D array)
% Fill the thermal coupling matrix A and thermal generation vector B
% Top interface is special due to the interaction with semi−infinite layer
j = 1;
%
t = j; % interface number
b = t+1;
row = 2*j−1; % row number 1 & 2
col = 2*j−2; % col number 1:4
% Neumann BC's
% Not needed: A(row,col,1:Nkappax,1:Nkappay) = ...
% (kzz(t).*Lambda(t,:,:)).*exp(−Lambda(t,:,:).*∆(t));
A(row,col+1,1:Nkappax) = −(kzz(t).*Lambda(t,:,1));
A(row,col+2,1:Nkappax) = −kzz(b).*Lambda(b,:,1);
if N > 2 % last column is not used for bottom layer
A(row,col+3,1:Nkappax) = kzz(b).*Lambda(b,:,1);
end
B(row,1,1:Nkappax) = kzz(b).*alpha(b).*g(b,:,1);
% Robin BC's
% Not needed: A(row+1,col,1:Nkappax,1:Nkappay) = ...
% (1 − R(t).*kzz(t).*Lambda(t,:,:)).*exp(−Lambda(t,:,:).*∆(t));
A(row+1,col+1,1:Nkappax) = (1 + R(t).*kzz(t).*Lambda(t,:,1));
A(row+1,col+2,1:Nkappax) = −1;
if N > 2 % last column is not used for bottom layer
A(row+1,col+3,1:Nkappax) = −1;
end
B(row+1,1,1:Nkappax) = −g(b,:,1) − (1 + R(t).*kzz(t).*alpha(t)).*g(t,:,1);
for j = 2:N−1
t = j; % interface number 2, 3, 4...
b = t+1;
row = 2*j−1; % first row number 3, 5, 7...
col = 2*j−2; % first col number 2, 4, 6...
% Neumann BC's
A(row,col,1:Nkappax) = ...
...(kzz(t).*Lambda(t,:,1)).*exp(−Lambda(t,:,1).*∆(t));
A(row,col+1,1:Nkappax) = ...
...−(kzz(t).*Lambda(t,:,1)).*exp(Lambda(t,:,1).*∆(t));
A(row,col+2,1:Nkappax) = −kzz(b).*Lambda(b,:,1);
if b 6= N % last column is not used for bottom layer
A(row,col+3,1:Nkappax) = kzz(b).*Lambda(b,:,1);
end
B(row,1,1:Nkappax) = ...
... −kzz(t).*alpha(t).*g(t,:,1).*exp(−alpha(t).*∆(t)) + ...
... kzz(b).*alpha(b).*g(b,:,1);
% Robin BC's
A(row+1,col,1:Nkappax) = ...
... (1 − R(t).*kzz(t).*Lambda(t,:,1)).*exp(−Lambda(t,:,1).*∆(t));
A(row+1,col+1,1:Nkappax) = ...
... (1 + R(t).*kzz(t).*Lambda(t,:,1)).*exp(Lambda(t,:,1).*∆(t));
A(row+1,col+2,1:Nkappax) = −1;
if j 6= N−1 % last column is not used for bottom layer
A(row+1,col+3,1:Nkappax) = −1;
end
B(row+1,1,1:Nkappax) = −g(b,:,1) − (1 + R(t).*kzz(t).*alpha(t)).* ...
...g(t,:,1).*exp(−alpha(t).*∆(t));
end
%
% The Matrix Reloaded
%
% Array preallocation
Ainv = zeros(2*N−2,2*N−2);
Bvec = zeros(2*N−2,1);
% No need to apply the two far−field terms... they have already been264
% populated with zeros, which is the same as the B.C. requirement!
% d(1,1:Nkappax,1:Nkappay) = 0;
% u(N,1:Nkappax,1:Nkappay) = 0;
% Solve the thermal coupling problem A*X = B
for j = 1:Nkappax
% % SCALING
% % Scale each row to improve the conditioning
% % of the matrices; use the norm of the row to do this
% for jjj = 1:2*N−2 % all rows
% D = norm(A(jjj,:,j,jj));
% % Scale the A matrix;
% A(jjj,:,j,jj) = A(jjj,:,j,jj)/D;
% % Scale the b vector too!
% B(jjj,1,j,jj) = B(jjj,1,j,jj)/D;
% end
% Bvec = ;
% Ainv = pinv(A(:,:,j,jj));
% X(:,1,j,jj) = Ainv*Bvec; % changed 19 July 2004
% X(:,1,j,jj) = (Bvec.'/A(:,:,j,jj)).';
% if cond(A(:,:,j,jj)) > 1/eps
% X(:,1,j,jj) = pinv(squeeze(A(:,:,j,jj)))*Bvec;
% else
silence of the warnings = false;
if silence of the warnings
warning off MATLAB:singularMatrix;
warning off MATLAB:nearlySingularMatrix;
end
try
Bvec = B(:,1,j);
X(:,1,j) = A(:,:,j) leftslash Bvec;
% warning on MATLAB:singularMatrix
% end
% Watch out for thermally "infinite" layers
if any(isnan(X(:,1,j)))
keyboard
disp('My code asplode.');
error('My code asplode.');
end
catch
X(:,1,j) = pinv(A(:,:,j))*Bvec;
end
if silence of the warnings
warning on MATLAB:singularMatrix;
warning on MATLAB:nearlySingularMatrix;
end
% warning on MATLAB:singularMatrix
% end
u(1:N−1,j) = X(1:2:2*N−2,1,j);
d(2:N,j) = X(2:2:2*N−2,1,j);
% Watch out for thermally "infinite" layers
% if any(isnan(u(:,j))) | | any(isnan(d(:,j)));
% error('My code asplode.');
% end
end
case 'normal'
% Three things are certain:
% Death, taxes, and lost data.
% Guess which has occurred.
% Calculate the U and D coefficients
% Preallocate each array's size (very important for code acceleration)
% 2N−2 x 2N−2 x Nkappax x Nkappay (4D array)
A = zeros(2*N−2,2*N−2,Nkappax,Nkappay);
% 2N−2 x 2N−2 x Nkappax x Nkappay (4D array)265
B = zeros(2*N−2,1,Nkappax,Nkappay);
% Fill the thermal coupling matrix A and thermal generation vector B
% Top interface is special due to the interaction with semi−infinite layer
j = 1;
t = j; % interface number
b = t+1;
row = 2*j−1; % row number 1 & 2
col = 2*j−2; % col number 1:4
% Neumann BC's
% Not needed: A(row,col,1:Nkappax,1:Nkappay) = ...
% (kzz(t).*Lambda(t,:,:)).*exp(−Lambda(t,:,:).*∆(t));
A(row,col+1,1:Nkappax,1:Nkappay) = −(kzz(t).*Lambda(t,:,:));
A(row,col+2,1:Nkappax,1:Nkappay) = −kzz(b).*Lambda(b,:,:);
if N > 2 % last column is not used for bottom layer
A(row,col+3,1:Nkappax,1:Nkappay) = kzz(b).*Lambda(b,:,:);
end
B(row,1,1:Nkappax,1:Nkappay) = kzz(b).*alpha(b).*g(b,:,:);
% Robin BC's
% Not needed: A(row+1,col,1:Nkappax,1:Nkappay) = ...
% (1 − R(t).*kzz(t).*Lambda(t,:,:)).*exp(−Lambda(t,:,:).*∆(t));
A(row+1,col+1,1:Nkappax,1:Nkappay) = (1 + R(t).*kzz(t).*Lambda(t,:,:));
A(row+1,col+2,1:Nkappax,1:Nkappay) = −1;
if N > 2 % last column is not used for bottom layer
A(row+1,col+3,1:Nkappax,1:Nkappay) = −1;
end
B(row+1,1,1:Nkappax,1:Nkappay) = −g(b,:,:) − ...
... (1 + R(t).*kzz(t).*alpha(t)).*g(t,:,:);
for j = 2:N−1
t = j; % interface number 2, 3, 4...
b = t+1;
row = 2*j−1; % first row number 3, 5, 7...
col = 2*j−2; % first col number 2, 4, 6...
% Neumann BC's
A(row,col,1:Nkappax,1:Nkappay) = (kzz(t).*Lambda(t,:,:)).* ...
... exp(−Lambda(t,:,:).*∆(t));
A(row,col+1,1:Nkappax,1:Nkappay) = −(kzz(t).*Lambda(t,:,:)).* ...
... exp(Lambda(t,:,:).*∆(t));
A(row,col+2,1:Nkappax,1:Nkappay) = −kzz(b).*Lambda(b,:,:);
if b 6= N % last column is not used for bottom layer
A(row,col+3,1:Nkappax,1:Nkappay) = kzz(b).*Lambda(b,:,:);
end
B(row,1,1:Nkappax,1:Nkappay) = −kzz(t).*alpha(t).*g(t,:,:).* ...
... exp(−alpha(t).*∆(t)) + kzz(b).*alpha(b).*g(b,:,:);
% Robin BC's
A(row+1,col,1:Nkappax,1:Nkappay) = (1 − R(t).*kzz(t).* ...
... Lambda(t,:,:)).*exp(−Lambda(t,:,:).*∆(t));
A(row+1,col+1,1:Nkappax,1:Nkappay) = (1 + R(t).*kzz(t).* ...
... Lambda(t,:,:)).*exp(Lambda(t,:,:).*∆(t));
A(row+1,col+2,1:Nkappax,1:Nkappay) = −1;
if j 6= N−1 % last column is not used for bottom layer
A(row+1,col+3,1:Nkappax,1:Nkappay) = −1;
end
B(row+1,1,1:Nkappax,1:Nkappay) = −g(b,:,:) − (1 + R(t).*kzz(t).* ...
... alpha(t)).*g(t,:,:).*exp(−alpha(t).*∆(t));
end
%
% The Matrix Reloaded
%
% Array preallocation
Ainv = zeros(2*N−2,2*N−2);
Bvec = zeros(2*N−2,1);
% No need to apply the two far−field terms... they have already been
% populated with zeros, which is the same as the B.C. requirement!
% d(1,1:Nkappax,1:Nkappay) = 0;266
% u(N,1:Nkappax,1:Nkappay) = 0;
% Solve the thermal coupling problem A*X = B
warning off MATLAB:nearlySingularMatrix;
for j = 1:Nkappax
for jj = 1:Nkappay
% SCALING
% Scale each row to improve the conditioning of the matrices;
% use the norm of the row to do this
for jjj = 1:2*N−2 % all rows
D = norm(A(jjj,:,j,jj));
% Scale the A matrix;
A(jjj,:,j,jj) = A(jjj,:,j,jj)/D;
% Scale the b vector too!
B(jjj,1,j,jj) = B(jjj,1,j,jj)/D;
end
Bvec = B(:,1,j,jj);
% Ainv = pinv(A(:,:,j,jj));
% X(:,1,j,jj) = Ainv*Bvec; % changed 19 July 2004
% X(:,1,j,jj) = (Bvec.'/A(:,:,j,jj)).';
% if cond(A(:,:,j,jj)) > 1/eps
% X(:,1,j,jj) = pinv(squeeze(A(:,:,j,jj)))*Bvec;
% else
warning off MATLAB:singularMatrix
X(:,1,j,jj) = A(:,:,j,jj) leftslash Bvec;
warning on MATLAB:singularMatrix
% end
u(1:N−1,j,jj) = X(1:2:2*N−2,1,j,jj);
d(2:N,j,jj) = X(2:2:2*N−2,1,j,jj);
% Watch out for thermally "infinite" layers
if any(isnan(u(:,j,jj))) | | any(isnan(d(:,j,jj)));
error('My code asplode.');
end
end
end
warning on MATLAB:nearlySingularMatrix;
end
%
% Don't let the door hit you in the butt.
%
F.2.13 LambdaPi.m
The subroutine LambdaPi.m calculates the thermal wavenumber and heat genera-
tion for all N layers of the sample.
function [g,Lambda] = LambdaPi(f,kappax,kappay,N,kxx,kyy,kzz,...
...C,alpha,Ph,wh,transform);
% LAMBDAPI Thermal wavenumber and generation program.
% Calculates the Lambda, Pi, and g matrices appropriate to the transform
% for use in the thermal wave (temp.m) simulation code.
%
% (Note: This code is accelerated.)
%
% See also TEMP, COEFFS.267
% Author: Jason R. Foley
% Date: 13 June 2003
i = 1i; % imaginary unit
omega = 2*pi*f; % [rad/s] modulation angular frequency
Nkappax = length(kappax);
Nkappay = length(kappay);
Lambda = zeros(N,Nkappax,Nkappay); % N x Nkappax x Nkappay (3D array)
g = zeros(N,Nkappax,Nkappay); % N x Nkappax x Nkappay (3D array)
% Generate the LAMBDA and G (generation) terms
for j = 1:N
% Complex spatial wavenumber
Lambda(j,:,:) = sqrt( kxx(j).*(kappax.ˆ2) + kyy(j).*(kappay.ˆ2) + ...
... ( i*omega*C(j) ) /kzz(j) );
% Power generation term
switch transform
case 'none'
% "Pi" is actually the quantity Pi*exp(−a*z)
Pi(j,:,:) = alpha(j).*Ph(j)./( kzz(j) );
case 'Fourier'
% "Pi" is actually the quantity Pi*exp(−a*z)
Pi(j,1:Nkappax,1) = sqrt(2)*alpha(j).*Ph(j).* ...
...(exp(−(kappax.ˆ2)*(whˆ2)/8))./( kzz(j)*sqrt(pi*(whˆ2)) );
case 'Hankel'
% "Pi" is actually the quantity Pi*exp(−a*z)
% kappax => kappar
Pi(j,1:Nkappax,1) = alpha(j).*Ph(j).* ...
...(exp(−(kappax.ˆ2)*(whˆ2)/8))./( kzz(j) ); % pi*(whˆ2)*
case 'DoubleFourier'
% "Pi" is actually the quantity Pi*exp(−a*z)
Pi(j,1:Nkappax,1:Nkappay) = 2*alpha(j).*Ph(j).* ...
...(exp(−(kappax.ˆ2 + kappay.ˆ2)*(whˆ2)/8))./( pi*(whˆ2)*kzz(j) );
end
Lambda2 alpha2 = squeeze( Lambda(j,:,:).ˆ2 − alpha(j).ˆ2 );
g(j,:,:) = conj(Lambda2 alpha2).*squeeze(Pi(j,:,:))./...
...(conj(Lambda2 alpha2).*Lambda2 alpha2);
end
F.2.14 pspdoutput2.m
This subroutine calculates the eﬀect of the convolution of the two ﬁelds, i.e., the
thermal ﬁeld with the probe beam intensity distribution cross-section.
function [horizvolt,vertvolt] = pspdoutput2(h,wp,Pp,A,kappafft,dx,u,...
Lambda,alpha,nc,dndT,beamconfig);
% PSPDOUTPUT2 Beam convolution in X−Z plane for PDS experiment.
% BEAMCONV calculates the deflection for a beam comprised of many rays.
% Specifically, this subroutine calculates the intensity−weighted average
% deflection across the probe beam cross−section (in the XZ−plane), i.e.,
% PHITANC (tangential deflection convolution) and PHINORMC.
%
% These operations are performed in Fourier space. Earlier codes (namely
% datagenerata2.m) showed that the results are the same whether the268
% convolution is performed in real space or in wave space.
%
% (Note: This code is accelerated.)
%
% See also PHI, BEAMCONV.
% Author: Jason R. Foley
% Date: 31 Oct 2003
j = 1; % Keep it in the air
% Exponentially spaced?
% [logspace(3,1,10) logspace(1,3,10)] etc.... another day
% method = 'integrate';
% method = 'analytic';
method = 'analytic2';
switch method
case 'integrate'
% Determine the bounds of the z planes used to calculate the convolution
Nz = 100;
% If the probe beam is too high, we want to start at the bottom of the
% beam, not at the sample surface. ABS(H) helps for a bounced beam.
zmin = max(0, abs(h)−2*wp);
% Likewise, we want to stop counting too far above the sample
zmax = abs(h)+2*wp;
zvec = linspace(zmin,zmax,Nz);
dz0 = zvec(2) − zvec(1);
% Preallocate arrays to zero;
Nkappa = length(kappafft);
Phitan = zeros(1,Nkappa);
Phinorm = zeros(1,Nkappa);
Phitanxc = zeros(Nz,Nkappa);
Phinormxc = zeros(Nz,Nkappa);
phitanxzc = zeros(Nz,Nkappa);
phinormxzc = zeros(Nz,Nkappa);
Phitanxzc = zeros(Nz,Nkappa);
Phinormxzc = zeros(Nz,Nkappa);
horizvolt = zeros(1,Nkappa);
vertvolt = zeros(1,Nkappa);
% Begin loop over cross−section slices;
for iz = 1:Nz
z = zvec(iz);
% Initial computations
j = 1;
n0 = real(nc(j));
% Each ray deflection is calculated easily from the coefficients in
% transform space
Phitan = −(i/n0)*dndT(j)*kappafft.*( u(j,:).*exp(−Lambda(j,:).*z) );
Phinorm = (1/n0)*dndT(j)*( Lambda(j,:).*( u(j,:).*exp(−Lambda(j,:).*z) ) );
% X−CONVOLUTION
% Convolution in x direction utilizes the "Convolution Theorem" of Fourier
% transforms, where the transform pair is given by
% /Inf
% Conv(g,h) = g*h = | g(T) h(t−T) dT ≤ > G(f)H(f).
% /−Inf
% We work in transform space for this operation, only inverting
% afterward.
Phitanxc(iz,:) = Phitan.*exp(−(wpˆ2)*(kappafft.ˆ2)/8);
Phinormxc(iz,:) = Phinorm.*exp(−(wpˆ2)*(kappafft.ˆ2)/8);269
% Z−CONVOLUTION
% Convolution in the z direction is accomplished by "integration" of the
% weighted components. Herein lies a historical problem, due to the erfz
% function in wave space. This is ill−behaved for large numbers, such as
% those encountered at high values of kappafft. The (not necessarily bad)
% workaround is to use a summation approximation to the integration, using
% a simple Trapezoidal Rule approach:
% / b
% | f(x) dx ¬ 1/2*dx*[ f(1) + 2f(2) + ... + 2f(N−1) + f(N) ].
% / a
% For this case, we use the intensity−weighted f = phi*exp(−(z−h)ˆ2/wpˆ2).
if iz == 1 | | iz == Nz
dz = 0.5*dz0;
else
dz = dz0;
end
switch beamconfig
case 'bounced'
% Tangential components from the real and virtual probe
% beams add; only the intensity weighting is different;
Phitanxzc(iz,:) = Phitanxc(iz,:)*( exp(−2*(z−h)ˆ2/(wpˆ2)) + ...
...exp(−2*(z+h)ˆ2/(wpˆ2)) );
% Normal components change between the real and virtual
% probe beams due to the inversion of apparent motion
% in the reflective plane of the surface of the sample.
Phinormxzc(iz,:) = Phinormxc(iz,:)*( exp(−2*(z−h)ˆ2/(wpˆ2)) − ...
...exp(−2*(z+h)ˆ2/(wpˆ2)) );
case 'skimmed'
Phitanxzc(iz,:) = Phitanxc(iz,:)*( exp(−2*(z−h)ˆ2/(wpˆ2)) + ...
...exp(−2*(z+h)ˆ2/(wpˆ2)) );
Phinormxzc(iz,:) = Phinormxc(iz,:)*( exp(−2*(z−h)ˆ2/(wpˆ2)) − ...
...exp(−2*(z+h)ˆ2/(wpˆ2)) );
end
end
% Perform final summations in transform space
horizvolt = ifftshift(A*dz*Pp/sqrt(pi*wpˆ2)*ifft(sum(Phitanxzc,1))/dx);
vertvolt = ifftshift(A*dz*Pp/sqrt(pi*wpˆ2)*ifft(sum(Phinormxzc,1))/dx);
case 'analytic'
j = 1; % Keep it in the air
% Preallocate arrays to zero;
Nkappa = length(kappafft);
horizvolt = zeros(1,Nkappa);
vertvolt = zeros(1,Nkappa);
hbarplus = zeros(1,Nkappa);
hbarminus = zeros(1,Nkappa);
Integrandnorm = zeros(1,Nkappa);
Integrandtan = zeros(1,Nkappa);
n0 = real(nc(1));
% Each ray deflection is calculated easily from the coefficients in
% transform space
hbarplus = wp*Lambda(j,:)/(2*sqrt(2)) − sqrt(2)*h/wp;
switch beamconfig
case 'bounced'
hbarminus = wp*Lambda(j,:)/(2*sqrt(2)) + sqrt(2)*h/wp;
Integrandtan = −(i/n0)*dndT(j)*kappafft.*u(j,:).*...
...exp(−(wpˆ2)*(kappafft.ˆ2)/8 − 2*(hˆ2)/(wpˆ2)).*...
...( W(hbarplus) + W(hbarminus) );
% Integrandtan = −(i/n0)*dndT(j)*kappafft.*u(j,:).*...
% ...exp(−(wpˆ2)*(kappafft.ˆ2)/8 − 2*(hˆ2)/(wpˆ2)).*...
% ...( erfw(hbarplus) + erfw(hbarminus) );
Integrandnorm = (1/n0)*dndT(j)*Lambda(j,:).*u(j,:).*...270
...exp(−(wpˆ2)*(kappafft.ˆ2)/8 − 2*(hˆ2)/(wpˆ2)).*...
...( W(hbarplus) − W(hbarminus) );
% Integrandnorm = (1/n0)*dndT(j)*Lambda(j,:).*u(j,:).*...
% ...exp(−(wpˆ2)*(kappafft.ˆ2)/8 − 2*(hˆ2)/(wpˆ2)).*...
% ...( erfw(hbarplus) − erfw(hbarminus) );
case 'skimmed'
Integrandtan = −(i/n0)*dndT(j)*kappafft.*u(j,:).*...
...exp(−(wpˆ2)*(kappafft.ˆ2)/8 − 2*(hˆ2)/(wpˆ2)).*erfw(hbarplus);
Integrandnorm = (1/n0)*dndT(j)*Lambda(j,:).*u(j,:).*...
...exp(−(wpˆ2)*(kappafft.ˆ2)/8 − 2*(hˆ2)/(wpˆ2)).*erfw(hbarplus);
end
% Perform final summations in transform space
horizvolt = ifftshift(A*Pp*ifft(Integrandtan)/dx);
vertvolt = ifftshift(A*Pp*ifft(Integrandnorm)/dx);
case 'analytic2'
j = 1; % Keep it in the air
% Preallocate arrays to zero;
Nkappa = length(kappafft);
horizvolt = zeros(1,Nkappa);
vertvolt = zeros(1,Nkappa);
hbarplus = zeros(1,Nkappa);
hbarminus = zeros(1,Nkappa);
Integrandnorm = zeros(1,Nkappa);
Integrandtan = zeros(1,Nkappa);
n0 = real(nc(1));
% Each ray deflection is calculated easily from the coefficients in
% transform space
Nerf = 8;
hbarplus = wp*Lambda(j,:)/(2*sqrt(2)) − sqrt(2)*h/wp;
switch beamconfig
case 'bounced'
hbarminus = wp*Lambda(j,:)/(2*sqrt(2)) + sqrt(2)*h/wp;
Integrandtan = −(i/n0)*dndT(j)*kappafft.*u(j,:).*...
...exp(−(wpˆ2)*(kappafft.ˆ2)/8 − 2*(hˆ2)/(wpˆ2)).*...
...( cef(hbarplus,Nerf) + cef(hbarminus,Nerf) );
Integrandnorm = (1/n0)*dndT(j)*Lambda(j,:).*u(j,:).*...
...exp(−(wpˆ2)*(kappafft.ˆ2)/8 − 2*(hˆ2)/(wpˆ2)).*...
( cef(hbarplus,Nerf) − cef(hbarminus,Nerf) );
case 'skimmed'
Integrandtan = −(i/n0)*dndT(j)*kappafft.*u(j,:).*...
...exp(−(wpˆ2)*(kappafft.ˆ2)/8 − 2*(hˆ2)/(wpˆ2)).*...
cef(hbarplus,Nerf);
Integrandnorm = (1/n0)*dndT(j)*Lambda(j,:).*u(j,:).*...
...exp(−(wpˆ2)*(kappafft.ˆ2)/8 − 2*(hˆ2)/(wpˆ2)).*...
...cef(hbarplus,Nerf);
end
% Perform final summations in transform space
horizvolt = ifftshift(A*Pp*ifft(Integrandtan)/dx);
vertvolt = ifftshift(A*Pp*ifft(Integrandnorm)/dx);
end
F.2.15 optabs.m
This function is a simpliﬁed optical absorption model. The complete absorption
model and the surrounding development is given in Appendix E.271
function [Ph] = optabs(P0,∆,alpha);
% Crude first−order effort.
% More formal effort includes the infinite series solution I worked out
% that includes transmission/reflection coefficient information.
Ph(1) = 0;
Ph(2) = P0;
N = length(alpha);
for jj = 3:N
Ph(jj) = Ph(jj−1)*exp(−alpha(jj−1)*∆(jj−1)); % [W] heating beam power
end
F.2.16 randab.m
This useful subroutine generates a random number from a uniform distribution
from the range input values [a,b].
function out = randab(a,b,m,n);
% RANDAB Random numbers over defined interval.
% RANDAB(A,B,M,N) generates a random number array of size M by N on the
% open interval (A,B) using the following equation:
% X = A + (B−A)*RAND(M,N).
%
% See also RAND, RANDN.
out = a + (b−a)*rand(m,n);
F.2.17 pdfplot.m
This plotting routine visualizes the posterior pdf of estimates.
function [fbar,sigmaf,pdf2,fivec2] = pdfplot(f,orientation);
% [fbar,sigmaf,pdf2,fivec2] = pdfplot(f)
% Program to generate averages and plot the pdf of the estimate(s)
% orientation = 'sideways' or 'normal'
% Plot histogram of estimates
% Reshape to column vector
f = f(:);
Nf = length(f);
% Get statistics (normal)
fbar = mean(f);
sigmaf = std(f);
% Make vector of bin values
Nbins = 30;
fivec1 = linspace(fbar−3*sigmaf,fbar+3*sigmaf,Nbins);
df = min(diff(fivec1));
% generate the histogram272
Pf = histc(f,fivec1);
% make the smoothed histogram approx
Nbins = 200;
fivec2 = linspace(fbar−3*sigmaf,fbar+3*sigmaf,Nbins);
pdf1 = normpdf(fivec2,fbar,sigmaf);
pdf2 = ksdensity(f,fivec2);
% plot it
set(gcf,'DefaultPatchLineStyle','−');
switch orientation
case 'sideways'
barh(fivec1,Pf/(Nf*df),'histc','g');
hold on;
plot(pdf2,fivec2,'−r',pdf1,fivec2,'−k');
otherwise
bar(fivec1,Pf/(Nf*df),'histc','g');
hold on;
plot(fivec2,pdf2,'−r',fivec2,pdf1,'−k');
end
F.2.18 matlib.m
matlib.m is a library function which keeps tabular data on the thermal properties
of various materials.
function [kxx,kyy,kzz,cp,rho,C,T,lambda,nc,alpha,dndT] = matlib(matname)
% MATLIB Materials library.
% MATLIB is a materials database that contains the room temperature
% thermophysical properties of various materials.
%
% PROPS = MATLIB(MATNAME), where MATNAME is a string giving the chemical
% symbol (for elements) or the common chemical name (for compounds),
% generates the structure PROPS containing the thermal and optical
% properties of the material.
%
% Example:
% >> props = matlib('air')
% props =
% rho: 1.1000
% cp: 1005
% kxx: 0.0261
% kyy: 0.0261
% kzz: 0.0261
% nc: 1
% dndT: −9.2370e−006
%
% See also PDS.
switch matname
case {'Acetone','acetone'};
% References:
% [1] http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/24 151.html
% [2]
% Temperature dependent properties
T = [298]; % [K] reference temperature(s)
rho = [784.58]; % [kg/mˆ3] density273
cp = [2130]; % [J/kg K] specific heat capacity
kxx = [0.20]; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in x−direction
kyy = [0.20]; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in y−direction
kzz = [0.20]; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in z−direction
% Temperature and wavelength dependent properties
lambda = [514.5]*1e−9; % [m] reference wavelength(s)
nr = [1.360]; % [ ] real component of index of refraction T i x lambda j
ni = [1e−7]; % [ ] imaginary component of index of refraction
refl = [0]; % [ ] net optical reflectance (NOR)
dndT = [4.8924e−4]; % [Kˆ−1] optothermal coefficient
case {'Air','air'}
% References: []
T = [273]; % [K] reference temperature(s)
rho = [1.1614]; % [kg/mˆ3] density
cp = [1005]; % [J/kg K] specific heat capacity
kxx = [0.0261]; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in x−direction
kyy = [0.0261]; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in y−direction
kzz = [0.0261]; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in z−direction
% Temperature and wavelength dependent properties
lambda = [514.5]*1e−9; % [m] reference wavelength(s)
nr = [1]; % [ ] real component of index of refraction
ni = [0]; % [ ] imaginary component of index of refraction
refl = [0]; % [ ] net optical reflectance (NOR)
dndT = [−9.237e−6]; % [Kˆ−1] optothermal coefficient
case {'Al','al','Aluminum','aluminum'}
% References: [] Webelements.com
T = [273]; % [K] reference temperature(s)
lambda = [514.5]*1e−9; % [m] reference wavelength(s)
rho = 2700; % [kg/mˆ3] density
cp = 900; % [J/kg K] specific heat capacity
kxx = 235; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in x−direction
kyy = 235; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in y−direction
kzz = 235; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in z−direction
% Temperature and wavelength dependent properties
lambda = [514.5]*1e−9; % [m] reference wavelength(s)
nr = [1]; % [ ] real component of index of refraction
ni = [eps]; % [ ] imaginary component of index of refraction
refl = [0]; % [ ] net optical reflectance (NOR)
dndT = [−9.237e−6]; % [Kˆ−1] optothermal coefficient
case {'Cr','cr','Chromium','chromium'}
% References: []
T = [273]; % [K] reference temperature(s)
rho = 7160; % [kg/mˆ3] density
cp = 449; % [J/kg K] specific heat capacity
kxx = 93.7; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in x−direction
kyy = 93.7; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in y−direction
kzz = 93.7; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in z−direction
% Temperature and wavelength dependent properties
lambda = [514.5]*1e−9; % [m] reference wavelength(s)
nr = [1]; % [ ] real component of index of refraction− − "n"
ni = [eps]; % [ ] imaginary component of index of refraction− − "k"
refl = [0.30]; % [ ] net optical reflectance (NOR)
dndT = [−1e−6]; % [Kˆ−1] optothermal coefficient
case {'Cu','cu','Copper','copper'}
% References: []
T = [273]; % [K] reference temperature(s)
rho = [8933]; % [kg/mˆ3] density
cp = [385]; % [J/kg K] specific heat capacity274
kxx = [401]; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in x−direction
kyy = [401]; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in y−direction
kzz = [401]; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in z−direction
% Temperature and wavelength dependent properties
lambda = [514.5]*1e−9; % [m] reference wavelength(s)
nr = [1.12]; % [ ] real component of index of refraction− − "n"
ni = [2.60]; % [ ] imaginary component of index of refraction− − "k"
refl = [0.30]; % [ ] net optical reflectance (NOR)
dndT = [−1e−6]; % [Kˆ−1] optothermal coefficient
case {'Diamond','diamond'}
% References: []
T = [273]; % [K] reference temperature(s)
rho = [3500]; % [kg/mˆ3] density
cp = [509]; % [J/kg K] specific heat capacity
kxx = [2300]; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in x−direction
kyy = [2300]; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in y−direction
kzz = [2300]; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in z−direction
% Temperature and wavelength dependent properties
lambda = [514.5]*1e−9; % [m] reference wavelength(s)
nr = [1]; % [ ] real component of index of refraction− − "n"
ni = [eps]; % [ ] imaginary component of index of refraction− − "k"
refl = [0.30]; % [ ] net optical reflectance (NOR)
dndT = [−1e−6]; % [Kˆ−1] optothermal coefficient
case {'CVD Diamond','cvd diamond'}
% References: []
T = [273]; % [K] reference temperature(s)
rho = [3500]; % [kg/mˆ3] density
cp = [509]; % [J/kg K] specific heat capacity
kxx = [1400]; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in x−direction
kyy = [1400]; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in y−direction
kzz = [1400]; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in z−direction
% Temperature and wavelength dependent properties
lambda = [514.5]*1e−9; % [m] reference wavelength(s)
nr = [1]; % [ ] real component of index of refraction− − "n"
ni = [eps]; % [ ] imaginary component of index of refraction− − "k"
refl = [0.30]; % [ ] net optical reflectance (NOR)
dndT = [−1e−6]; % [Kˆ−1] optothermal coefficient
case {'Ge','ge','Germanium','germanium'}
% References: []
T = [273]; % [K] reference temperature(s)
rho = 5320; % [kg/mˆ3] density
cp = 320; % [J/kg K] specific heat capacity
kxx = 59.9; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in x−direction
kyy = 59.9; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in y−direction
kzz = 59.9; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in z−direction
% Temperature and wavelength dependent properties
lambda = [514.5]*1e−9; % [m] reference wavelength(s)
nr = [1]; % [ ] real component of index of refraction− − "n"
ni = [eps]; % [ ] imaginary component of index of refraction− − "k"
refl = [0.30]; % [ ] net optical reflectance (NOR)
dndT = [−1e−6]; % [Kˆ−1] optothermal coefficient
case {'Au','au','Gold','gold'};
% References:
% [2] http://www.webelements.com
% [3] CRC Handbook, 'Optical Properties of Metals and
% Semiconductors'
% Temperature dependent properties275
T = [273]; % [K] reference temperature(s)
rho = [19300]; % [kg/mˆ3] density
cp = [128]; % [J/kg K] specific heat capacity
kxx = [320]; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in x−direction
kyy = [320]; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in y−direction
kzz = [320]; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in z−direction
% Temperature and wavelength dependent properties
lambda = [514.5]*1e−9; % [m] reference wavelength(s)
nr = [0.50]; % [ ] real component of index of refraction− − "n"
ni = [1.86]; % [ ] imaginary component of index of refraction− − "k"
refl = [0.65]; % [ ] net optical reflectance (NOR)
dndT = [−1e−6]; % [Kˆ−1] optothermal coefficient
case {'Fe','fe','Iron','iron','SRM Iron','Electrolytic Iron'};
% References:
% [1] Hust, NIST SRM sheet
% [2] http://www.webelements.com
% [3] CRC Handbook, 'Optical Properties of Metals and
% Semiconductors'
% Temperature dependent properties
T = [273]; % [K] reference temperature(s)
rho = [7867]; % [kg/mˆ3] density
cp = [449.5]; % [J/kg K] specific heat capacity
kxx = [76.4]; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in x−direction
kyy = [76.4]; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in y−direction
kzz = [76.4]; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in z−direction
% Temperature and wavelength dependent properties
lambda = [514.5]*1e−9; % [m] reference wavelength(s)
nr = [2.56]; % [ ] real component of index of refraction− − "n"
ni = [3.31]; % [ ] imaginary component of index of refraction− − "k"
refl = [0.65]; % [ ] net optical reflectance (NOR)
dndT = [−1e−6]; % [Kˆ−1] optothermal coefficient
case {'Graphite','graphite','SRM Graphite'};
% References:
% [1] Hust, NIST SRM sheet
% [2] http://www.webelements.com
% [3] CRC Handbook, 'Optical Properties of Metals and
% Semiconductors'
% Temperature dependent properties
T = [273]; % [K] reference temperature(s)
rho = [1730]; % [kg/mˆ3] density
cp = [717]; % [J/kg K] specific heat capacity
kxx = [73.6]; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in x−direction
kyy = [73.6]; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in y−direction
kzz = [73.6]; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in z−direction
% Temperature and wavelength dependent properties
lambda = [514.5]*1e−9; % [m] reference wavelength(s)
nr = [2.56]; % [ ] real component of index of refraction− − "n"
ni = [3.31]; % [ ] imaginary component of index of refraction− − "k"
refl = [0.65]; % [ ] net optical reflectance (NOR)
dndT = [−1e−6]; % [Kˆ−1] optothermal coefficient
case {'Sapphire','sapphire','c−Al2O3'};
% References:
% [1]
% Temperature dependent properties
T = [273]; % [K] reference temperature(s)
rho = [3970]; % [kg/mˆ3] density
cp = [765]; % [J/kg K] specific heat capacity276
kxx = [46]; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in x−direction
kyy = [46]; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in y−direction
kzz = [46]; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in z−direction
% Temperature and wavelength dependent properties
lambda = [488]*1e−9; % [m] reference wavelength(s)
nr = [2.49]; % [ ] real component of index of refraction− − "n"
ni = [3.31]; % [ ] imaginary component of index of refraction− − "k"
refl = [0.65]; % [ ] net optical reflectance (NOR)
dndT = [−1e−6]; % [Kˆ−1] optothermal coefficient
case {'Ag','ag','Silver','silver'};
% References: []
T = [273]; % [K] reference temperature(s)
rho = 19300; % [kg/mˆ3] density
cp = 129; % [J/kg K] specific heat capacity
kxx = 317; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in x−direction
kyy = 317; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in y−direction
kzz = 317; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in z−direction
% Temperature and wavelength dependent properties
lambda = [488]*1e−9; % [m] reference wavelength(s)
nr = [2.49]; % [ ] real component of index of refraction− − "n"
ni = [3.31]; % [ ] imaginary component of index of refraction− − "k"
refl = [0.65]; % [ ] net optical reflectance (NOR)
dndT = [−1e−6]; % [Kˆ−1] optothermal coefficient
case {'Pyrex','pyrex'}
% References: []
T = [273]; % [K] reference temperature(s)
rho = 2225; % [kg/mˆ3] density
cp = 835; % [J/kg K] specific heat capacity
kxx = 1.4; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in x−direction
kyy = 1.4; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in y−direction
kzz = 1.4; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in z−direction
% Temperature and wavelength dependent properties
lambda = [488]*1e−9; % [m] reference wavelength(s)
nr = [2.49]; % [ ] real component of index of refraction− − "n"
ni = [3.31]; % [ ] imaginary component of index of refraction− − "k"
refl = [0.65]; % [ ] net optical reflectance (NOR)
dndT = [−1e−6]; % [Kˆ−1] optothermal coefficient
case {'Si','si','Silicon','silicon'}
% References: []
T = [273]; % [K] reference temperature(s)
rho = 2330; % [kg/mˆ3] density
cp = 705; % [J/kg K] specific heat capacity
kxx = 148; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in x−direction
kyy = 148; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in y−direction
kzz = 148; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in z−direction
% Temperature and wavelength dependent properties
lambda = [514.5]*1e−9; % [m] reference wavelength(s)
nr = [1.3]; % [ ] real component of index of refraction− − "n"
ni = [2]; % [ ] imaginary component of index of refraction− − "k"
refl = [0.30]; % [ ] net optical reflectance (NOR)
dndT = [−1e−6]; % [Kˆ−1] optothermal coefficient
case {'SiGeSL','sigesl','SiGe superlattice'}
% References: []
T = [273]; % [K] reference temperature(s)
rho = 3825; % [kg/mˆ3] density
cp = 512.5; % [J/kg K] specific heat capacity
kxx = 103.95; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in x−direction
kyy = 103.95; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in y−direction277
kzz = 103.95; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in z−direction
% Temperature and wavelength dependent properties
lambda = [514.5]*1e−9; % [m] reference wavelength(s)
nr = [1]; % [ ] real component of index of refraction− − "n"
ni = [eps]; % [ ] imaginary component of index of refraction− − "k"
refl = [0.30]; % [ ] net optical reflectance (NOR)
dndT = [−1e−6]; % [Kˆ−1] optothermal coefficient
case {'SiO2 poly','a−SiO2','aSi02','silica'};
% References: []
T = [273]; % [K] reference temperature(s)
rho = 2220; % [kg/mˆ3] density
cp = 745; % [J/kg K] specific heat capacity
kxx = 1.38; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in x−direction
kyy = 1.38; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in y−direction
kzz = 1.38; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in z−direction
% Temperature and wavelength dependent properties
lambda = [514.5]*1e−9; % [m] reference wavelength(s)
nr = [1.3]; % [ ] real component of index of refraction− − "n"
ni = [eps]; % [ ] imaginary component of index of refraction− − "k"
refl = [0.01]; % [ ] net optical reflectance (NOR)
dndT = [−1e−6]; % [Kˆ−1] optothermal coefficient
case {'SRM Stainless Steel','steel'};
% References: []
T = [273]; % [K] reference temperature(s)
rho = 8007; % [kg/mˆ3] density
cp = 460; % [J/kg K] specific heat capacity
kxx = 14.32; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in x−direction
kyy = 14.32; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in y−direction
kzz = 14.32; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in z−direction
% Temperature and wavelength dependent properties
lambda = [488]*1e−9; % [m] reference wavelength(s)
nr = [2.49]; % [ ] real component of index of refraction− − "n"
ni = [3.31]; % [ ] imaginary component of index of refraction− − "k"
refl = [0.65]; % [ ] net optical reflectance (NOR)
dndT = [−1e−6]; % [Kˆ−1] optothermal coefficient
case {'Ti','ti','Titanium','titanium'};
% References: []
T = [273]; % [K] reference temperature(s)
lambda = [514.5]*1e−9; % [m] reference wavelength(s)
rho = 4510; % [kg/mˆ3] density
cp = 523; % [J/kg K] specific heat capacity
kxx = 21.9; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in x−direction
kyy = 21.9; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in y−direction
kzz = 21.9; % [W/m K] thermal conductivity in z−direction
% Temperature and wavelength dependent properties
lambda = [488]*1e−9; % [m] reference wavelength(s)
nr = [2.49]; % [ ] real component of index of refraction− − "n"
ni = [3.31]; % [ ] imaginary component of index of refraction− − "k"
refl = [0.65]; % [ ] net optical reflectance (NOR)
dndT = [−1e−6]; % [Kˆ−1] optothermal coefficient
otherwise
error('Material not in database. Please try again.');
return
end
nc = complex(nr,ni); % [ ] complex index of refraction
c0 = 2.998e8; % [m/s] vacuum speed of light
f = c0./lambda;
alpha = 2*pi*ni./(2*lambda*ones(1,length(T)));
C = rho*cp;278
% References:
% [1] Efunda.com
% [2] Montecchi and Masetti, 1990, Appl Optics 29 (28), pp 3989−3990.
F.2.19 cef
This function calculates the scaled complex error function; it is one of several used
in the early development of these codes.
function w = cef(z,N)
% Computes the function w(z) = exp(−zˆ2) erfc(−iz) using a rational
% series with N terms. It is assumed that Im(z) > 0 or Im(z) = 0.
%
% Andre Weideman, 1995
M = 2*N; M2 = 2*M; k = [−M+1:1:M−1]'; % M2 = no. of sampling points.
L = sqrt(N/sqrt(2)); % Optimal choice of L.
theta = k*pi/M; t = L*tan(theta/2); % Define variables theta and t.
f = exp(−t.ˆ2).*(Lˆ2+t.ˆ2); f = [0; f]; % Function to be transformed.
a = real(fft(fftshift(f)))/M2; % Coefficients of transform.
a = flipud(a(2:N+1)); % Reorder coefficients.
Z = (L+i*z)./(L−i*z); p = polyval(a,Z); % Polynomial evaluation.
w = 2*p./(L−i*z).ˆ2+(1/sqrt(pi))./(L−i*z); % Evaluate w(z).
F.2.20 erfw.m
This is another error function subroutine, similar to cef.m.
function erfw = erfw(z)
%ERFW Scaled error function for complex inputs
% f = erfw(z) is the scaled error function, also called
% the Faddeeva function, for the elements of z:
% erfw(z) = exp(zˆ2)*(1−erf(z));
% Z may be complex and of any size.
%
% Original erfz code by Godfrey. Accuracy is better than 12
% significant digits.
%
% Usage: f = erfw(z)
%
% References:
% FADDEEVA, V. N., AND TERENT'EV, N. N. Tables of values of the
% function w(z) = e−Z2(1 + 2i/¬ f¬ et2 dr) for complex argument.
% Gosud. Izdat. Teh.−Teor. Lit., Moscow, 1954; English transl.,
% Pergamon Press, New York, 1961.
% POPPE, G. P. M., and WIJERS, C. M. J., 1990, ACM Trans. Math.
% Software, 16 (1), pp 38−46.279
% WEISSTEIN, E. W., 2004, "Erf." From MathWorld− −A Wolfram Web Resource.
% http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Erf.html
%
% Tested under version 6.5
%
% See also erfz, erf, erfc, erfcx, erfinc, erfcore
% Main author Paul Godfrey <pgodfrey@intersil.com>
% Small changes by Peter J. Acklam <jacklam@math.uio.no>
% 09−26−01
erfw = zeros(size(z));
smallz = find(abs(z) < 5);
erfw(smallz) = exp(z(smallz).ˆ2).*(1−erfz(z(smallz)));
% Asymptotic expansion; see Weisten Wolfram's Mathworld Erf article
bigz = find(¬(abs(z) < 5));
erfw(bigz) = (1/sqrt(pi)).*( z(bigz).ˆ−1 − 0.5.*z(bigz).ˆ−3 + 0.75.*z(bigz).ˆ−5 ...
− 15/8*z(bigz).ˆ−7 + 105/16*z(bigz).ˆ−9 );
F.2.21 erfz.m
erfz.m is a third subroutine used to calculate the complex error function.
function f = erfz(zz)
%ERFZ Error function for complex inputs
% f = erfz(z) is the error function for the elements of z.
% Z may be complex and of any size.
% Accuracy is better than 12 significant digits.
%
% Usage: f = erfz(z)
%
% Ref: Abramowitz & Stegun section 7.1
% equations 7.1.9, 7.1.23, and 7.1.29
%
% Tested under version 5.3.1
%
% See also erf, erfc, erfcx, erfinc, erfcore
% Main author Paul Godfrey <pgodfrey@intersil.com>
% Small changes by Peter J. Acklam <jacklam@math.uio.no>
% 09−26−01
error(nargchk(1, 1, nargin));
% quick exit for empty input
if isempty(zz)
f = zz;
return;
end
twopi = 2*pi;
sqrtpi=1.772453850905516027298;
f = zeros(size(zz));
ff=f;
az=abs(zz);
p1=find(az≤8);280
p2=find(az> 8);
if ¬isempty(p1)
z=zz(p1);
nn = 32;
x = real(z);
y = imag(z);
k1 = 2 / pi * exp(−x.*x);
k2 = exp(−i*2*x.*y);
s1 = erf(x);
s2 = zeros(size(x));
k = x 6= 0; % when x is non−zero
s2(k) = k1(k) ./ (4*x(k)) .* (1 − k2(k));
k = ¬k; % when x is zero
s2(k) = i / pi * y(k);
f = s1 + s2;
k = y 6= 0; % when y is non−zero
xk = x(k);
yk = y(k);
s5 = 0;
for n = 1 : nn
s3 = exp(−n*n/4) ./ (n*n + 4*xk.*xk);
s4 = 2*xk − k2(k).*(2*xk.*cosh(n*yk) − i*n*sinh(n*yk));
s5 = s5 + s3.*s4;
end
s6 = k1(k) .* s5;
f(k) = f(k) + s6;
ff(p1)=f;
end
if ¬isempty(p2)
z=zz(p2);
pn=find(real(z)<0);
if ¬isempty(pn)
z(pn)=−z(pn);
end
nmax=193;
s=1;
y=2*z.*z;
for n=nmax:−2:1
s=1−n.*(s./y);
end
f=1.0−s.*exp(−z.*z)./(sqrtpi*z);
if ¬isempty(pn)
f(pn)=−f(pn);
end
pa=find(real(z)==0);
% fix along i axis problem
if ¬isempty(pa)
f(pa)=f(pa)−1;
end
ff(p2)=f;
end281
f=ff;
% return
% %a demo of this function is
% x = −4:0.125:4;
% y = x;
% [X, Y] = meshgrid(x,y);
% z = complex(X, Y);
% f = erfz(z);
% af = abs(f);
% %let's truncate for visibility
% p = find(af > 5);
% af(p) = 5;
% mesh(x, y, af);
% view(−70, 40);
% rotate3d on;
%
% returnAPPENDIX G
LIMITING BEHAVIOR
G.1 Temperature Limits
This appendix compares the results from the thermal wave model with well-known
analytic results to validate the relationships developed. The proofs are provided,
along with a graphic, in each subsection.
G.1.1 Thermally Thick Film, Lfilm/δfilm  1
In this case, we assume that the ﬁlm is large in comparison to the thermal pene-
tration depth, i.e., the ﬁlm is “thermally thick.” The ﬁgure and proof are below.
The relationship becomes that of a bulk system made of the ﬁlm’s material.
Proof. By the deﬁnition of δ and Λ, L2/δ2 ∼ gδ2Λ2 → ∞. The rows of A for
the interface of j=2 and j=3 are then divided by
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.
(G.1)
Taking the limit, {ΛkzzeΛδ}2 → ∞ and



0 −1 0
0
n
1
Λkzz − R
o
2
0




   

d2
u2
d3

   

=



0
0


. (G.2)
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Figure G.1: Schematic of the thermally thick limit.
Thus, u2 = 0 and d3 = 0. The full matrix equation for the remaining terms,


  

{−Λkzz}1 {Λkzz}2 {−Λkzz}2
1 −1 −1
0 0 1

   


   

u1
d2
u2

   

=

   

{αkzzg}2
0
0

   

,
(G.3)
is then solved, leading to
u1 =
1
{Λkzz}1 + {Λkzz}2
{αkzzg}2 , (G.4)
which is the exact expression for a bulk material system.
G.1.2 Thermally Thin Film, L/δfilm  1
Assume that the ﬁlm is small in comparison to the thermal penetration depth, i.e.,
the ﬁlm is “thermally thin.” The ﬁgure and proof are below. The ﬁlm becomes a
perturbation on the bulk signal of the substrate.
Proof. By the deﬁnition of ltpd and Λ, δ2/ltpd,2∼gδ2Λ2 →0. The ﬁlm-on-284
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Figure G.2: Schematic of the thermally thin limit.
substrate equation then becomes
u1 =

1
{Λkzz}1 + {Λkzz}2

{Λkzz}3
{Λkzz}2

{kzzαΠ}2
Λ2
2 − α2
2
(G.5)
since coth(0) → ∞.
G.1.3 Thermally Thick Arbitrary Film, L/δj → ∞
For a multilayered system, if the jth ﬁlm is thermally thick, then the behavior will
be that of a system with N − j ﬁlms.
Proof. Using the same analysis as the thermally thick ﬁlm case, the limit
of δj/ltpd→∞ implies δjΛj → ∞. The equations for the interface between the
(j-1)th and jth layer then become

   

{−Λkzz}j−1 {Λkzz}j {−Λkzz}j
1 −1 −1
0 0 1

   


   

uj−1
dj
uj

   

=

   

{αkzzg}j−1
0
0

   

(G.6)
so that uj = 0 and the layers > j are decoupled from the thermal waves. The
A matrix is then identical to that of a (N − j)-layer system.285
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Figure G.3: Schematic for limit of a thermally thin arbitrary layer in a mul-
tilayered system.
G.1.4 Indistinguishable Film/Substrate (R = 0, k2 = k3,
D2 = D3)
If the ﬁlm and substrate have identical properties and there is no boundary re-
sistance present, the interface should be indistinguishable and the thermal wave
should be identical to that for a bulk system with the ﬁlm properties (or the
substrate, since they are indistinguishable). The proof is very straightforward.
Proof. Let kzz,2 = kzz,3 and D2 = D3; since the modulation frequency is the
same in all layers, Λ2 = Λ3. Then, with R = 0, the ﬁlm-on-substrate equation is
u1 =

1
{Λkzz}1 + {Λkzz}2

{Λkzz}2 + {Λkzz}2 coth{Λkzz}2
{Λkzz}2 coth{Λkzz}2 + {Λkzz}2

{kzzαΠ}2
Λ2
2 − α2
2
,
(G.7)
or, by canceling like terms,
u1 =

1
{Λkzz}1 + {Λkzz}2

{kzzαΠ}2
Λ2
2 − α2
2
. (G.8)
This is the relationship for a bulk material.286
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G.1.5 Isolated Film, R/(δk−1) → ∞
In the case of a very large thermal boundary resistance, the ﬁlm and air layer
above a sample becomes isolated from the bulk substrate.
Proof. Let kzz,2 = kzz,3 and D2 = D3; since the modulation frequency is the287
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Figure G.6: Schematic of a system with highly anisotropic conductivity.
same in all layers, Λ2 = Λ3. Then, with R = 0, the ﬁlm-on-substrate equation is
u1 =

1
{Λkzz}1 + {Λkzz}2

{Λkzz}2 + {Λkzz}2 coth{Λkzz}2
{Λkzz}2 coth{Λkzz}2 + {Λkzz}2

{kzzαΠ}2
Λ2
2 − α2
2
,
(G.9)
or, by canceling like terms,
u1 =

1
{Λkzz}1 + {Λkzz}2

{kzzαΠ}2
Λ2
2 − α2
2
. (G.10)
This is the relationship for a bulk material.
G.1.6 Highly Anisotropic Material, krr/kzz  1
In this case, the in-plane conductivity is very small compared to the cross-plane
conductivity of a bulk system.
Proof. Let krr,2/kzz,2 → 0. Examining the thermal wavenumber,
Λ =
r
krr + iωC
kzz
=
r
krr
kzz
+
iωC
kzz
→
r
iωC
kzz
= Λ1D. (G.11)
As all of the in-plane spatial distribution is included in the thermal wavenumber,
the heat ﬂow is purely one-dimensional.APPENDIX H
EFFECTIVE THERMAL PROPERTIES
H.1 Introduction
The concepts of eﬀective thermal properties [281] and thermal resistances are useful
for analyzing steady state heat conduction in material systems [245]. The thermal
resistance of the jth ﬁlm in the system (Rfilm,j) is deﬁned as the temperature drop
across the component (∆Tj) for a given heat ﬂux (q00
j), i.e.,
Rfilm,j ≡
∆Tj
q00
j
(H.1)
for a one-dimensional heat ﬂow. The heat ﬂux in a material of thickness L with
constant properties is
q
00
j = kzz,j
∆Tj
Lj
, (H.2)
which is constant for linear steady-state heat ﬂow. Equation (H.1) then becomes
Rfilm,j =
Lj
kzz,j
, (H.3)
which is the result in the literature [245]. Similarly, a thermal boundary resistance
is deﬁned at material interfaces using Eq. (H.1), i.e.,
Rj ≡
∆TR,j
q00
j
, (H.4)
where q00
j is the ﬂux incident on the interface and ∆TR,j is the temperature drop
across the interface between the jth and the (j+1)th layers due to the presence of
the boundary resistance. The resistances are typically discussed in the electrical
analogy; in the case of resistors in series, the resistances are added to get the
total resistance [245]. For a combined thin ﬁlm and boundary resistance, the total
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resistance is
Rtotal,j = Rfilm,j + Rj =
∆Tj
q00
j
+
∆TR,j
q00
j
. (H.5)
The total resistance of a ﬁlm and an interface together can be considered as a ﬁlm
of the same thickness but diﬀerent properties, i.e.,
R
eff
film = Rfilm,j + Rj. (H.6)
This results in an eﬀective temperature drop (∆T
eff
film) across the jth ﬁlm,
∆T
eff
film
q00
j
=
∆Tj
q00
j
+
∆TR,j
q00
j
. (H.7)
Using Eq. (H.3) and (H.4), the eﬀective thermal conductivity becomes
δj
k
eff
zz,j
=
δj
kzz,j
+ R (H.8)
or, simplifying,
k
eff
zz,j = kzz,j

1 +
kzz,jR
δj
−1
(H.9)
where k
eff
zz,j is the eﬀective thermal conductivity of the jth layer.
H.2 Temperature Drop for Thermal Waves
The concept of thermal resistance becomes less intuitive for the quasi-steady ther-
mal waves. The evanescent (exponentially decaying) temperature ﬁeld of the ther-
mal wave solution in a ﬁlm is
Tj (r,z,t) = <

θje
iωt
, (H.10)
where θj is the complex temperature determined in Chapter Three. For a single
ﬁlm on substrate with a thermal boundary resistance,
θj (r,z) =
 
dje
Λjz + uje
−Λjz
e
iωt
, (H.11)290
where dj and uj are the thermal wave coeﬃcients determined in Chapter Three.
The heat ﬂux is then found:
q
00 ≡ −kz
∂T
∂z
= −
kz
δ
T0e
z
lT , (H.12)
where δ is the thermal penetration depth,
δ ≡
s
kz
πfC
. (H.13)
Returning to Eq. (H.12), the temperature diﬀerence for the eﬀective ﬁlm is then
the sum of the two temperature drops if the heat ﬂux is constant, i.e.,
∆T
eff
film = ∆Tj + ∆TR,j. (H.14)
This form is more useful for the comparison of the thermal resistance:
∆T
eff
film = ∆Tj + Rq
00
j. (H.15)APPENDIX I
THEORY OF BEAM DEFLECTIONS
I.1 Light in a Spatially-Variable Index of Refraction
As noted throughout this thesis, rays of light will bend when they propagate
through a region of varying index of refraction, n, as shown in Figure I.1 on
page 293.
The deﬂection of light as it propagates through a region with a spatially variable
index of refraction can be derived from either a variational calculation (see, for
example, Chung [157]) or the approach taken here, a geometric calculation from
ﬁrst principles using Huygens’ principle that is a review of Sandner’s approach
[282].
Huygens’ principle states that each point in the wavefront of a beam of light
acts as a source of spherical wavelets whose leading edges form a new propagating
wavefront [283]. The wavelets propagate with a speed deﬁned by the local index
of refraction, deﬁned as the ratio of the speed of light in the medium to the speed
of light in free space [282]:
n =
c0
c
(I.1)
Taking two wavefronts at times t and t+dt, as shown in Figure , the two wavefronts
deﬁne a bending beam with a radius of curvature r. Considering two wavelets “A”
and “B” with local speeds of light c and c+dc, respectively, the angle β in Figure I.2
on page 293 leads to
tanβ =
c
r
=
dc
dr
(I.2)
or
1
r
=
1
c
dc
dr
. (I.3)
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The variation of the index with respect to the speed of light is given by
dn = −
c0
c2dc = −n
dc
c
; (I.4)
dn
n
= −
dc
c
. (I.5)
Substituting Eq. (I.3) into Eq. (I.5) and letting the variation in index of refraction
be solely due to the optothermal eﬀect (with dn/dT a constant), i.e.,
1
r
= −
1
n
dn
dr
= −
1
n
dn
dT
dT
dr
. (I.6)
The conversion of r from x and y, as shown in Figure I.3 on page 294, is
dT
dr
=
∂T
∂y
∂y
∂r
+
∂T
∂z
∂z
∂r
=
∂T
∂y
cosβ +
∂T
∂z
sinβ. (I.7)
Factoring out sinβ and substituting the trigonometric identities sin2 β = [1 +
cot2 β]−1 and cotβ = −dz/dy, Eq. (I.7) becomes
dT
dr
=

−
∂T
∂y

dz
dy

+
∂T
∂z
"
1 +

dz
dy
2#− 1
2
. (I.8)
Also, the curvature 1/r is calculated by geometry [284]:
1
r
=
d2z
dy2
"
1 +

dz
dy
2#− 3
2
. (I.9)
Substituting Eqs. (I.7) and (I.9) into Eq. (I.6) leaves
d2z
dy2
"
1 +

dz
dy
2#−1
= −
1
n
dn
dT

dz
dy
∂T
∂y
−
∂T
∂z

, (I.10)
which for small dz/dy is
d2z
dy2 =
1
n
dn
dT
∂T
∂z
. (I.11)
Finally, to obtain the net beam angular deﬂection (φ), the resulting diﬀerential
equation, Eq. (I.11), is integrated along the beam path. The assumption that the293
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Figure I.1: Schematic representation of the reﬂection of a light beam due to
a spatially varying index of refraction.
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beam is parallel to the y-axis is used in both the skimming and bouncing beam
conﬁgurations; the integration therefore results in the net angular deﬂection in the
“normal” (or z-) direction, φnorm, i.e.,
φnorm = ∆

dz
dy

  
path
=
Z
path
d2z
dy2dy =
Z
path
1
n
dn
dT
∂T
∂z
dy. (I.12)
A similar analysis in the other perpendicular direction gives
φtan = ∆

dx
dy
   
path
=
Z
path
d2x
dy2dy =
Z
path
1
n
dn
dT
∂T
∂x
dy. (I.13)
The displacement (ξ) of a ray of can then be determined by simple geometry (see,
for example, Figure 1.2 on page 3). These results are the same when other methods
are used.APPENDIX J
OPTICS, REFLECTANCE, AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES
J.1 Gaussian Optics
The cross-sectional intensity proﬁle for a coherent Gaussian (i.e., mode TEM00)
beam of light is
I (r) = I0e
− 2r2
w2 , (J.1)
here w denotes the 1/e2 radius. The depth of ﬁeld (DOF) for a laser beam focused
by a lens, according to Gaussian optics (also called “paraxial optics”), is [285]:
DOF =

8λ
π

f
d
2
(J.2)
where f is the focal length of the lens, d is the diameter illuminated on the lens
(beam diameter), and λ is the wavelength of the light. Similarly, the nominal focal
“waist” w0 of a beam is
w0 =

2λ
π

f
d

. (J.3)
The beam proﬁle along the axis of propagation (y) can then be described by the
equation
w(y) = w0
s
1 +

λy
πw2
0
2
, (J.4)
where y = 0 is deﬁned at the focal plane. From this equation, the full angular
divergence for large y is obtained:
θ ≈
2λ
πw0
. (J.5)
Similarly, w(y) ≈
yθ
2 for small divergence angles.
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J.2 Beam Parameters
Both the heating and probe laser beams are assumed to be Gaussian. The beam
radius at the beam “waist” (or focal plane) for a Gaussian beam is given by the
equation [285]
w =

2λ
π

f
d

, (J.6)
where λ is the wavelength of light, f is the focal distance of the lens, and d is
the beam diameter at the lens. The depth of ﬁeld, which represents the span over
which the beam radius expands to 141% of the waist radius, is
DOF =

8λ
π

f
d
2
. (J.7)
A HeNe laser, operating at wavelength λ = 632.8 nm with a beam power of 1 mW,
is assumed for the probe beam. The laser beam has a diameter 470 µm and is
focused with a lens of focal length (f) 38.1 mm. The resulting probe beam waist
is wp = 32.6 µm with a depth-of-ﬁeld of 10 mm.
The heating beam is a variable-power Ar+ laser operating at the λ = 514.5
nm line. The beam power is set at 100 mW for the simulations unless otherwise
stated, and the beam has a diameter of 1.5 mm. The heating beam is focused on
the surface of the sample with a lens with 25.4 mm focal length. The resulting
beam waist is wh = 5.5 µm with a depth-of-ﬁeld of 375 µm.
J.3 Fresnel Reﬂection Curves
The relationships for reﬂectivity vs. angle of incidence are called Fresnel curves,
as they are based oﬀ of the Fresnel equation.297
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Figure J.1: Beam proﬁle for a 480 µm diameter He-Ne probe laser beam at
632.8 nm focusing through a 38.1 mm lens.298
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J.4 Optical Properties
The optical and optothermal properties are given for a wavelength of 514.5 nm, or
a photon energy of 2.41 eV from
Eν =
1239.8
λ
nm · eV. (J.8)
The optical absorption coeﬃcient is calculated from the wavelength and the imag-
inary component of the index of refraction (ni)
α =
4πni
λ
. (J.9)300
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]APPENDIX K
MATHEMATICAL INTEGRALS AND ADVANCED FUNCTIONS
K.1 Bessel Function Integrals
Due to the axisymmetric nature of many of the systems examined in this work,
integrations involving Bessel functions are commonplace and are listed here for
reference. From Gradshteyn [247],
∞ Z
0
J0

a
√
x2 + z2

cos(bx)dx =
cos
 
z
√
a2 − b2
√
a2 − b2 , (K.1)
for 0 < b < a and z ≥ 0. Using this relationship, a line integral of an independent
variable from the Hankel transform kernel (i.e., a Bessel function) is
∞ Z
0
J0

κ
p
x2 + y2

dy =
cos(κx)
κ
. (K.2)
Another is [242]
J0(z) =
1
2π
∞ Z
−∞
e
−iz cosβdβ. (K.3)
K.2 Other Integrals
Another integral that appears in PDS formulations evolves from the convolution
of the probe beam with the thermal ﬁeld in transform space. These integrals
generally have the form [247]
∞ R
−∞
e
−(ax2+2bx+c) cos
sin
(px2 + 2qx + r)dx
=
q
π √
a2+p2e
a(b2−ac)−(aq2−2bpq+cp2)
a2+p2 × ...
...
cos
sin

1
2 tan−1  p
a

−
p(q2−pr)−(b2p−2abq+a2r)
a2+p2

.
(K.4)
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or a much simpler version
∞ Z
−∞
e
−(ax2+2bx+c) cos
sin
(2qx)dx =
r
π
a
e
(b2−ac)−q2
a
cos
sin

−2bq
a

. (K.5)
Another useful exponential is [287]:
∞ Z
0
e
−(ax2+bx+c)dx =
1
2
r
π
a
e
b2−4ac
4a erfc

b
2
√
a

. (K.6)
and Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [247], pg. 480 Eq. 3.896.2:
∞ Z
−∞
e
−q2x2
cos(px)dx =
r
π
q2e
−
p2
4q2. (K.7)
Also useful is the plane integral of a Gaussian function in radial coordinates:
2π
∞ Z
0
e
− 2r2
w2 rdr =
πw2
2
. (K.8)
K.3 Dirac Delta Function
The Dirac delta function, also called the impulse function, is symbolized by δD
and is deﬁned as
δD (x) ≡
∞ Z
−∞
e
−2πiκxxdκx. (K.9)
The integral of δD(x − x0) across a domain that contains x0 is unity, i.e.,
b Z
a
δD (x − x0)dx = 1, a < x0 < b. (K.10)
K.4 Complex Error Function
The error function arises in the bounced probe beam deﬂection theory. However,
this error function has complex arguments, the deﬁnition of which is
erf(z) =
2
√
π
z Z
0
e
−t2
dt. (K.11)303
The scaled error function, also called the Faddeeva function, is given by
erfw(z) = e
z2
erfc(z). (K.12)
The scaled error function is sometimes cast in an alternate expression:
w(z) = e
−z2
erfc(iz). (K.13)
The real and imaginary components of the complex error function are shown below
in a ﬁgure.
K.5 Voigt function/error function
The shape of spectral lines is generally described by two probability distributions
with respect to frequency (or wavenumber). A Gaussian distribution (pG) is ob-
tained from the Doppler broadening of the lines [288, 289] and is given by
pG (ω) =
1
p
πσ2
G
e
−
(ω−ω0)2
σ2
G . (K.14)
Lorentzian distributions arise from collisional processes [288] and are given by
pL (ω) =
A
π
σL
(ω − ω0)
2 + σ2
L
. (K.15)
The so-called Voigt distribution is the convolution of a Gaussian with a Lorentzian
and represents the most general description of spectroscopic line shapes:
pV (ω) =
Z ∞
−∞
pG (ω
∗)pL (ω
∗ − ω)dω
∗. (K.16)
Substituting Eqs. (1) and (2) into Eq. (3) gives
pV (ω) =
AσL
π
p
πσ2
G
Z ∞
−∞
e
−(ω∗−ω0)2
σ2
G
(ω∗ − ω − ω0)
2 + σ2
L
dω
∗. (K.17)304
Rewriting the
pV (ω) =
AσL
πσ2
G
p
πσ2
G
Z ∞
−∞
e
−(ω∗−ω0)2
σ2
G

ω∗−ω0
σG − ω
σG
2
+

σL
σG
2dω
∗. (K.18)
and deﬁning
p ≡
σL
σG
, (K.19a)
and
d ≡
ω − ω0
σG
. (K.19b)
This distribution is commonly called the Voigt function V (d,p) [288, 289] and is
expressed as
V (p,d) =
p
π
Z ∞
−∞
e−y2
p2 + (d − y)
2dy. (K.20)
The Voigt functions V (p,d) and L(p,d) can be expressed as the real and imaginary
components of the Fadeeva function [290], i.e.,
V (p,d) = <[w(iz)], (K.21a)
L(p,d) = =[w(iz)], (K.21b)
where z = p + id and w(z) is the Fadeeva function (also called the plasma dis-
persion function) is deﬁned [291] in terms of the complex complementary error
function (erfc) by
w(z) ≡ e
−z2

1 +
2i
√
π
Z z
0
e
t2
dt

= e
−z2
erfc(−iz). (K.22)
Thus, the Voigt function V (p,d) can be quickly calculated from the complex
error function:
V (p,d) = <[w(−d + ip)]. (K.23)
Several codes are available for computing the complex error function (e.g.,
Poppe and Wijers [292, 293]); a survey of the relative accuracy of these algorithms305
is given in Schreier [294]. Since the complex quantities in this research are conﬁned
to the complex upper half-plane and the plasma dispersion/Faddeeva function is
required, an eﬃcient implementation in Matlab® developed by Weideman [295]
was chosen. The cef.m function is given below.
function w = cef(z,N)
% Computes the function w(z) = exp(−zˆ2) erfc(−iz) using a rational
% series with N terms. It is assumed that Im(z) > 0 or Im(z) = 0.
%
% Andre Weideman, 1995
M = 2*N; M2 = 2*M; k = [−M+1:1:M−1]'; % M2 = no. of sampling points.
L = sqrt(N/sqrt(2)); % Optimal choice of L.
theta = k*pi/M; t = L*tan(theta/2); % Define variables theta and t.
f = exp(−t.ˆ2).*(Lˆ2+t.ˆ2); f = [0; f]; % Function to be transformed.
a = real(fft(fftshift(f)))/M2; % Coefficients of transform.
a = flipud(a(2:N+1)); % Reorder coefficients.
Z = (L+i*z)./(L−i*z); p = polyval(a,Z); % Polynomial evaluation.
w = 2*p./(L−i*z).ˆ2+(1/sqrt(pi))./(L−i*z); % Evaluate w(z).
return
K.6 Coordinate Systems
For convenient reference, the “del” operator (∇) is deﬁned in Cartesian, cylindrical,
and spherical coordinates below.
Cartesian/rectangular coordinates
∇ = ˆ x
∂
∂x
+ ˆ y
∂
∂y
+ˆ z
∂
∂z
(K.24)
∇
2 =
∂2
∂x2 +
∂2
∂y2 +
∂2
∂z2 (K.25)
Cylindrical coordinates
∇ = ˆ r
∂
∂r
+ ˆ θ
1
r
∂
∂θ
+ˆ z
∂
∂z
(K.26)
∇
2 =
1
r
∂
∂r

r
∂
∂r

+
1
r2
∂2
∂θ2 +
∂2
∂z2 (K.27)306
Spherical coordinates
∇ = ˆ r
∂
∂r
+ ˆ θ
1
r
∂
∂θ
+ ˆ φ
1
rsinθ
∂
∂φ
(K.28)
∇
2 =
1
r2
∂
∂r

r
2 ∂
∂r

+
1
r2 sinθ
∂
∂θ

sinθ
∂
∂θ

+
1
r2 sin2 θ
∂2
∂φ2 (K.29)APPENDIX L
TRANSFORMS
L.1 Fourier Transform
L.1.1 Deﬁnition of the Fourier Transform
The Fourier transform of an arbitrary function f(x) is an operation symbolized by
F [f(x)] = ˜ f(κx) and deﬁned [242] as
F [f(x)] ≡
∞ Z
−∞
f(x)e
−iκxx dx = ˜ f(κx). (L.1)
The inverse transformation is symbolized by F−1
h
˜ f(κx)
i
= f(x) and is given by
F
−1
h
˜ f(κx)
i
≡
1
2π
∞ Z
−∞
˜ f(κx)e
iκxx dκx = f(x), (L.2)
where x is the real space coordinate and κx is called the spatial wavenumber.
To convert these transforms to a time basis (i.e., with respect to time), the x-
coordinate is replaced with time (x → t) and the spatial wavenumber is replaced
with the angular frequency (κ → ω).
L.1.2 Discrete Fourier Transform
Since experiments such as PDS discretely sample a continuous function, we must
take into account the distinction between discrete and continuous Fourier trans-
forms. First, the sampling of a continuous function is discussed, followed by an
approximation of a continuous transform using a discrete version of the Fourier
transform.
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Sampling and aliasing
If a function is spatially sampled at a uniform interval (∆x), the Nyquist sampling
theorem states that the maximum resolvable spatial frequency κx,c is given by [257]
κx,c = 2π
1
2∆x
=
π
∆x
. (L.3)
This value is known as the Nyquist critical frequency. This equation can also
be cast in alternate forms in terms of the maximum x value (xc), the number of
sampled points (N), and the κx-space sampling interval (∆κ):
κx,c =
Nπ
2xc
=
N∆κ
2
. (L.4)
Accordingly, ∆κ =
2κx,c
N = 2π
∆xN.
A subtle but important consequence of the Nyquist sampling theorem is that if
the sampled region is not suﬃciently sampled, the function may not be vanishingly
small at the critical frequency or coordinate. If this occurs, aliasing and subsequent
“folding” errors can result [257]. This condition is avoided by padding the ends of
the domain so that the contribution is negligible at high spatial frequencies.
Approximation of integral Fourier transform
It is standard practice to numerically approximate continuous functions on sampled
intervals using a discrete Fourier transform [257]. The kth point of the sampled x
is called xk. Similarly, the kth sample of a function f(x) is fk and the jth sample
of κ is κj. The set of discretizations are summarized by
xk → k∆x, (L.5)
κj → j∆κ, (L.6)
f(xk) → fk (L.7)309
Utilizing a trapezoidal rule approximation on Eq. (L.1), the f(x)dx term becomes
fk∆x and the summation then becomes (with an appropriate change of index)
˜ f(κx) =
∞ Z
−∞
f(x)e
−iκxx dx → ˜ fj =
N X
k=1
fk∆xe
−
2πi(j−1)(k−1)
N . (L.8)
The inverse transform is obtained by a similar set of assumptions and is given by
f(x) =
1
2π
∞ Z
−∞
˜ f(κx)e
iκxx dκx → fj =
1
∆x
N X
k=1
˜ fke
2πi(j−1)(k−1)
N . (L.9)
The discrete Fourier transform is typically performed by the so-called “Fast Fourier
Transform” (FFT) algorithm.
Scaling of FFT’s
In Matlab and several other mathematics software packages, the FFT algorithm
assumes a very speciﬁc form of the input [296], speciﬁcally
FFT[f(xj)] ≡
N X
k=1
fke
−
2πi(j−1)(k−1)
N (L.10)
If we assume some scaling factor exists such that ˜ fj ∝ FFT[f(xj)], then by com-
paring Eqs. (L.10) and (L.8) we immediately ﬁnd that
˜ fj = ∆xFFT[f(xj)] (L.11)
gives an approximation of ˜ f(κx) using Matlab’s built-in FFT functions. The In-
verse FFT (IFFT) is deﬁned similar to Eq. (L.10) [296]:
IFFT
h
˜ f(κx,j)
i
≡
N X
k=1
˜ fke
2πi(j−1)(k−1)
N . (L.12)
As with the FFT, we make the same comparisons but instead between Eqs. (L.12)
and (L.9), leaving
fj =
1
∆x
IFFT
h
˜ f(κx,j)
i
. (L.13)310
By implementing simple scaling relationships, the Fourier transform integrals can
thus be approximated by using the highly optimized built-in FFT and IFFT rou-
tines in Matlab or other mathematical software packages.
L.1.3 Two-Dimensional Fourier Transform
The two-dimensional Fourier transform is typically used in planar geometries [297]
and is deﬁned by
˜ ˜ f(κx,κy) =
∞ Z
−∞
∞ Z
−∞
f(x,y)e
−iκxxe
−iκyydxdy, (L.14)
and the inverse Fourier transform is given by
f(x,y) =
1
4π2
∞ Z
−∞
∞ Z
−∞
˜ f(κx,κy)e
iκxxe
iκyydκx dκy. (L.15)
Higher dimensional transforms are deﬁned similarly but are not considered in this
work.
L.1.4 Table of Fourier Transforms
Table L.1 summarizes useful Fourier transforms, including square wave, “top hat”,
and Airy functions. Here, δD is the Dirac delta function.311
Table L.1: Selected analytic Fourier transforms [242, 298].
f(x) ˜ f(κx) Eq.
1 δD(κx) (L.16)
δD(x − x0) e−iκxx0 (L.17)
e−ax2 pπ
ae−
κ2
x
4a (L.18)
cos(κx0x) 1
2 [δD(κx + κx0) + δD(κx − κx0)] (L.19)
sin(κx0x) i
2 [δD(κx + κx0) − δD(κx − κx0)] (L.20)
Π(x) ≡

    
    
0 for|x| > 1
2
1
2 for|x| = 1
2
1 for|x| < 1
2
sinc(κx
2 ) (L.21)
d
dx iκ (L.22)312
L.2 Hankel Transform
The Hankel transform is an integral transform, equivalent to a two-dimensional
Fourier transform, for axisymmetric functions [242, 299]. The forward Hankel
transform of an arbitrary axisymmetric function f(r) is deﬁned as
H[f(r)] ≡ 2π
∞ Z
0
f(r)J0(κr) r dr = ˆ f(κ) (L.23)
and the inverse transformation is
H
−1
h
ˆ f(κ)
i
≡
1
2π
∞ Z
0
ˆ f(κ)J0(κr) κ dκ = f(r), (L.24)
where κ is the wavenumber for radial coordinates. The Hankel transform is iden-
tical to a two-dimensional Fourier transform if the function is symmetric. Using
substitutions appropriate for radial symmetry [242], i.e., x = rcosθ, y = rsinθ,
r2 = x2+y2, κx = κcosφ, κy = κsinφ, and κ2 = κ2
x+κ2
y, the 2-D Fourier transform
is identical to Eq. (L.23), as shown below.
˜ ˜ f(κx,κy) =
∞ Z
0
2π Z
0
h(rcosθ,rsinθ)e
irκcosθ cosφe
irκsinθ sinφrdθdr
=
∞ Z
0
2π Z
0
f(r)e
irκcos(θ−φ)rdθdr, (L.25)
and since
2π R
0
eirκcos(θ−φ)dθ = J0 (κr),
˜ ˜ f(κx,κy) =
∞ Z
0
f (r)J0 (κr)rdr ≡ ˆ f (κ). (L.26)
The inverse transform is derived using the same substitutions.
L.2.1 Quasi-Fast (Discrete) Hankel Transforms
A very useful method for quickly and eﬃciently evaluating Hankel transforms, the
so-called “Quasi-Fast Hankel Transform” (QFHT) was ﬁrst introduced by Siegman313
in 1975 [300]. Several other papers have since extended [301, 302] or applied
versions of the QFHT [303, 304, 305, 306]. Alternative methods have also been
explored based on similar approaches [307, 308, 309, 310, 311].
The QFHT is based on the Gardner coordinate transform, the QFHT method
replaces the vectors r and κ with an exponential vector r = r0eαx and κ = κ0eαy,
i.e.,
ˆ f (κ) = 2π
∞ Z
−∞
f (r)J0
 
r0κ0e
α(x+y)
rαr0e
αx dx. (L.27)
The α parameter is calculated from the minimum value of r (r0) and the maximum
value (rN−1) by the relationship α = ln(rN−1/r0)/(N-1). Multiplying both sides
by κ,
κ ˆ f (κ) =
∞ Z
−∞
[rf (r)][2παrκJ0 (rκ)] dx, (L.28)
which can also be written as
ˆ f
0 (y) =
∞ Z
−∞
ˆ f
0 (x)ˆ j
0 (x + y) dx, (L.29)
where h0 = κh(κ), ˆ f0(x)= rh(r), and j0(x+y) = 2πarκJ 0(rκ) is the modiﬁed Bessel
kernel [300]. This is a correlation integral, implying that a discrete correlation is
possible [257]. Discretizing the problem, with the substitution x = n and y = m,
the discrete form of Eq. () is
ˆ f
0
m =
N−1 X
n=0
ˆ f
0
nˆ j
0
m+n, (L.30)
which can be calculated using a couple of FFT’s, i.e.,
ˆ f
0
m = FFT
h
FFT

ˆ f
0
m

× IFFT

ˆ j
0
m
i
. (L.31)
A similar derivation is used for the Inverse Quasi-Fast Hankel Transform (IQFHT).
The QFHT is implemented in this work for axisymmetric temperature calculations;314
this is a new application for this method and will be the subject of a forthcoming
paper on the subject.
L.2.2 Table of Hankel Transforms
Table L.2 is a summary of selected Hankel transforms that are used in this work.
Table L.2: Selected analytic Hankel transforms [242].
f(r) ˆ f(κ) Eq.
1
2πδD(κ)
κ (L.32)
δD(r)
2πr = δ2
D(x,y) 1 (L.33)
e
− 2r2
w2 πw2
2 e− κ2w2
8 (L.34)
Πa(r) ≡

 
 
1 for r ≤ a
0 for r > a
2πaJ1(κa)
κ (L.35)
d
dr
 
1
r
d
dr

−κ2 (L.36)315
L.3 Abel Transform
The Abel transform is an integral transform that is equivalent to the integration
of an axisymmetric function along a line [242]. Physically, this transform is equiv-
alent to integrating along a ray through an axisymmetric ﬁeld. The forward Abel
transform of an arbitrary axisymmetric function f(r) is deﬁned as [242]:
A[f(r)] ≡ 2
∞ Z
x
f(r) r dr
√
r2 − x2 = ¯ f(x). (L.37)
Additionally, the Hankel, Fourier, and Abel transforms form a unique set of trans-
forms. Applying the three in succession recovers an original function [242]. This
is the so-called “FHA” transform set and is realized in this work. The Hankel
transform is used to solve the temperature ﬁeld, which is then probed with a ray
that integrates the deﬂection along its path. The mathematical description of this
process is, in fact, an Abel transform. As we have shown, the line integration/A-
bel transform of a Hankel transform results in a Fourier transform, completing the
FHA cycle.APPENDIX M
WAVE CHARACTERISTICS
M.1 Phase and Group Wave Velocities
The phase velocity vp of a traveling wave is deﬁned as
vp ≡
ω
κ
, (M.1)
where ω is the frequency of the wave and κ is the wavenumber.
Similarly, the group velocity vg for a given wave is
vg ≡
∂ω (κ)
∂κ
, (M.2)
where ω(κ) is the dispersion relationship of the propagation medium.
Often, properties are deﬁned that give the uderlying dispersion relationship.
In a transparent optical medium the refractive index n is deﬁned as the ratio c/vp
where c is the speed of light in vacuum and vp is the phase velocity of light in that
medium.
M.2 Thermal Waves
Thermal waves are diﬀusion waves [42]. The thermal wavenumber is a complex
quantity,
Λ ≡
s
kxxκ2 + iωC
kzz
(M.3)
Λ = Re(Λ) + iIm(Λ)
=
sr
krrκ2
2kzz
2
+

ωC
2kzz
2
+ krrκ2
2kzz + i
sr
krrκ2
2kzz
2
+

ωC
2kzz
2
− krrκ2
2kzz
=
r√
k2
rrκ4+ω2C2+krrκ2
2kzz + i
r√
k2
rrκ4+ω2C2−krrκ2
2kzz
=
r
krrκ2
2kzz
q
1 + ω2C2
k2
rrκ4 + 1

+ i
r
krrκ2
2kzz
q
1 + ω2C2
k2
rrκ4 − 1

(M.4)
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The “thermal wavelength” is
λT ≡ |r(φ0) − r(φ0 + 2π)|. (M.5)
The penetration depth δ is the real part of Λ
δT ≡
r
2k
ωC
=
s
D
πf
. (M.6)
From one-dimensional heat transfer, the typically cited characteristic thermal
length is δT ∼
√
Dτ. Thus, the characteristic time is τ ∼ 1
πf = 2
ω.
The ﬁrst task is to deﬁne the characteristic thermal length in a variety of
materials and geometries. In particular, we wish to deﬁne the “thermal penetration
depth” for the diﬀusing wave in various symmetries: planar, axisymmetric, and
spherical. We will then use this as the basis for understanding the coupled heat
ﬂow in composite systems, such as two semi-inﬁnite domains in contact with heat
generation in one of the materials. This fundamental understanding then enables
an exploration using virtual data.
Thermal eﬀusivity, E ≡
√
kC, is the most important parameter for time-
dependent heat transfer for surfaces and across boundaries/layers [233].
The phase velocity vp of a traveling wave is deﬁned as
vp ≡
ω
κ
, (M.7)
where ω is the frequency of the wave and κ is the wavenumber.
Similarly, the group velocity vg for a given wave is
vg ≡
∂ω (κ)
∂κ
, (M.8)
where ωoκp is the dispersion relationship of the propagation medium.318
In a transparent optical medium the refractive index n is deﬁned as the ratio
c/vp where c is the speed of light in vacuum and vp is the phase velocity of light
in that medium.
For a harmonic (sinusoidal) time dependence, the wave has a phase velocity vp
of
vp ≡
ω
Re(Λ)
= ωδ (M.9)
and a group velocity of
vg ≡
dω
dκ
=
1
 
dδ
dω
 = 2ωδ (M.10)
For higher dimensions,
Re(Λ) =
v u u tkrrκ2
2kzz
 s
1 +
ω2C2
k2
rrκ4 + 1
!
(M.11)
M.2.1 Thermal Diﬀusion Wave Velocity
One of the more interesting results obtained in this study is the evidence for a
“thermal diﬀusion wave velocity” that can be resolved using the spatial dependence
of the phase information. Interpreting the penetration and characteristics in terms
of “speed of heat” is an intuitive way of describing—and comparing—the heat ﬂow
in a system.
We look at the phase velocity,
∆φ = ω∆t, (M.12)
vx =
∆x
∆t
=
∆x
∆φ/ω
= 2πω

∂φ
∂x
−1
(M.13)
φ = φ0 −
x
ltpd
= φ0 − x
r
ω
2D
(M.14)319
Δx
∂φ/∂x Δt = ω-1Δφ
φ = ωt
fig:phase_slope
Figure M.1: Schematic of how to interpret the phase as a thermal diﬀusion
wave velocity.
So that
∂φ
∂x
= −
r
ω
2D
(M.15)
vx = 2πω

∂φ
∂x
−1
= 2πω
r
2D
ω
= 2π
√
2Dω (M.16)320
fig:wave_wake
Figure M.2: The lateral spreading of the thermal waves with respect to po-
sition and time deﬁnes the “speed of heat” in the sample.APPENDIX N
NON-DIMENSIONAL TEMPERATURE SOLUTION
N.1 Non-dimensionalization
This section deals with the non-dimensionalization of the heat conduction equation.
First, we begin by multiplying the heat conduction equation by δ2
j/T∞:
δ2
j
T∞
d2Θj
dz2 −
δ2
j
T∞
Λ
2
jΘj = −
δ2
j
T∞
pj
kzz,j
˜ f · ˆ g · hj. (N.1)
which leads to the following “natural” dimensionless parameters:
εj ≡
krr,j
kzz,j
, (N.2a)
z
∗
j ≡
z
δj
, (N.2b)
χj ≡
Lj
δj
, (N.2c)
R
∗
j ≡
Rjkzz,j
δj
, (N.2d)
κ
∗
j ≡ δjκ, (N.2e)
µj−1 ≡
κj−1
κj
, (N.2f)
ηj−1 ≡
δj−1
δj
, (N.2g)
h
∗
j ≡ hj (z
∗), (N.2h)
ˆ g
∗
j ≡ ˆ gj (κ
∗), (N.2i)
Λ
∗
j ≡ δjΛ
∗
j =
q
εjκ∗2
j + 2i, (N.2j)
Θ
∗
p,j ≡
pjδ2
T,j
kzz,jT∞
, (N.2k)
and
Θ
∗
j ≡
Θj
T∞
, (N.2l)
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where T∞ is the ambient temperature. We then have a non-dimensional heat
conduction equation:
∂2Θ∗
j
∂z∗2
j
− Λ
∗2
j Θ
∗
j = −Θ
∗
p,j · ˜ f · ˆ g
∗ · h
∗
j. (N.3)
Following the same general procedure with the boundary conditions with unity
factors of δj and T∞:
Boundary Condition 1:
−kzz,j−1δj−1
∂Θj−1
∂z
= −
δj−1
δj
δjkzz,j
∂Θj
∂z
,z = −Lj (N.4)
µj−1
ηj−1
∂Θ∗
j−1
∂z∗
j−1
=
∂Θ∗
j
∂z∗
j
. (N.5)
Boundary Condition 2:
Θj−1 − Θj
T∞
= −
Rj−1kzz,j−1
δj−1
δj−1
T∞
∂Θj−1
∂z
,z = −Lj (N.6)
Θ
∗
j−1 − Θ
∗
j = −R
∗
j−1
∂Θ∗
j−1
∂z∗
j−1
(N.7)
Boundary Condition 3:
Θj
T∞
→
2πT∞δD (ω)δ2
jδD (δjκ)
δjκT∞
, (N.8)
where we used the Dirac delta scaling property, δD (ax) = a−1δD (x).
Θ
∗
j →
2πδ2
jδD (ω)δD (κ∗)
κ∗ ,z,r → ±∞ (N.9)
Since Eq. (N.3) is now an inhomogeneous ordinary diﬀerential equation, we must
solve two diﬀerential equations [243]: a homogeneous form of Eq. (N.3) and the
particular nonhomogeneous equation.323
Homogeneous Solution
The homogeneous form of Eq. N.3 is
d2Θ
∗{h}
j
dz∗2
j
− Λ
∗2
j Θ
∗{h}
j = 0, (N.10)
which has a homogeneous solution of
Θ
∗{h}
j = d
∗
je
Λ∗
jz∗
j + u
∗
je
−Λ∗
jz∗
j. (N.11)
Particular Solution
In order to ﬁnd the particular solution to Eq. (N.3), we assume the particular
solution has the same form as the function, i.e., A∗
jh∗
j where A∗
j is independent of
z∗
j, so that
Θ
∗{p}
j = A
∗
jh
∗
j. (N.12)
Then, substituting this into Eq. [eqref] gives
d2
dz∗2
j
 
A
∗
jh
∗
j

− Λ
∗2
j A
∗
jh
∗
j = −Θ
∗
p,j · ˜ f · ˆ g
∗ · h
∗
j, (N.13)
which, after letting h∗00
j =
d2h∗
j
dz∗2
j and solving for A∗
j, gives
A
∗
j =
Θ∗
p,j · ˜ fn · ˆ g∗ · h∗
j
h∗
jΛ∗2
j − h∗00
j
=
Θ∗
p,j · ˜ fn · ˆ g∗
Λ∗2
j −
h∗00
j
h∗
j
. (N.14)
Thus, the particular solution is
Θ
∗{p}
j =
ˆ ˜ T ∗
p,j · ˜ fn · ˆ g∗ · h∗
j
Λ∗2
j −
h∗00
j
h∗
j
. (N.15)
We will also later need the derivative with respect to z∗
j of Θ
∗{p}
j , i.e.,
dΘ
∗{p}
j
dz∗
j
= Θ
∗0{p}
j =
ˆ ˜ T ∗
p,j · ˜ fn · ˆ g∗
Λ∗2
j −
h∗00
j
h∗
j

dh∗
j
dz∗
j

− ...
ˆ ˜ T
∗
p,j · ˜ fn · ˆ g
∗ · h
∗
j
 
Λ
∗2
j −
h∗00
j
h∗
j
!−2  
d
dz∗
j
"
h∗00
j
h∗
j
#!
. (N.16)324
Finally, we want to use the local coordinates with respect to each layer, i.e., z∗
j =
z∗0
j .
General Solution
The general solution is then the sum of the solutions to the homogeneous (Θ
∗{h}
j )
and particular (Θ
∗{p}
j ) equations, i.e.,
Θ
∗
j = Θ
∗{h}
j + Θ
∗{p}
j . (N.17)
Using Eqs. (N.11) and (N.15), the general solution is
Θ
∗
j = d
∗
je
Λ∗
jz∗
j + u
∗
je
−Λ∗
jz∗
j +
Θ∗
p,j · ˜ fn · ˆ g∗ · h∗
j
Λ∗2
j −
h∗00
j
h∗
j
(N.18)
or
Θ
∗
j = d
∗
je
Λ∗
jz∗
j + u
∗
je
−Λ∗
jz∗
j + Θ
∗{p}
j (N.19)
Θ
∗
j−1 = d
∗
j−1e
Λ∗
j−1z∗
j−1 + u
∗
j−1e
−Λ∗
j=1z∗
j−1 + Θ
∗{p}
j−1 (N.20)
in non-dimensional terms. As with the particular solution, we will need the deriva-
tive of Θ∗
j with respect to z∗
j:
dΘ∗
j
dz∗
j
= d
∗
jΛ
∗
je
Λ∗
jz∗
j − u
∗
jΛ
∗
je
−Λ∗
jz∗
j + Θ
∗0{p}
j (N.21)
The same equations hold if the local coordinate system is used instead, i.e., z0
j =
z − zj, or non-dimensionalized as
z
∗0
j =
z − zj
δj
. (N.22)
We are then left with a set of primary equations for the system: Q and dQ/dz at
the top and bottom of each layer:
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at z0
j−1 = −Lj−1.
B)
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at z0
j−1 = −Lj−1.
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at z0 = 0.
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at z0 = 0. (Nota bene: The solution is identical to a fully dimensional solution in
Chapter Three.)
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Simultaneous Solution
Boundary Condition 1...
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and
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(BC2) at z = −Lj,
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(BC3)
Θj
T∞
→
2πT∞δD (ω)δ2
jδD (δjκ)
δjκT∞
(N.35)
and where we used the Dirac delta scaling property, δD (ax) = a−1δD (x).327
Finally,
Θ
∗
j →
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κ∗ , (N.36)
as z,r → ∞ and
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as z → ±∞ and
d
∗
j → 0. (N.38)REFERENCES
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